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Abstract
Today it is commonly accepted that the effectiveness of instructional technology,
measured as improvement over the learning outcomes of students, is highly cor-
related with the learning environment, the applied pedagogies and the goals of
the participants of the learning process. The often applied passive lecture model
and the undirected use of modern technology such as student laptops and smart-
phones has been associated with increased levels of inattention and poor student
performance. To address this, our work is focused on creating instructional tech-
nology for orchestrating traditional post-secondary brick-and-mortar classrooms
of computer science education where active learning is the pedagogy of choice.
We promote active learning during interactive lectures featuring retrieval prac-
tice with open practice question types of all answer depth formats(recognition,
cued/free recall) directly integrated with slides. These turn student devices from
a source of distraction to a learning affordance. Moreover, we take advantage
of modern real-time Web technologies and machine learning techniques to al-
low timely and effortless gathering, assessment and classification of all student
responses and activity during lectures thus tackling issues of scale with extrinsic
classroom activities.
This dissertation introduces ASQ, a Web application for increasing teacher
awareness by (i) turning student’s devices from distraction tools to learning affor-
dances; (ii) facilitating the application of active learning with the use of question
types of various formats and depth; and (iii) utilizing real-time data analytics to
facilitate the collection of students submissions, accelerate feedback cycles and
infer student behaviors dynamics. With ASQ lecture slides are transformed into
an interactive social playground for knowledge construction where students ex-
periment with the presented material (individually or collaboratively), answer
questions and continuously give feedback about the lecture quality. We reinforce
the role of teachers as the driver of classroom activity by providing them with
information to follow the progress of the learning process, spot learning gaps
or misconceptions early and provide feedback when needed. We begin by fo-
cusing on the engineering aspects of such an application and discusses in depth
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how to architect interactive presentations for the Web and design an extensible
set of active learning question types for live audiences. Next, we move to the
educational technology domain and combine several longitudinal case studies
in real-world computer science courses involving hundreds of students, which
showcase the potential of a data-driven approach to infer students dynamics and
design more engaging lectures, with student and instructor evaluation studies of
ASQ to confirm its the suitability as lecturing tool in the modern classroom.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
From the first educational manuscripts to massive open online courses (MOOCs),
technology has played an important role in education. Educational content can
be shared and be experienced in many formats that range from text forms, to
video lectures to augmented reality 3D visualizations. Modern technology has
managed to scale course audiences to unprecedented numbers allowing knowl-
edge penetration in groups where time, location, money or language would, in
other times, be a barrier. Finally, analytics can help with various tasks involved
in the learning process, such as designing better courses, grading assignments,
identifying learning obstacles, or adapting learning material to the student skills
and abilities.
However, technology has also been associated with neutral or detrimental ef-
fects to learning. Digital devices (most often laptops and smartphones), though
desired tools by students in a higher education classroom, have in the past been
shown to serve more as distractors than supporters of learning. One of the rea-
sons is the often undirected nature of the devices’ usage. In our work, where
we focus in technology aimed toward traditional brick-and-mortar computer sci-
ence lectures, technology has frequently served as distraction: student’s devices
have invaded classrooms and compete with the instructor for attention forcing
students to multitask which degrades the learning experience: it is often the
case where we find our students browsing social networking websites or play-
ing games while trying to absorb lecture material and answer the instructor’s
questions. Moreover, the complexity added by introducing multiple educational
tools often lead to increased context switching that can also act as a distraction
and leads to wasting valuable teaching time. Finally, technology has not been
able so far to scale more effective forms of learning, such as mastery learning,
active learning or practice testing, to lecture audiences of real-world classrooms
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of hundreds of students despite the generally acceptable positive impact of these
teaching styles. It is obvious to us through our experience with teaching com-
puter science, that in the “practice versus theory” [100] challenge that we face
in the curriculum of a modern software engineer, traditional lectures lean to-
wards the “theory” part; leaving “practice” (active learning) for post-class ac-
tivities which can significantly delay deep learning of the material and make it
harder for teachers catching misconceptions before they take root.
The current technology-enhanced education landscape can be segmented based
on three criteria: whether the educational content is delivered online or offline;
whether the interactions between the instructors and the students are performed
in a synchronous or asynchronous way and finally, whether the students are co-
located with the teacher. In this dissertation, we follow a "best of breed" approach
and argue that traditional lectures in a co-located setting should be augmented
and enhanced by using tools and techniques that have been originally proposed
and developed for online education. Our work is motivated by the “bring your
own device" trend where more and more students attend classes with their lap-
tops, tablets and smart phones. In particular, we aim to investigate how we can
repurpose the student’s devices to encourage students to engage in active learn-
ing and use analytics mined from their devices to gather cues on their behavior
to enhance teacher awareness by fine-grained monitoring of engagement levels,
providing timely feedback and improving future editions of the courses.
1.1 Problem Statement
In the context of computer science lectures in post-secondary traditional brick-
and-mortar classrooms, students have limited opportunities to give the teachers
feedback for their level of understanding of the study material. This can be an
even bigger obstacle for shy and unsure students. Classroom time, complexity
and teacher bias of the answers render the cost of posing active learning in-
class assignments that promote effortfull retrieval to all students and assessing
them prohibitive, in spite of the fact that they are very effective in promoting
learning retention [114; 76; 83]. Moreover, the use of modern technology in the
classroom – such as laptops and smartphones – distracts students with off-task
behavior that has been associated with negative student performance [77; 188;
155; 93].
Our thesis is that the problem of scaling active learning to the aforementioned
settings can be tackled by utilizing modern Web technology in ways that help
engage students with practice question types and support teacher awareness by
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real-time insights on the students level of comprehension and behavior.
1.2 Research Questions
We posit that modern technology can help drive active learning engagement in
modern brick and mortar classrooms and provide insights in student behavior
through the use of analytics that can help measure and improve engagement. To
prove our claim, we seek to answer the following Research Question (RQ):
RQ1 To what extent can a Web-based, privacy-preserving teaching tool be reliably
used to enable active learning, infer student behavior dynamics, assess the attention
and learning outcomes of students and provide insights to improve teaching?
To tackle the broad nature of this RQ with tasks that are easier to quantify,
we focus on work on the following refined RQs listed in Table 1.1.
Research Question (RQ#) Chapter(s)
RQ1.1 To what extent can a Web-based, privacy-preserving
teaching tool be reliably used to assess student behavior dy-
namics and learning outcomes of students from their interac-
tions with the tool?
subsection 1.2.1 5,6
RQ1.2 To what extent can students’ attention be inferred from
their interactions with a Web-based interactive presentations
application that facilitates in-lecture active learning questions
practice?
subsection 1.2.2 6
RQ1.3 Which type of interactions are most correlated with
(in)attention?
subsection 1.2.3 6
RQ1.4 How does student gaze behavior as recorded through
the use of eye-tracking relates to activity indicators generated
from browser events?
subsection 1.2.4 –
RQ1.5 Does the practice question strategy — questions de-
ployed uniformly across the entire lecture or with bursts of
several questions at the same time – have any impact on stu-
dent engagement and student learning?
subsection 1.2.5 8
Table 1.1. Overview of Research Question (RQ) we aim to answer, the sec-
tions we briefly discuss them and chapters where they are addressed in this
dissertation
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1.2.1 Web-based Interactive Presentations tool to Utilize Students’
Devices as a Tool for Active Learning and Monitoring of
Classroom Interactions
It is generally accepted that active learning leads consistently to increased learn-
ing outcomes compared to frontal lectures especially in Science, Technology, En-
gineering and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines [142; 76]. However, scaling ac-
tive learning to large cohorts of students remains particularly difficult task due
to constrains associated with time and workload that are imposed on the instruc-
tor. In this thesis, we explore whether the use of technology can alleviate some
of this burden. One reason that learning technology has failed to (consistently)
demonstrate increased learning outcomes is because it did not introduce a leap
in pedagogy [179]. Our thesis, in agreement with the community, is that using
technology in manners that facilitate the application of desired pedagogies can
have a positive impact. In the context of our work, computer science education
in large post-secondary classrooms, it is a common phenomenon for students to
bring their smart devices in the classroom and at the same time the introduce a
new source of distraction. The maturity of Web Technology, its decoupled open
access model of resources and the ubiquitous presence of browsers in smart de-
vices make it an ideal candidate to offer its services in traditional post-secondary
classrooms in an effort to scale active learning, increase directed use of technol-
ogy towards the learning goals and help instructors orchestrate activities around
it.
In this dissertation, we design and build a Web tool for use in real-world
classrooms with the aforementioned goals. The tool supports streaming lecture
slides that may contain active learning practice question types to the students
devices. We deployed the tool in real-world courses, sometimes with hundreds
of students and investigate to what extent students engage with the tool to follow
slides or practice active learning by utilizing its analytics capabilities.
1.2.2 Mining Browser Events to Infer High Level Student Atten-
tion States
Building on the previous subsection, we investigate the potential of browser
events to extract semantic meaning of the students actions in the platform and
create a model for student attention that can help instructors adapt their teach-
ing and design more effective lectures. Once again, we trial our approach in
real-world classrooms.
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1.2.3 Cues for (in)attention
After evaluating our approach in creating high level attention states from browser
events, we quickly realized that we could combine them with findings from the
state of the art in student attention to create a profile for student interactions
that correlate with increased attention. We analyze recorded lectures with our
tool in similar settings as the previous subsections to spot patterns in student
engagement.
1.2.4 Comparing Student Visual Attention Data with Activity In-
dicators obtain from the browser
Students being engaged with their devices for on-task activities such as answer
practice questions or following the lecture slides accounts for just a fraction of
their total activities during class time. It would be interesting to explore how
much of their visual attention, as reported by eye-tracking apparatus, is devoted
to interacting with the tool we described in subsection 1.2.1 and to what extend
to they visually engage with their screen based on the current activity performed
in the tool.
1.2.5 Practice Question Temporal Placement Strategies in Lec-
tures
One of the advantages of having a tool that interleaves questions with answers is
the ability to collect engagement metrics regarding the practice questions across
a lecture session. We utilize this metrics from real-world courses, to gather in-
sights in a mostly overlooked topic of practice question sessions: their temporal
placement strategy.
1.3 Contributions
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to contribute the design, develop-
ment and evaluation of ASQ, a tool for delivering lectures in conventional, small-
to-large sized (between 10-300 students) brick-and-mortar classrooms and uni-
versity lecture halls that aims to drive active-learning and serve as a source for
data-driven insights in the areas of teacher awareness, student engagement, stu-
dent attention and lecture design.
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Our main contributions include a novel paradigm to interleave study material
slides with questions, a library of interactive question types, a plugin system for
creating active learning question types and techniques to infer student engage-
ment and attention from Web browser events. To demonstrate the effectiveness
of our design, we present qualitative studies in various computer science in real-
world settings. In a similar fashion, the ability of the tool to gather insights in
student behavior dynamics is reflected in the results of a series of quantitative
studies in similar settings. A summary of the contributions in this dissertation is
listed in Table 1.2.
# Contributions Chapters Publications
1 A Novel Paradigm to Interleave Study Ma-
terial Slides with Questions
3 [1, 2]
2 A Web Component library of Interactive
Question Widgets
3 [3]
3 Design and Implementation of 14 Question
Types to practice Computer Science
3 [4, 5, 6]
4 Design and Implementation of a Plugin Sys-
tem to Facilitate creation of Active Learning
Question Types
4 [3]
5 Using a Custom URL Schema to Reuse Ques-
tions into Presentations
4 –
6 Mining Browser Events to infer Higher level
Engagement States and Offer Insights on
Student Behavior Dynamics
5,6 [4, 5, 6]
7 Insights Towards Making Lectures More En-
gaging
5,6,7 [4, 5]
Table 1.2. Summary of the main contributions with pointers to the chapters
and the publications where they are presented. Publication numbers are point-
ers to Table 1.3 for easier access.
1.4 Ethics
The cornerstone of our research case studies in real-world classrooms with hu-
man subjects (instructors and learners) is to respect the privacy of- and provide
equal opportunities to learning to- those involved. Our experimental protocols
and study designs have been designed with these principles in mind. The data
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gathered by the software tool that we present in this dissertation were stored
in authentication protected databases using state of the art encryption. In all
but one setting student participants were anonymously logged into the system.
Despite that, their answers could still identify them for which reason we restrict
access to them to only the author and the instructors of the respective courses.
Under no circumstances were the grades given during the lecture affected by the
data collected during the experiments.
In the setting where we used eye tracking technology to track the attention
of the students (see subsection 7.1.1)we collected personal and identifiable data
for which we informed the subjects. These data have been stored in an authen-
tication protected server accessible only from the researchers conducting the ex-
periment.
We also conducted usability studies using encryption protected and fully ano-
nymized Google Forms [goo] questionnaires.
Finally, we conducted workload testing with instructor subjects, that they also
contained personal and identifiable data. We used forms in paper format which
are privately stored by the author.
1.5 Summary and Outline
This dissertations comprises 8 chapters and 2 appendices. Below we provide a
brief description of each chapter and appendix:
• Chapter 1 - Introduction. In the first chapter we introduce our vision
on how the modern brick-and-mortar classroom can benefit from using
technology to promote active learning and data-driven insights on student
behavior dynamics. We define the motivation behind this work, the re-
search questions that are answered through our thesis, and we present an
overview of the challenges, the contributions and the related publications
of this work. We also describe the ethics that govern our research case
studies.
• Chapter 2 - State of the Art. In the second chapter we do a synopsis
of the research areas this work draws on. We examine topics like digital
technology in the classroom, student attention, practice questions during
lectures, the role of technology, teacher bias and class response systems.
• Chapter 3 - ASQ. Here we present the primary contribution of this work:
ASQ, a Web-based application for interactive presentations. We discuss the
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impact it has in the classroom and provide results of quantitative and qual-
itative usability evaluations collected from students in real-world courses.
• Chapter 4 - ASQ Software Architecture. In this chapter we introduce the
asqium the plugin system of ASQ which is the basis of all ASQ question types.
We list the desired properties of the system and shed light on how we tack-
led the design challenges we faced to achieve the required extensibility.
We present implementation details and examples for interested parties that
wish to implement a plugin to create additional interactive question types.
• Chapter 5 - ASQ as an Educational Study Platform. This chapter shifts the
focus of this dissertation from engineering aspects to instruction technol-
ogy research. We discuss the requirements of real-world classes in terms
of privacy and equal conditions of participation for students. We report
on a case study where we define metrics for engagement based on Web
telemetry data captured by ASQ. We also report on a qualitative evaluation
survey for the usability of the system gathered from students and for the
imposed workload gathered by interviewing instructors. Our findings in
this chapter make a strong case for using ASQ as a research platform.
• Chapter 6 - Case study: Inferring Student Attention. Our second case
study is presented in this chapter. It builds on the event-driven approach of
chapter 5 to mine high level attention states. Our results show that ASQ’s
insights are aligned with the literature and can be used to non-intrusively
infer student attention in real-time.
• Chapter 7 - Case study: Practice Question Strategy. Here, we present
our last case study that utilizes the question and analytics capabilities of
ASQ to compare different strategies for introducing practice questions dur-
ing a lecture.
• Chapter 8 - Conclusions. In the final chapter, we summarize the answers
to the research questions posed in the current chapter and the contribu-
tion of this dissertation. We also discuss any limitations concerning our
approach. We reflect on the implications that derive from using active
learning coupled with Web-backed analytics. We conclude by looking into
the future and sharing our vision on the modern classroom and some of
the next steps on how to achieve it.
• Appendix A - ASQ User Guide. In the first appendix of this work we take
a pragmatic look into using ASQ. We discuss the main features of the tool
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and present how to use ASQ in the classroom to support active learning and
how to author interactive content. We finish this chapter by presenting the
interactive elements of ASQ, placing a strong focus on the question types.
We present the rationale behind their creation and usage examples.
• Appendix B - Software Architecture. In the second and final appendix we
focus on the design and implementation challenges of ASQ beyond its plu-
gin model. We list our requirements and design decisions, its data model
and how critical aspects of the application function. We also present its
analytics capabilities upon which a lot of the work presented in this disser-
tation was based on.
1.6 Publication Overview
Part of the work in this dissertation has been published in international peer-
review conferences. Table 1.3 displays a classification by whether the publica-
tions had an engineering or educational context.
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Table 1.3. Summary of the publications with work relevant to this dissertation.
Chapter 2
State of The Art
Lectures in todays’ form have been around since the medieval times [26; 78] and
remain the predominant mode of instruction since universities were founded in
Western Europe [53]. Despite the advantages of having an expert disperse in-
formation on a subject, the passive model of presenting large amounts of infor-
mation to audiences has several shortcomings: there is not a practical way for
instructors to ensure that students are intellectually engaged with the material
due to their passive attitude; students’ attention wanes quickly; it is hard to as-
sess the level of comprehension of the audience; learning is inefficient due to
the lack of active retrieval of the taught material; and finally, lectures presume
that students absorb material at the same pace. These shortcomings are more
pronounced for topics that require higher orders of thinking such as application,
analysis, synthesis, or evaluation, for teaching motor skills, or for influencing
attitudes or values. One solution to improve the situation is to limit lecture seg-
ments [82] or complete eliminate them (flipped classroom [21]) and engage in
more efficient forms of learning such as discussion [154], Problem-based learn-
ing (PBL) [97]1 or active learning [76]. However, we think that learning in a
classroom has social and psychological benefits for students. In the words of
Genie Black, “The traditional classroom has the major advantage of face-to-face
interaction between the student and educator as well as between the students
themselves. Students derive motivation from the teacher as well as from the
other students” [23]. In this dissertation we aim to to promote the shift from the
frontal lecture paradigm (monologue) to interactive bi-directional presentations
and discussions (dialogue) by introducing active learning in modern brick-and-
mortar classrooms.
1Prince argues that some aspects of the Problem-based learning process may be considered
active learning [142].
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According to the classroom orchestration process, a term coined by Fischer
and Dillenbourg [73], in our work we focus on providing solutions to a number
of issues associated with the core, envelope and infra categories of extrinsic activ-
ities that take place in our target classroom. We face three main challenges that
inhibit the classroom orchestration process: 1. the intrusion of student devices in
the classroom which further exacerbate the engagement and attention problems;
2. teachers catering to the needs of only a small portion of the classroom – and
thus, gathering and incomplete and often misleading picture of the level of com-
prehension of the classroom – due to teacher bias and cognitive load constraints;
and – related to the previous challenge – 3. scaling the delivery, assessment and
feedback for active learning questions to larger audiences.
In the following sections we give an overview of the effectiveness of tech-
nology in education and argue that the role of technology is to support suitable
education pedagogies. We present the pedagogy that our work focuses in – ac-
tive learning – and an overview of classroom orchestration. We make the case
for in-class practice questions to promote active learning and discuss the various
formats of retrieval. Next, we move to review four challenging issues for scaling
active learning in the modern classroom: 1) the lecture format, 2)in-class ques-
tions, 3) cognitive load and 3)teacher bias. Moreover, we discuss the presence
of digital technology within modern classrooms. We discuss how smart devices
have invaded lectures and ways to utilize them for on-task activities: streaming
lecture slides, answering questions and gauging student attention. To paint a full
picture of how technology has been used in a directed way to engage students,
we take a look into Audience Response Systems (ARS), which we consider to be
predecessors of our work and other pertinent technological solutions. Finally, we
turn to a different engineering topic and look into plugin systems for Web appli-
cations as they will be a vital part in implementing the extensible set of active
learning question types during our work.
2.1 The Role of Technology in Education and Modern
Pedagogies
It has been argued that educational technology has not fulfilled the great expecta-
tions for better learning outcomes. One of the reasons is that, until recently, new
technology did not introduce a leap in pedagogy. As Valdez et al. [179] observe
for the first waves of technology in education: “educational software was mostly
textbooks presented in electronic print formats”. The focus, still, was not on
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the learner. The control was just moved from the teacher to computer programs
[179]. Critics suggested that the learning process was dehumanized [174] and
ignored the “learner satisfaction, self-worth, creativity, and social values” [178,
p. 37]. The situation seemed likely to improve with the shift of learning tech-
nologies towards the principles of constructivism in the 1980s. Nevertheless,
this step was deemed unsuccessful to significantly restructure the established
learning environments, perhaps due to the extended time computer-based ac-
tivities needed to complete [189] and the additional material they imposed to
the central curriculum [3]. In the late 1980s and early 1990s the disappoint-
ment kept growing with Clark maintaining the position that media will never
influence learning [46].
The culmination of the information age with the emergence of the Internet,
enabled students to access a plethora of information resources in a cost effective
manner. According to Earle [66], the new ways in which the Internet allowed
people to communicate, share and access information and collaborate triggered
calls for transforming the curriculum, fitting certain technological applications
into the existing curriculum, and even fitting the curriculum to the computer.
By some observers the new Web-based experiences were perceived as a quanti-
tative increase in information accessibility and availability, rather than a quali-
tative change in the curriculum [79; 66] ). Hart in [89] holds a more extreme
view: “What we need from educational technology is forms of knowledge which
may lead to understanding, rather than information overload and confusion”
(retrieved from Ramsdens book “Learning to teach in higher education” [133, p.
152]).
Albirini [7], building on the work of Illich [98] that views the current edu-
cational system as product of the industrial age, suggests that the main reasons
educational technology has failed to meet its alleged potential are: a) lack of a
theoretical frame that would justify the incorporation of education technology in
the curriculum; This leads to b) attempts to fit educational technology, a product
of the information age, in the incompatible, prevailing industrial system of edu-
cation that is governed by different assumptions; and finally c) unwillingness and
even resistance for change on behalf of those involved in the educational process
(teachers, educational institutions, policy makers etc.). The proposed solutions
are to either leave the current educational system as is, or to “avail the potential
of the new technology after thorougly restructuring education and schools, as
remnants of the industrial age, into a new paradigm and institution”. Taking the
above into consideration, our work is focused on using technology as the enabler
of a pedagogy, active learning [29], though addressing issues in the orchestration
process of post-secondary computer science classrooms. In the next subsection
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we discuss modern pedagogies, we introduce active learning and present a brief
overview of classroom orchestration concepts and how they pertain to our work.
2.1.1 Modern Pedagogies
A current trend is to view instructional technology as an enabler of pedago-
gies [68]. Constructivist and modern pedagogies such as Problem based learn-
ing, Active learning, Spaced Learning, Enquiry Based Learning, Project Based
Learning and Peer Tutoring have the potential to be greatly facilitated by technol-
ogy [96; 151]. Students become the center of the learning process and teachers
the facilitators. The characteristics of these pedagogies include tracking individ-
ual progress, inquire, experimenting, discussing, working in groups, producing
artifacts and engaging with the real world. Teachers are required to monitor
and assess the learning process of students, which includes reflection on taught
concepts, experimentation with phenomena and creation of artifacts. This has
a great impact on the cognitive load (see subsection 2.2.3 for an in-depth dis-
cussion) of teachers and it becomes practically impossible to accomplish these
tasks effectively in populous classrooms, especially when taking into considera-
tion the tendency of teachers to provide more favorable conditions of learning for
subgroup of the students (see subsection 2.2.5 where we discuss teacher bias).
In a similar fashion, Mayer argues that to avoid more disappointments from
instructional technology we should used in ways that are grounded in research-
based theory ([118]) and [80] states that the key to better learning outcomes is
thinking system change knowledge, pedagogy and technology in an integrated
way. In the 2000’s there is a shift of focus in instructional technology that places
the learner at the center of the learning process. The result of these change
was a new body of research in how individuals construct knowledge. New in-
structional technology motivating deep learning, based on cognitive psychology
and neuroscience. Application of cognitive load theory in education technology
([117])
All in all, learning technology in isolation of the other entities that comprise
the learning process, namely teachers; learners; pedagogies and educational en-
vironment, seems to have little to no effect in the learning outcome. In the next
subsections we discuss a pedagogy associated with positive outcomes [124; 142;
76] in STEM fields and how we envision using it to teach computer science in
the classroom: active learning.
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2.1.2 Active Learning
Active Learning is an umbrella term for learning (in the classroom) where stu-
dents engage with the learning process more directly (actively) and generally en-
tails some sort of active retrieval of the taught concepts. In the words of Bonwell
and Eison, active learning is “a method of learning in which students are actively
or experientially involved in the learning process and where there are different
levels of active learning, depending on student involvement" [29]. While some
faculty argues that learning is inherently active, in active learning, activities like
collaborative work, discussion of materials while role-playing, debate, engage-
ment in case study, or producing short written exercises are placed at the center
of the learning process [29]. Active learning is a natural fit for Science, Tech-
nology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines [124; 142; 76] where
deep learning of the topics is desired. It is a well-established fact that active
learning, in all its various forms, is effective in increasing students’ learning per-
formance compared to the traditional lecture setup where students are passive
recipients of information [142]. Freeman et al. conducted a meta-analysis of
225 studies across the STEM fields [76] found not only an increased effect size
by .47 SDs in performance on examinations and concept inventories but also
that the probability ratio for failing a course deacreased by 1.95 compared to
traditional lectures. Given its importance, we have set as our mission to enable
every student to engage in active learning during lecture sessions in computer
science topics through answering practice questions. A great part of our contri-
bution focuses on overcoming limitations in time and workload that are imposed
by delivering, assessing and monitoring this active learning process.
2.1.3 Classroom Orchestration
Classroom orchestration refers to how a teacher manages in real-time multi-layered
activities in a highly constrained ecosystem. These levels include individual ac-
tivities, teamwork and class-wide sessions [6]. Technology is viewed as a means
that support teachers in coordinating these activities. The teacher is viewed as
the ‘conductor‘ who makes the ultimate decisions based on feedback (often pro-
vided by technology) on how the intrinsic and extrinsic activities of a learning
scenario progress in the classroom.
In a publication [56] that greatly influenced our work, Dillenbourg elaborates
on the continuum between intrinsic and extrinsic activities and describes five
categories of activities that require orchestration:
1. Core activities for example the topics to recite in a lecture;
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2. Emergent activities are activities that pre-designed but whose outcome is
unpredictable and this require real-time elaboration on behalf of the teacher. An
example is “debriefing” session where students reflect on what they learn;
3. Envelope activities refer to all the activities that are part of established
school practices, such as note taking or reporting student progress to parents.
4. Extraneous events refer to unscheduled events whose occurrence is outside
the control of the teacher, like a loud noise or a student missing for part of a
lecture. While teachers cannot predict such events, they still have to handle
them in ways that benefit the learning of students; and
5. Infra activities. These are activities that are not meaningful for the educa-
tional scenario but necessary to run it. Examples include logging to computers
and finding the right documents.
Next, he outlines five types of constraints to take into consideration when de-
signing systems to support classroom orchestration: time, curriculum relevance,
discipline, assessment, energy and space constraints. In the context of our work –
supporting active learning in classrooms with large number of students – we wish
to help teacher to better deal with the time, discipline, assessment and energy
constraints. We need to be able to deliver question types, aggregate submissions
as fast as possible to save precious lecture time and energy. We wish to provide an
easy and summarized ways for teachers to access submissions from all students
so that they can assess their level of understanding as effortlessly as possible. Fi-
nally, we wish to monitor student activity and how they engage with the material
to minimize distractions and adapt teaching.
Dillenbourg extracts five design principles, four of which that are relevant to
our work: control, visibility, flexibility and minimalism (the fifth being physicality
which we did not address in this work). Control refers to teacher being the driver
of all activities in the classroom. Their “decision should supersede any system
decision, because the former has contextual information while the latter does
not”. Visibility refers to the exchange of information on the activities that happen
in the classrooms by all actors to all actors. flexibility refers to the ability to adapt
on-the-fly a learning scenario based on feedback cues from monitoring students
or reacting to extrinsic events and constraints. Finally, minimalism caters to the
cognitive load of the teachers by suggesting to use only the information necessary
for them to make informed decisions and avoid introducing unnecessary extra
complexity. In chapter 3 we will discuss how our technological solution tries to
adhere to these principles.
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2.1.4 Retrieval Practice and Answer Depth Format
The testing effect, taking tests on studied material to promote active learning as
opposed to using tests only as an evaluation tool, is beneficial to retention and
leads to better scores in final tests [17; 50; 88; 94; 121; 122; 184]. As Carrier
and Pashler demonstrated, the influence of successful retrieval, that is, recalling
items from memory, “has beneficial effects for later retention above and beyond
the effects due to merely studying the item” [41]. This result has been confirmed
in various other replicating studies(for example [150; 4; 102]).
There are three types answer depth format for questions that test memory
recall that are in line with the general model of memory recall: 1. recognition.
Subjects are given a list of potential answer with the task to recognize the cor-
rect one; 2. cued recall. Subjects are given a number of cues to help them retrieve
and construct the right answer from memory; and 3. free recall. Subjects need to
remember from memory the right answer without any help. The rough equiva-
lent of these formats in educational terms are multiple choice, short answer, and
essay questions respectively [114].
Of big interest for our work is the fact that there is strong evidence which
suggests that successful retrieval under the more effortfull free recall format for
quizzes (such as short text quizzes or programming tasks) perform better in terms
of learning outcomes compared to cued recall, which performs second best, or
recognition formats (such as “fill the gaps” or multiple choice quiz types) [114;
83; 127; 120; 106]. Mixing theoretical explanations with interactive exercise
activities benefits long-term retention as it helps students to reflect on the taught
material (which is still in their working memory) and prevent misconceptions
from taking root (as teachers can give early feedback). This is one of the pillars
of our work, in which we aim to scale in-lecture practice active learning questions
with a strong focus in the free and cued recall formats to large audiences.
2.2 Challenges of Introducing Active Learning in Tradi-
tional Lectures
2.2.1 The Importance of the Lecture Format
A typical lecture involves an instructor presenting the reviewed subject(s) while
navigating through slides, drawing in a whiteboard or interacting with artifacts
pertinent to the subject. The slides can include a number of multimedia or inter-
active features such as images, videos and hyperlinks. Periodically, they may dis-
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Figure 2.1. Current (left) and proposed stack (right)
cuss with audience members often to clarify misconceptions and/or query their
comprehension on the taught concepts. A major limitation of this format is that
not all students have the equal amounts of concentration on the presentation at
any given time or comprehend educational content at the same pace.
An interesting lecture format that solves this problems can be found in lec-
tures that are intented to be consumed asynchronously such as, traditional MOOC
lectures, which are delivered in form of videos. These videos typically include
instructors presenting the reviewed subject(s) while navigating through slides,
scrolling through a textbook, drawing on a digital whiteboard or commenting on
displayed media [186]. Often, during a presentation, after the instructor elabo-
rates on a specific concept, a pop quiz follows that aims to evaluate the level of
comprehension from the audience. One benefit of asynchronous lectures is the
ability for students to revisit sections of the lecture at their discretion. This solves
the problem deriving from the assumptions that all students process content at
the same pace. We believe that allowing students of colocated synchronous lec-
tures to browse slides can also have the benefit of decreasing off-task behavior
like browsing social media websites or playing games (see section 2.3).
However content authoring for asynchronous lectures requires multiple soft-
ware stacks: slides creation software, video capture and editing software; the
hosting platform that serves the video lectures, the quizzes and the assignments.
Slides are not browsable anymore; they are part of a monolithic format that
makes it very hard to make corrections. Even for simple adjustments on a slide,
video recapture is necessary. Figure 2.1 visualizes the current situation and our
proposed solution for both synchronous and asynchronous lectures: fully use the
modern Web platform for both authoring and delivering lectures and gathering
feedback.
Another limitation, as Cooper and Mehran [49] point out, is the need to aug-
ment video presentations with interactive activities like algorithm visualizations,
programming practice environments and editable coding visualizers. This ap-
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plies not only to video lectures, but to lectures in general: Bonwell and Eison [29]
suggest as way to further increase engagement the integration of brief demon-
strations or short, ungraded writing exercises. They also suggest to modify the
lecture format by injecting introspective discussion sessions so that students can
reflect on the material or allocating time slots for students to write what they
remember. Our approach is to follow a variation of the latter where we pose
practice questions to students. We discuss this in more detail in subsection 2.1.4
and subsection 2.2.2. By simply featuring interactive sections, lectures are not
more effective in terms of learning outcomes. A study conducted in six public
university campuses [32] finds “no statistically significant differences in learn-
ing outcomes between students in the traditional and hybrid-format sections”
and that “there is no compelling evidence that online learning systems available
today—not even highly interactive systems, which are very few in number—can
in fact deliver improved educational outcomes across the board, at scale, on cam-
puses other than the one where the system was born, and on a sustainable basis.
This is not to deny, however, that these systems have great potential”. We pos-
tulate that two reasons play an important role: first, a lot of the quizzes belong
to the recognition answer depth format of answer depth (for example multiple
choice questions) that has limited retention benefits compared to the cued or free
recall formats (also discussed in subsection 2.1.4); and second, there is the lack
of two psychological/social components: 1) a physically-present teacher who is
motivating students and monitors their behavior and learning progress to pro-
vide timely feedback and catch misconceptions early. This allows teachers to
intervene in subtle ways that benefit the learning scenario of the course; and 2)
other students that help treat learning as a team effort and interact in ways (dis-
cussion/group work) that “improves thinking and deepens understanding” [45].
In our work, in which we target the co-located classroom domain, we lift these
restrictions through incorporating active learning question types such as live-
programming questions types or drawing diagrams and by utilizing real-time
aggregation of answers and monitoring of student engagement levels to increase
teacher awareness.
2.2.2 In-class Questions
In classes with a large number of participants, active learning is most often associ-
ated with questions that allow immediate automated feedback, such as multiple-
choice questions or (relevant in our use case) programming questions evaluated
through unit testing. This is due to time constraints and the cognitive load in-
volved in assessing open-ended questions. In our work we attempt to introduce
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more cued/free recall question types due to the benefits involved. One of our
strategies is to introduce question types that enable live programming, i.e., the
ability to modify running programs (in our case inside a browser) [75]. A major
benefit of live programming is the instantaneous application of changes in the
static code a program to the dynamic behavior of its executable, thus “provid-
ing continuous feedback of program content to programmers.”. This can offload
a great portion of the task of evaluating correctness to students and encourage
them to experiment.
Recently, Weinstein et al. [182] explored the benefit of quiz spacing in the
classroom: in a within-subject design (45 students) two spacing strategies — in-
terspersed and at-the-end — were compared with each other. Similarly to our
own case study presented in chapter 8, the questions (five per lecture) in the
interspersed condition followed directly the slides containing the necessary in-
formation, while in the at-the-end condition all questions were placed at the
end of the lecture. The achieved quiz scores in the interspersed condition were
found to be significantly higher than in the at-the-end condition. This difference
in learning performance though vanished when the students were tested one last
time nearly three weeks after the last lecture.
2.2.3 The Dual-Process Model of Cognition and Cognitive Load
Studies in teacher cognition and teaching performance in K-12 classrooms have
identified consistent challenges and patterns that are congruent with the pre-
dictions of the dual-process model of cognition (e.g., [72]). Cognitive load, a
phenomenon associated with the controlled conscious component of the model,
is the cause for many of these challenges.
According to the dual-process theory of cognition, human performance is pro-
duced by controlled and automatic processes. Controlled processes occur in the
working memory, function more slowly and require more effort than other pro-
cesses. Automatic processes occur without intention; are not subject to con-
scious monitoring; utilize few, if any, attentional resources; and happen rapidly
[125; 183]. These processes operate independently but intersect at certain points
[15; 16; 54; 158; 165]. Information processing occurs simultaneously in both
pathways. When two pathways generate conflicting outcomes, the conflict is
mediated in the working memory [31] which results in a performance drop.
Cognitive load is an index that refers to the total amount of mental effort
being used in the working memory [166]. Sweller [168] identified three types
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of cognitive load: instrinsic, extraneous, and germane. Extraneous cognitive
load (allocation of cognitive resources for less relevant goals) occupies working
memory at the expense of intrinsic and germane load, depriving the individual
of cognitive resources that could benefit target performance [42; 169].
While in this dissertation we focus on creating and evaluating a system that
imposes an acceptable (self-reported) workload on instructors, the next section
delves into the effects of cognitive load to provide a context for discussing some
future steps on how address them in subsection 9.3.2.
2.2.4 The Effects of Cognitive Load
Automaticity
Routines for specific tasks within a domain of expertise become highly reliable
and require less concentration to perform as individuals practice their skills thus
imposing lower levels of cognitive load [9]. In the education domain, novice
teachers report feeling overwhelmed [40; 105; 185] since they have not yet de-
veloped automaticity for routines that need to be performed in the classroom.
Experienced teachers that perform the same routines, require significant less con-
centration and experience lower levels of cognitive load which “provide[d] them
with the intellectual and temporal room necessary to handle the dynamic por-
tions of the lesson” [110]. In contrast, the increased cognitive load imposed on
novices led to a slower and more effortful perfromance that limited the dynamic
allocation of mental resources.
High levels of cognitive load deplete working memory which cannot be used
by dual-process cognitions, like situation assessment and attribution. As a re-
sult, these mental processes may rely almost entirely on their nonconscious com-
ponents and operate without conscious monitoring [15; 71; 175]. Described
by Feldon as “the double-edged sword of automaticity” [72], in such situations
there may be an increase in performance but also errors. Performance gains
are observed when the automated schemas of these processes have yield opti-
mal performance without conscious monitoring [18; 19; 86]. Errors occur when
the representations are stereotypic schemas that incorporate irrelevant or insuf-
ficient information. The conscious monitoring would either prevent the inappro-
priate application of these schemas or adapt them to align with individual cir-
cumstances. Increased bias in responses under high cognitive constraints have
been documented in [84] and [27]. Additional studies found that individuals
formed and stored evaluations of events that were more stereotypic when pro-
cessed under high cognitive load than they would be with additional conscious
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monitoring [43; 54].
Regarding teaching, there are studies that demonstrate biased inferences
due to insufficient allocation of cognitive resources (e.g., [87; 115]) and in-
creased racial bias associated with elevated levels of extraneous cognitive load
and speeded time regardless of the articulated beliefs or intentions of their par-
ticipants [27; 55; 70; 135; 181]. Experienced teachers demonstrate lower ex-
pectancy bias [13] than novices, using evaluation procedures that are are more
resistant to interference presumably due to higher levels of automaticity (which
limit the number of consciously mediated decision points during which expectancy
could play a role) and lower cognitive load (which allows monitoring processes
to function unimpeded).
Cognitive defaults
The substitution of intended actions with less effortful, automatic and poten-
tially destructive alternatives under increased levels of cognitive load is known
as a cognitive default [47; 131; 167]. According to [72]: “The cognitive default
hypothesis similarly suggests that teachers’ older, more reinforced knowledge is
more likely to be used under the cognitive load imposed by an actual classroom,
because it is less effortful than newer knowledge. Therefore, the actions of new
teachers are likely to default to the manner in which they were taught rather
than the way they were trained”.
Although there is a lack of studies that examine changes in teacher’s be-
haviour under the lens of cognitive load theory [72], there are studies the de-
scribe novice teachers who revert to their more familiar, pretraining models of
teaching [128; 145]. This suggests that the old, less effortful automatic schemas
acquired during their own schooling experiences [112] are more likely to be
used under cognitive load instead of the teaching methods that the teachers were
trained.
Ironic processes
Wenger [181] described another interesting effect of increased extraneous cog-
nitive load during attempts for self-control: ironic mental processes. In such in-
stances, trying to achieve the intentional outcome results, ironically, to a counter-
intentional outcome. The premise is that controlling one’s mind involves an oper-
ating process which is a conscious component and a monitoring process which is
an automatic component. The monitoring process scans for undesirable mental
contents that are inconsistent with the intended state. Upon detection, it initi-
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ates the operating process which will try to attend to it and effortfully (since its a
controlled, working memory dependent process) modify it. When the individual
experiences exhaustion of working memory resources the operating process fails
to function effectively. Consequently, the monitoring process tries to engage it
again consuming more working memory and resulting in a feedback loop that
not only fails to prevent undesired thoughts or actions from occurring, but may
also lead to cognitive defaults.
2.2.5 Teacher Bias
Research shows that teachers in traditional classrooms give students in the top
third the greatest attention and students receive the least attention and support
(e.g., [28]). Teachers are frequently unaware of the fact that they are provid-
ing more favorable conditions of learning for some students than they are for
other students. Generally, they are under the impression that all students in
their classes are given equality of opportunity for learning. This probably gets
worse in bigger classrooms. A number of studies on the biases of teachers in the
classroom have indicated that stereotyping occurs with some frequency [148].
For example, studies of the Pygmalion effect or self-confirming bias indicate that
teachers’ preconceptions of student traits and abilities are better predictors of
subsequent evaluations than actual classroom performance [85; 152]. Other bi-
ases, including those related to physical attractiveness, have the same effects
[20]. In a meta-analysis of studies examining the biases of teachers regarding
attractive students, Ritts et al. concluded that, overall, attractiveness had a mod-
erate effect (d = .41) on teachers’ assessments of students. Measures specific to
academic outcomes (e.g., intelligence, future academic performance, etc.) gen-
erated an effect size of .36 [148].
2.3 Digital Technology in the Classroom
Wood et al. [188] examined the impact of multi-tasking in lectures in particular
through digital means: 145 undergraduate students took three classes of 20 min-
utes, each followed by a 15-item multiple choice quiz. Students were randomly
assigned to one of seven experimental conditions. The learning performance (the
percentage of correctly answered quiz questions) was found to be significantly
and negatively impacted by multi-tasking (also confirmed in [147]), in particular
when it involves highly-engaging social networks such as Facebook.
Closer to our own experimental setups, in one of the seven conditions the
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participants were free to use or not use their laptops (i.e. no multi-tasking was
forced on them); it was found that those students opting not to use digital tech-
nologies achieved a higher learning performance than those that did. A similarly
designed study and result was reported in [155], where not only the participants’
multi-tasking was investigated but also the impact it had on participants in di-
rect view of the multi-tasker — the distraction to the non-multi-tasking peers
was significant and they in turn reached lower test scores than non-distracted
peers. A much larger study by Aguilar-Roca et al. [5] across 800 students and
15 lectures did not find detrimental effects to students in the proximity of laptop
users as measured in exam grades. As [188; 155], Fried [77] relied on an under-
graduate psychology student class to reach the same conclusion through weekly
self-reports and the students’ test performance. In [93] a binary setup was em-
ployed: students were either allowed to use their laptop in class for any activity
of their choice or disallowed to use their laptop at all. Students in the “open lap-
top” condition were found to remember less of the lecture content than students
in the “closed laptop” condition. Finally, Ravizza et al. [144] performed the most
natural experiment by routing students’ Internet traffic in class through a proxy
that logged all online activities during class time which was subsequently classi-
fied as either class-related or class-unrelated. They found (not surprisingly given
past research) that class-unrelated Internet usage (e.g. the use of social networks
or emailing) was common among students that chose to use their laptop in class
and was negatively related to class performance. More surprisingly, class-related
Internet usage did not benefit students, their class performance (usually mea-
sured through an after-lecture quiz or final course grades) did not increase over
students that did not use their laptops in class.
Despite the varying experimental setups (cf. Table 2.1), the multitude of
studies converge on the same conclusion: the use of digital devices in the class-
room is not advantageous for students’ learning performance due to students’
multi-tasking behaviour and the available distractions. Nevertheless, students
themselves perceive technology in the classroom as mostly useful instead of dis-
tracting [109; 14]. Since the complete ban of technology in the classroom is often
not feasible (though less radical ideas such as laptop-free zones within a large
classroom have shown promise [5]), we aim in our work to take advantage of
technology to establish an additional communication channel between students
and lecturers.
Previously, the use of personal response systems2 (“clickers”) has been ex-
2Such personal response systems can either be dedicated pieces of hardware or software in-
stalled on mobile phones and laptops.
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plored as one potential positive use case for interactive technologies (besides
laptops) in large classrooms. Mayer et. al [119] found students engaged in in-
class multiple-choice question answering through clickers to have higher learn-
ing gains than students engaged through the same questions without clickers.
Notably, this latter group did also not fare any better than the control group of
students who did not receive those in-class questions. Gauci et. al [81] made
clicker usage in their classroom voluntary and found students who participated
in answering in-class questions this way (in contrast to [119] it was not possible
to answer questions without a clicker) to achieve higher exam results than those
who did not. Importantly, low-performing students (those with low marks in a
prerequisite course) were found to benefit more than mid- and high-achieving
students. These results show that a guided and restricted usage of technology
can benefit students’ learning.
2.3.1 Student attention
Measuring and influencing peoples’ state of attention in their workplaces, daily
lives and educational settings has been investigated for a number of decades
in psychology and pedagogy; in more recent years technological advances have
also led to contributions by the human computer interaction and the learning
analytics communities [138][141].
Our research focus is in the measuring of students’ attention in the post-
secondary classroom where forty-five or ninety minute units of teaching are the
norm, and thus in this section we narrow our overview to works that have in-
vestigated attention in the educational context only. Students’ attention during
such teaching sessions varies significantly, as shown in a wide range of empiri-
cal studies that have either probed students directly for self-reports of attention
(or daydreaming and mind wandering) levels [35; 146; 162; 111] or aimed to
infer [in]attention based on (i) students’ behaviour (e.g. their patterns of note-
taking [157] or physical signs of inattention such as gazing [103]), (ii) physio-
logical measures such as skin temperature [22], or, (iii) students’ levels of knowl-
edge retention [146; 172].
Two important meta-studies [187; 173], published in 2007 and 2013 respec-
tively, not only summarize the current state of knowledge about student atten-
tiveness, but also critically highlight the often contradictory findings — in [187]
specifically, the assertion of the 10-15 minute attention span of students is tack-
led in great detail. The contradictions are generally attributed to the nature of
the individual experiments, which are typically conducted on a small number of
students taking a class of less than one hour, which may have been specifically
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designed for the experiment. Factors which can explain the observed differences
include the inherent variability of students’ academic interests, instructor styles
and means of measuring attention, which are usually not controlled for across
experiments [173]. Of the many findings, we list here those which have been
observed in several experiments3. F1: Students’ attention drops over the class
period [111]; as a consequence, in retention tests students tend to perform bet-
ter on material presented early on in the class [146]. F2: attention breaks occur
regularly and increase in frequency as the class progresses [103]. F3: As the
class progresses, students tend to take less notes [157]. F4: the percentage of
students attentive to the class varies significantly (depending on class topic, the
instructor and the pedagogical tool employed). Between 40% and 70% of stu-
dents are attentive at any moment during frontal teaching. Attention rises when
interactive elements are introduced (discussions and problem solving) [35]. F5:
immediately after interactive teaching elements, the level of distraction is lower
than before the start of the interaction [35; 36].
One common denominator of the aforementioned studies is their lack of tech-
nologies to determine students’ attention directly or indirectly. Existing technolo-
gy-based solutions, while enabling real-time insights, are also limited, due to the
invasive technologies employed. In [170; 171] EEG signals are recorded to in-
fer students’ attention — while accurate, those studies are restricted to either
small classroom or lab settings. Sun et al. [164] rely, among others, on facial ex-
pressions to detect attention, which, while technologically feasible raises privacy
concerns. Bixler et al. [22] find eye gaze and skin conductance and temperature
recordings to be indicative of attention. Many of these techniques can only be
employed at reasonable cost for a small subset of classes and/or a small subset of
students due to their obtrusive nature (examples include physiological markers
or minute-by-minute self-reports), issues of scale (e.g., the presence of exter-
nal observers and the analyses of taken notes), and, the additional cognitive &
timely burden placed on students (e.g., through retention tests). Moreover, with
few exceptions, e.g. [170], these techniques do not enable lecturers to adapt
their teaching on-the-fly, as they are not able to continuously determine students’
attention in real-time; instead students are probed at specific intervals during the
lecture or post-lecture data collection and data analyses steps are required.
In contrast, in our work we explore the use of a non-invasive and scalable
technological solution capable of delivering feedback in real-time as presented in
the case study of chapter 6.
3Also for these findings some contradictory evidence exists as well.
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2.3.2 Audience Response Systems
Audience Response Systems (ARS), also referred to as Student Response Systems,
Personal Response Systems, Classroom Networks [137], Electronic Response Sys-
tems, Audience Paced Feedback [139], Classroom Communication Systems and
clickers, have been used sparsely for educational and training purposes since
1950s but due to the expense of installing these systems and the lack of evidence
for pedagogical benefits they only started to become popular in the 1990’s [104].
The most critical feature of ARS is a shared display of student responses, around
which students and teachers can focus attention and activity [137]. ARSs today
are, or have been, used for many educational disciplines form the physical sci-
ences through mathematics, accountancy, biology, medicine and literature [62].
The most widely reported benefit of ARSs is increased engagement and par-
ticipation in class [107; 64], sometimes as an indicator of increased student in-
terest and enjoyment of the class [65]. Other advantages include improved class-
room discussion about ideas [64], better awareness of student difficulties, both
by teachers as well as by the students themselves [62]. Anonymity is impor-
tant factor that frees students to focus on ideas rather than on who contributed
them [52]. Researchers report that the display of a ARS helps students know
where they are in relationships to others, and if they notice others are experienc-
ing difficulties students may have the confidence to ask for help or for clarifica-
tion [64]. The fact that all students pick an answer that then becomes part of an
aggregated display puts pressure on students to think about teachers’ questions
[64; 62; 130]. Students also often report a sense of pride and ownership over
their contributions to the display [48].
In our mission to direct usage of digital technology in the classroom to reduce
distractions and increased active engagement we aim integrates and improve
two complementary product categories: presentation tools (e.g., Keynote [key],
Powerpoint [pow], Prezi [pre] or Slides [slia]) and Classroom Response Systems.
Table 2.2 features a feature comparison between software ARS. To the best of
our knowledge there is no Web-based interactive presentation tool offering a
fully integrated experience with slides embedding complex questions. Existing
non-integrated tools require a time-consuming switch between the presentation
(which may or not be broadcast to all devices) to the dedicated clicker software
(which is usually limited to polls using multiple choice or simple questions like
the ETH EduApp [eth] or Google Forms). Socrative [soc] is a ARS built around
quizzes and games. It exhibits a small set of types of questions and cannot deliver
presentations. Informa [91], which is closer to our work than the other systems,
is a software clicker implemented in Java that supports an extensible number of
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problem types like text-highlighting problems, coding problems, graph problems.
Very few systems merge the two product categories not only to share slides
with the audience in real-time but also to embed polls, questions and interactive
content that can be used to gather feedback from the audience. For example,
sli.do [slib], Nearpod [nea] – aimed at K-12 education – or Glisser [gli] support
only simple question types (polls with a fixed set of alternatives) or free text ques-
tions. Blackboard collaborate [24] is a proprietary online collaboration platform
that, among other features, offers a dynamic whiteboard that can display and
share among participants PowerPoint slides, text, drawings and multiple choice
polls. While these are useful to engage the audience, they do not fully fit the re-
quirements for scaling active learning by combining domain-specific, open-ended
question types with a fast and accurate way to aggregate and visualize results.
All but Informa are offered as a service and are closed source.
2.3.3 Plugin Systems for Web Applications
In contrast to the systems presented in the previous section, in our work we wish
enable educators to develop the active learning questions that fit their curriculum
and students’ needs and be able to exchange material between them to accelerate
the adoption of active learning. Thus, our system needs to be extensible and
open. We set high goals in terms of requirements for such as a system (for a
detailed list see section 4.2) in order to allow powerful, versatile, modular and
encapsulated yet easy to develop, maintain and integrate question types. Our
design choice is to develop a plugin system for our system that support plugins we
can run in both the server and the client (powerful and versatile) and exchange
data in real-time. In this section we will look at how others have tackled similar
problems to adopt good practices and avoid pitfalls.
Architect [c915], Intravenous [Jac15], Seneca [Rod15] and Wire [cuj15] are
all Node.js architectural frameworks that handle well dependency injection and
offer ways to declare modules and their dependencies. They are positioned in
the application composition layer on top of the npm modules layer. Front-end
components are not in the scope of these frameworks.
Our work is heavily influenced by the plugin systems of popular Web-based
content management systems. More specifically the hooks construct can be found
in similar contexts in Wordpress[MBJ+11], Ghost [WODW15] and Moodle[61]
which are two blogging platforms and an open-source learning platform respec-
tively. Moodle has also the notion of event-driven communication between back-
end plugins and the core [Mdd15]. In these systems client-server communication
between plugin components is performed mainly through HTTP/Asynchronous
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JavaScript And XML (AJAX). By default, the back-end components cannot push
any data to the front-end without the latter having issued an AJAX request first
to pull the data.
Hoodie [Hoo15] is a Node.js framework with CouchDB store technology,
whose main goal is to abstract away the back-end to facilitate the job of front-end
developers. To accomplish this, the front-end application communicates with the
back-end only through the Hoodie Javascript API. Using CouchDB’s changes feed
Hoodie is always aware of things that happen to the user’s data and makes them
available via events which allows keeping multiple devices synchronized. It sup-
port plugins which have a: a) frontend component; b) backend component; and
c) an admin view. Frontend components communicate with back-end compo-
nents through tasks similar to the client-server event mechanism we describe in
subsection 4.2.4. A task is a special object that can be saved into the database
from the Hoodie front-end. Front-end plugin components deal only with the
Hoodie API and do not have visual entities. Any related markup or CSS styles
live in the static assets of the main application outside of the plugin directory.
Hoodie thus lacks a way to encapsulate markup and styles for front-end plugins.
Hoodie also does not have the concept of hooks. Plugin filenames and directory
structure follow strong naming conventions. Hoodie plugins are published and
deployed using npm.
2.4 Summary
To summarize, in our quest to scale active learning in the classroom and help
teachers with the associated orchestrations activities we discussed the role of
technology and highlighted the importance of using it as an enabler of peda-
gogies and orchestration tasks. We presented some of the deficiencies of the
prominent lecture format and we looked in the literature for inspiration on how
to improve it. We then presented how previous works (often conducted in sim-
ulated classrooms with assigned conditions) have shown that undirected use of
digital devices in the classroom leads to distractions and ultimately degrades the
students’ learning performance. At the same time, the directed use of technology
has shown promise. We argue that by using Web technology to enable students’
devices to receive rich format slides and be a playground for practice questions
we tackle three issues at once: scaling active learning, increasing engagement
in learning activities and gaining data-driven insights on student attention and
overall engagement. With respect to in-class quizzes, there is little doubt in the
literature that interactive classes improve students’ learning performance, how-
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ever, it is challenging to scale the efficient format of free recall retrieval practice
in large audiences. Moreover there is very little work discussing and exploring
the benefits of question spacing. Our work adds additional knowledge to this
issue and explores to what extent can technology can scale active learning and
enable students laptop to function as directed devices in the classroom. In our
quest to answer our questions we reviewed relevant audience response systems
and highlighted their shortcomings in integrating lecture slides; supporting the
more effortful formats of answer depth (cued/free recall); and lack of extensibil-
ity. To overcome this limitations we aim to implement a plugin system with focus
on creating question types for which we reviewed plugin systems for extensible
Web applications.
In the next chapter we will present ASQ: a tool whose design is influenced
by the topics discussed in this chapter. It aspires to engage students, scale ac-
tive learning in large classrooms and provide instructors with useful insights on
student comprehension and engagement.
Chapter 3
ASQ: A Platform for Interactive Web
Presentations
ASQ is a Web-based research application for creating and delivering interactive
presentations. ASQ has been designed and developed to increase the lecturer’s
awareness of the level of understanding in the classroom, and to turn student
devices from potential distractors to a novel communication channel. The is de-
signed ASQ to support computer science professors who want to gather real-time
feedback from the students while delivering their lectures in a traditional brick-
and-mortar classroom but it can be used in any context where presenters require
real-time fine grained audience feedback. It is greatly influenced by Informa [91]
a Java-based response system that supports multiple question types originally tar-
get at teaching Java. The application offers the opportunity to present complex
question types in class to hundreds of students and to receive real-time feedback
about the students focus, understanding and their performance on the tasks. It
has been successfully deployed for more than eight courses in real-world settings
to teach computer science courses, which often require learning practical skills
and acquiring high level abstraction abilities [101].
Presenters can stream slides to the students smart devices (laptops/smart-
phones) [243] through a Web client/server architecture. The Web-based nature
of the application lowers to a great extent the barriers to set up and use such a
system. A link is enough for the audience to join a live presentation. Presenters
control the progression of slides from their own device, and changes to the cur-
rent slide are automatically propagated to all connected student browsers. The
slides may contain quizzes of various questions types that range from simple multi-
ple choice to live programming in JavaScript. With these question types, students
are asked to demonstrate their understanding and apply their knowledge in con-
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crete scenarios. This way they realize very quickly whether they are capable of
solving the given challenges. At the same time, aggregating all students answers
allows presenters to assess the level of comprehension of the audience, provide
timely feedback and detect misconceptions before they take root. Depending on
the question type, student submissions can be clustered to provide a fast and easy
to grasp “big picture” of the students’ levels of comprehension on a given topic.
Figure 3.1 shows ASQ being utilized in a lecture of the “Software Architecture
and Design” course of the Spring Semester of 2016 at Università della Svizzera
italiana.
Figure 3.1. ASQ in the classroom: most students’ laptops are connected and
focused on a slide that contains the results of an interactive question.
In our design we took the real-world requirement of students privacy into
consideration: students submissions are anonymous and the students can partic-
ipate without providing any login information. This helps an encouraging envi-
ronments where students can take risks and are not afraid to participate [113].
Figure 3.2 shows the main concepts of ASQ: teacher/students, sessions of pre-
sentations, slides, question, answers and answer assessments. In the next two
sections we present ASQ from the point of view of the teachers and the students.
We then discuss how the is system is typically used within a lecture and the au-
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thoring workflow to create content for it. Our final point of focus is the question
types of the application. We look at how the interactive presentation markup
we developed enables to use full-fledged question types by using simple HTML
element. Finally, we list all the question types we developed that have been
deployed in real-world courses and discuss evaluation results.
1000 FEET VIEW
Session
User Presentation
Answer Assessment
Slides
? Question
Figure 3.2. A high level schematic view of the main concepts of ASQ. These
basic concepts form the data model of Figure B.1
3.1 Teachers’s Point of View
3.1.1 The Power of the Web
Installing and learning new software imposes time costs which can disrupt the
classroom flow and discourage audience members from using it. A major benefit
of ASQ is that it is built using Web technologies and is deployed in the Cloud.
ASQ presentations are easily accessible through a modern Web browser, which is
a commodity in modern devices.
ASQ manages two different kinds of educational content: lecture slides and
questions. The mature and powerful programming model of the Web empowers
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content creators to create interactive, engaging and expressive slides that are
suitable for presenting complex topics like algorithms, software architecture and
programming. Some algorithmic or architectural concepts can be easier to grasp
using parametric visualizations that the viewer can customize, control and ad-
vance at their own pace. There are a lot of mature JavaScript-based libraries that
enable authors to implement such visualizations that range from simple para-
metric 2D plots (e.g., d3.js by [30], Chartist.js by [Kun16] or Chart.js [Dow15])
to advanced photo-realistic 3D visualizations (for example three.js by [C+10] or
Babylon.js by [126]).
Another area of Computer Science courses that Web-based slides are a good
fit for are topics that involve programming: students can learn and program in
code editors embedded directly in the slides. Live-programming is supported for
languages that can be evaluated in the browser, such as JavaScript, HTML and
CSS or for languages that can be compiled to JavaScript as for example sql.js
[Zak16]. For the rest of the languages, programs can be executed in serverside
sandboxes and results can be reported back to the browser.
Usage of question types that promote active learning in classrooms impose
strong scaling demands in terms of distributing the content to a large number of
students, evaluating and clustering their submissions and computing real-time
analytics. Moreover, question types that enable students to write and execute
programs, demand sandboxed environments to run programs separately in or-
der to provide the same robust and secure execution environment to each stu-
dent. The Web has had similar scalability and robustness requirements in recent
years which led to the development of technology for delivering elastic, reliable
and cost-effective Web applications [2]. ASQ can scale horizontally by adding
more Web servers to serve static content to more users. When needed, analytics
computations and sandboxed execution of programs can get offloaded to remote
machines whose number can scale according to the number of users and the
resource requirements of the workload.
3.1.2 Scaling Active Learning and Analytics
During lectures it’s important for students to engage in active retrieval of the
taught knowledge to catch misconceptions start creating automatic schemas of
knowledge as early as possible [114]. However, as discussed in subsection 2.1.3
and section 2.2, teachers have to perform many different orchestration tasks such
as attending to the course curriculum, monitoring the engagement levels of stu-
dents, or dealing with sources of distraction. This leaves little time for asking
questions, aggregating responses, assessing them and giving feedback back to
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students. Thus, the time and cognitive demands they impose on the teacher
prompts a lot of professors to use exercises mostly for homework material. With-
out proper technology support, teachers resort to raise of hands or simple clickers
based on multiple choice questions. The problem is that the former do not paint
an accurate picture of learning retention, while the latter limit experimentation
with the taught material to a very superficial level.
ASQ offers the opportunity to present complex question types in class to hun-
dreds of students and to receive continuous real-time feedback about the stu-
dents’ focus, understanding and their performance on the tasks. Questions are
not limited to closed types of questions, such as multiple choice, but include
many general and informatics related question types that promote active learning
and experimentation with the taught material. Example question types include
live JavaScript programming; programming Java code and testing it against unit
tests; creating Web pages with HTML, CSS and JavaScript; formulating database
queries; creating and editing visual diagrams; using CSS selectors [mdn18a];
highlighting text and classifying and rating items. With these question types, stu-
dents are asked to demonstrate their understanding and apply their knowledge
in concrete scenarios. The answers submitted by students are available to the
lecturer for review and discussion in real-time. Aggregating all students answers
allows presenters to assess the level of comprehension of the audience, provide
timely feedback and detect misconceptions before they take root. The combina-
tion of multiple question types embedded into slides and clustering of quiz sub-
missions helps teachers avoid time-consuming context-switching, that can also
foster distractions among the students. Finally, ASQ features some functionality
intended to help instructors orchestrate the answering process. For example, to
help with managing the time it takes to complete answering an exercise, each
exercise has a progress bar that displays information regarding the number of
students that have submitted an answer; the number of students working on the
exercise; the number of students have focus on the ASQ window; and the number
of students that are idle (see Figure A.7). This progress bar is discussed in more
detail in subsection A.3.1.
3.2 Students’ Point of View
The passive frontal model of lectures in universities has been the predominant
teaching form since 1050 [26]. There are numerous studies that show its ineffec-
tiveness [74; 97; 97] compared to other forms of learning. Students learn better
if there’s some sort of active learning involved [142; 74]. Another complicating
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factor in the modern classroom is the the undirected use of technology. Students
frequently exhibit off-task behavior using smartphones, tables and laptops, which
are extremely common in modern Universities. An emerging body of research
indicates that the multitasking imposed by smart devices has a detrimental effect
on various measures of student learning performance, such as attention, recall
and exam grades [77; 93; 155; 188; 5]. This phenomenon adds to general trend
for inattention exhibited in lectures as discussed in subsection 2.3.1. A potential
solution to deal with the distraction that smart devices afford to students is to
use technology in a directed manner. For example, Audience Response Systems
have been associated with positive learning outcomes [81; 119].
ASQ repurposes student’s devices to an active learning tool that promotes ex-
perimentation with the taught material. Students can apply their knowledge in
concrete scenarios, right after they have been taught a new concept. In com-
puter science lectures, active learning exercises are seamlessly interleaved with
lecture material. Students can start live JavaScript programming, drawing di-
agrams, answering polls, querying databases inside the lecture slides without
switching to an external tool. To encourage participation, submissions can be
anonymous. ASQ provides various kinds of feedback, that depend on the ques-
tion type, so that students can continuously track their progress. For example,
code in live programming question types is evaluated instantly or multi-choice
and text-input question types are marked as correct or wrong. Moreover, the bidi-
rectional channel of communication with the teacher can be used by students to
provide unobtrusive and anonymous feedback about the lecture that the teacher
can tackle at their discretion.
3.3 Question Types
Active learning in ASQ is enabled through practice question sessions. The ques-
tions are embedded into the slides. ASQ currently supports 14 question types of
various answer depth format the majority of which are specialized for teaching
Web Technologies like HTML, JavaScript and CSS. Table 3.1 lists all the question
types of ASQ which will be presented with greater detail in section A.4. They
range from recognition depth format – like multiple choice and rating – to free
recall depth format questions like JavaScript and SQLite queries. The question
types are implemented on top of a plugin system that is explained in detail in
section 4.2. This design choice can afford easy extensibility with new question
types for different disciplines and teaching contexts.
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3.4 Question Evaluation from Students
To evaluate the experience of students with ASQ questions we conducted small
retrospective questions after the lectures of five courses were finished. The ques-
tionnaires contained two questions for each question type QT that was used in a
lecture of a given course:
1. “How would you rate your overall experience with the QT question type”.
This was a 1-5 points Likert scale where 1 was labeled as “Poor” and 5 as “Excel-
lent”.
2. “Let us know any comments/suggestions you have for the QT question
type”. This was an open text question.
3.4.1 Setting
We posed our questionnaire shortly after the end of five courses where ASQ was
deployed and used to deliver the lectures:
1. The 2015/16 version of the course Software Atelier III, a compulsory course
for 2nd year BSc Informatics students of Università della Svizzera italiana. This
was an introductory course in Web Technologies teaching concepts in JavaScript,
HTML, CSS3, node.js and MongoDB. The course was followed by 51 students in
total. Across the eight course weeks, ten 90-minute lectures were given. 25
students
2. the 2015/16 course Web and Database Technology which is presented in
detail in subsection 5.2.1;
3. The 2016/17 version of the course Web Atelier. This was the successor
of the Software Atelier III course that catered to the same group of students.
The course was followed by 51 students in total. Across the eight course weeks,
eleven 90-minute lectures were given together with seven exercise solution feed-
back sessions.
4. The 2017/18 version of the course Web Atelier mentioned above. This
time there were 43 students and twelve 90-minute lectures were given.
5. The 2017/18 version of the course Software Architecture and Design, a
compulsory for 1st year MSc Software and Data Engineering students of Univer-
sità della Svizzera italiana. The course was followed by 15 students. Across the
fourteen course weeks, twelve 90-minute lectures were given.
Participation in the questionnaire was optional for students. We did not hold
retrospective sessions for the Functional and Logical Programming courses in
FIIT (described in subsection 7.1.1). An overview of courses with the number of
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Table 3.2. Overview of retrospective sessions on ASQ and its question types.
Legend. #SQ number of students that participated in the questionnaire. #QT
number of question types that were evaluated. QTN name of the question types
under evaluation.
Course #SQ #QT QTN
Software Atelier III 2015/16 19 6 Multiple Choice, Text, CSS Se-
lect, Highlight, JS function,
Classify
Web & Database Technology
2016/17
11 6 Multiple Choice, Text, High-
light, JS function, Classify, SQL-
lite
Web Atelier 2016/17 27 6 Multiple Choice, Text, CSS Se-
lect, Highlight, JS function,
Classify
Web Atelier 2017/18 7 6 Multiple Choice, Text, CSS Se-
lect, Highlight, JS function,
Classify
Software Architecture and
Design 2017/18
13 5 Multiple Choice, Text, High-
light, JS function, Classify
students on each course that participated in the questionnaire and the number
and name of question types that were evaluated is presented in Table 3.2.
3.4.2 Results
In general all question-types got favorable results as shown in Table 3.3. We
should point out at this point that since participation in the questionnaires was
optional, maybe only motivated students participated. This may have skewed
the results towards the positive side. The best score was achieved by the Multiple
choice type. Maybe it was due to its simplicity in usage and because recognition
question require less retrieval effort than cued or free recall questions.
The live programming questions: JS function, CSS Select and SQLite also fared
well with scores of 4.01, 4.04 and 4.07 respectively.
The Highlight question type got the lowest rating. This is partially explained
by its implementation complexity. There were bugs that got solved over the years
which is reflected in increasingly favorable ratings in Figure 3.4 which shows the
temporal evolution of ratings over the courses. Another issue that we observed
in the classroom and in the comments of the evaluation was that sometimes
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students did not know how to use it.
In terms of textual feedback we observed that the responses focus mainly
around general testimonials, bug reports and feature requests. In the first cate-
gory we saw a lot of positive feedback, especially on the live-programming ques-
tions, like “Multichoice were great, although much much easier than the text
input”(multiple choice); “Very easy to use.”(text); “Very fun.”, “The live feed-
back you get is great.”, “Nice sandbox tool”(JS function); “I think this was well
implemented.”, “Straight-forward and intuitive - only the items might be a bit
small”(classify); “It works nice, even though i do not like css” (for CSS Select);
and “This is one of my favourite features. It is well executed and simulates a real
SQL shell well.”(SQLite).
Regarding bug reports, the highlight question type had clear problems indi-
cated by comments like “It was a bit buggy” and “It is a bit unintuitive - often I end
up selecting the wrong thing. Also, multi-line selections often [illegible] wrong
selection behaviors. I do like the heat[map visualization].”. We addressed a lot
of the problems; this was reflected in the lack of bug reports in the last two ses-
sions of the questionnaires (Web Atelier 2017/18 and Software Architecture and
Design 2017/18). Another common bug report had to do with buggy behavior
on small screen sizes (such as smart phones or tablets).
In terms of features requests we observed three trends: one towards explain-
ing how a question type works, for example “Make it clear whether one or more
answers can be selected” (multiple choice) and “At the beginning it was not clear
how to use it, maybe some kind of tooltip for distracted people like me...” (high-
light); the second towards providing hints and/or explanation of the correct an-
swers, such as “maybe add hints” (text); and the last one towards moderating
“bad” behavior like prohibit changing answers when the teacher gives feedback
(“Is it possible for the presenter to close a question? I have seen multiple times
that students changed their answer after the correct answer is displayed, updat-
ing the graph on the screen and distracting the students from the explanation
the lecturer is giving.”) and censor (“It gets abused a lot, maybe give the pre-
senter the option to show/hide answers”). Regarding the last trend we believe
that is also has to do with the competition between students since they suggested
changing the list of student submissions that some question types have with a full
screen view of the submissions.
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Table 3.3. Overview of retrospective sessions on ASQ and its question types.
Legend. MMC Mean rating for Multiple Choice. MT Mean rating for Text.
MJSFB Mean rating for JS function. MCSS Mean rating for CSS Select. MHL
Mean rating for highlight. MCL Mean rating for Classify. MSQL Mean rating for
SQLite. #SQ #SQ number of students that participated in the questionnaire.
Course MMC MT MJSFB MCSS MHL MCL MSQL #SQ
Software Atelier III
(2015/16)
4.11 3.74 3.63 3.63 2.95 3.26 – 19
Software Architecture
and Design (2017/18)
4.23 3.54 3.67 - 4.08 4.23 – 13
Web Atelier (2016/17) 4.30 3.96 4.19 4.23 3.50 3.91 – 27
Web Atelier (2017/18) 4.14 4.14 4.33 4.43 4.29 4.33 – 7
Web and Database
Technology (2015/16)
4.55 4.45 4.50 – 2.90 4.17 4.64 11
Total 4.26 3.92 4.01 4.04 3.45 3.85 4.07 77
3.5 Summary
This section presented the main pillar of our work: the ASQ Web application
for Interactive Web presentations. We explained the rationale behind the sup-
ported interactions, described the impact of introducing it in a classroom and
delved into the question types and the rest of the interactive widgets we built to
support active learning. We concluded with the results of quantitative and qual-
itative evaluation surveys for our question types obtained by students. In the
next chapter, we will discuss the architecture of the tool and place a strong focus
in its plugin system which is the basis for the implementation of its interactive
widgets.
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Chapter 4
ASQ Plugin System
4.1 Requirements
The design of ASQ was driven by the need to bring active learning and real-time
classroom analytics in lectures with large audiences. While this chapter focuses
on the plugin system of ASQ that is engineered to allow the creation of powerful
question types, we think it is important to list the requirements for the whole
system to better illustrate some of the design factors that influenced the imple-
mentation of the design system. The primary functional requirements for ASQ
are:
Delivery of presentations that contain slides with interactive question types.
ASQ delivers a unified experience of rich HTML5 presentations with embedded
interactive question types to classroom audiences through a Web browser.
Real-time data collection from viewers and feedback from presenters to
viewers. ASQ needs to collect in realtime quiz submissions from viewers and
usage data from both viewers and presenters and persist them for later retrieval
and analysis.
Automatic/Manual/Peer Assessment Instructors and teaching assistants should
be able to manually grade submissions from all question types and especially
those that are hard to automatically assess. To refrain from distractions during
the answer cycle students should be able to assess submissions from their peers
after they have submitted their own attempt.
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Visualizations, Clustering and Analytics. To quickly give presenters the “big
picture” of their audience submissions, most question types in ASQ are designed
to use visualizations and clustering of results. Moreover, analytics regarding stu-
dent behavior dynamics, such as attention levels help presenters with class or-
chestration.
Low latency bi-directional communication. ASQ needs to perform a lot of
tasks with low latency requirements, such as slide synchronization between pre-
senters and audience; collection of submissions; collection of questions from the
audience to the presenter; and usage data collection.
Display audience submissions to presenters. Due to the limited classroom
time audience submissions need to be gathered effortlessly. To control the cog-
nitive load that is imposed on presenters when going through every submission,
it is crucial to display submissions to the presenter in ways that facilitate giving
them the “big picture” of the level of comprehension of the audience.
Important non-functional requirements include:
Scalability. ASQ needs to be able to support multiple live presentations with
hundreds of users. ASQ is designed to horizontally scale content delivery and
real-time communication with clients.
Extensibility. Our goal is to support various domains of knowledge in STEM
fields that require specialized question types and presentation flows. ASQ is ex-
tensible via plugins that are built on top of the “asqium” plugin system that is
explained in detail in section 4.2. Moreover, the backend business logic architec-
ture of ASQ is modularized and layered to enable easy extensibility and config-
urability of the core features.
Resilience. When using ASQ to deliver presentations, slide delivery and the quiz
lifecycle are instrumental to the teaching process. It is crucial that they operate
as smoothly as possible even under heavy load, network interruption and various
other disaster scenarios.
Flexible User Privileges and Privacy. Another requirement is to enable inter-
actions between participants that can benefit their learning(e.g., peer assessment
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Figure 4.1. ASQ architecture with the plugin system
or comparative evaluations) while respecting their privacy to encourage partici-
pation in a safe environment. For example, some presenters may choose to have
their audience members remain anonymous. Or for some other presentations,
a student may become the presenter and the teacher a viewer. To this end we
engineered an Access Control List (ACL) that affords users different privileges
and privacy options per presentation.
As mentioned before, while this list of requirements was taken into consider-
ation during the design of the ASQ as a whole, in this chapter we will just focus on
the plugin system of ASQ which we consider the most important contribution in
designing systems with similar requirements as ours. To provide the reader with
the bigger picture Figure 4.1 displays the overall architecture of the application
which is discussed in more detail in subsection B.1.1
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4.2 The Asqium Plugin System
Questions are an integral part of ASQ, and one of the early design decisions was
to allow content authors to create custom question types that can fit into the
existing flow and extend it with new functionality, hence the need for a powerful
plugin system to make the platform versatile and extensible:
• Content authors should be able to create custom question types or extend
existing ones. Types can range from simple multiple choice questions to ad-
vanced code editing questions with automatic unit-test assessment.
• Content authors should be able to create custom feedback logic and visu-
alizations to target different presentational needs and accommodate for hetero-
geneous data coming from different question types. To better illustrate this, let
us assume two different question types: multiple choice questions, where the an-
swer is the combination of the checked options; and a highlight question, where
the answer is the highlighted parts of a given text. Whereas it makes sense to
render audience responses as a barchart or a pie chart in the former case it may
not provide a meaningful visual representation for a heatmap question. A better
choice may be to create a heatmap which maps each character position of the
text with a color intensity that is proportional to the number of times the specific
character position was highlighted by the audience.
• Presenters should be able to enable lecture flow and interaction patterns
that match the usage context, their teaching style, the applied pedagogy and the
nature of the question types. Examples include: the ability to have synchronized
slides between presenter and audience within the classroom and free navigation
for viewers during studying (presentation context); the ability to display assess-
ment results in real time versus a specific point in time, or individual versus
aggregated results (teaching style); the ability to allow students to work individ-
ually or in groups (applied pedagogy); the ability to have automatic, self or peer
assessment strategies (applied pedagogy and question type complexity).
• Easily swap data-mining and analytics plugins to compare different tech-
niques and algorithms to increase teacher awareness.
• Easy integration of complex external services and data sources without
polluting the system architecture.
Asqium, the ASQ plugin system, has been implemented as the foundation of
ASQ. Although integral to ASQ, Asqium can be utilized in third-party software
that has similar requirements as a library. The code for the plugin system im-
plementation is available at https://github.com/ASQ-USI/ASQ/tree/master/
lib/plugin. The back-end plugin base is an npm package which can be found
at https://github.com/ASQ-USI/asq-plugin.
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4.2.1 Design Goals
From our experience with the design of ASQ and after analyzing the architecture
of several modern Web applications featuring real-time updates, we collected the
following required characteristics that should be satisfied by a plugin system to
enhance the extensibility of the Web application.
Application Domain Compliance The domain of each application dictates
the respective entities and their privileges, the flow of information between them
and the security constraints that govern them. Plugins should adhere to these
constraints rules. As an example, in the case of ASQ, the presenter is in control
of information flow which follows variations of the ask-answer-assess-feedback
cycle. A plugin that would automatically show assessment results without the
presenter’s consent would violate the domain rules.
Open Event Model. Since plugins extend the application with new function-
ality, it is likely that they may introduce new events which may not be part of
the existing ‘information flow‘ events of the application. While the latter are ex-
pected to be gracefully handled by a plugin, it is also very important to be able
to extend the possible events exchanged within an application with custom ones,
as long as they do not violate the main application flow.
Persistence Flexibility. Web applications often use more than one storage
technology to tailor the way different parts of their data model are managed.
For example, some aggregation operation is performed on some data and the ex-
tracted result gets propagated to the clients in real-time; similarly we may also
store the raw data for deferred processing. These could result in using a sim-
ple fast in-memory key-value storage and slower document-based disk storage
respectively. Plugins should be able to take advantage of both strategies.
Encapsulation and Theming. While encapsulation seems like an obvious
desirable characteristic which is readily available by most modern programming
languages and Web frameworks, until recently it was very hard to create en-
capsulated front-end components due to limitations of the HTML/CSS platform.
Even if the component authors are careful enough to use high specificity CSS
selectors there is no guarantee that the rest of the third-party style rules present
in a page will not target the widget markup. To avoid bleeding JavaScript global
variables [kan09], developers may choose to use closures. But this approach will
make it harder to expose functionality of their widget to third-party code. Some
of these problems have workarounds that fail to conceal the fact that JavaScript
was not designed for large scale applications by imposing limitations. For exam-
ple the CommonJS and AMD standards allow better encapsulation of JavaScript
code at the cost of precompilation which negates the role of JavaScript as an
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Figure 4.2. Plugin structure: Back-end modules and Front-end Web compo-
nents
interpreted language. Theming could make matters worse, since rules should
either be very specific, which leads to hard to maintain codebases; or generic
which could result in unintentional style rule leaks towards non-target elements.
Isomorphism. Developing isomorphic [B1´5] Web applications has the ben-
efits of using the same code both on the front-end and the back-end, a milder
learning curve for new developers, better communication between front-end and
back-end teams and smaller technology stack. JavaScript is the de-facto browser
language and demonstrates good asynchronous performance server-side which
renders it an ideal candidate for isomorphic applications.
Easy Deployment and Publication As any piece of software, plugins may go
through many iterations and releases. Common steps in these cycles are testing
the code in isolation, then functional testing within the host system. If every-
thing is complete in terms of target features and successful testing, the plugin
gets released so that its users can update to the latest version. This process can
be tiresome and error prone since there are many file transfers involved and a lot
points of failure: moving code between the plugin’s source code directory, which
in most cases is under some kind of revision control, and the target host system;
deploying to remote servers; separating the client-side from the server-side com-
ponents; and ensuring the compatibility of different versions in plugin-to-plugin
dependencies. Streamlining these processes can help both plugin developers and
consumers.
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4.2.2 Server-side Plugins
Server plugins are implemented as npm modules. The only mandatory depen-
dency from the plugin system is extending a base class which offers some conve-
niences for the developers like declarative mapping of hook names to callbacks
and lifecycle methods. There are four lifecycle methods: install, uninstall,
activate and deactivate, which are called from core when a system user tries
to perform one of the corresponding actions. This allows plugins to perform tasks
like creating settings, populating persistance store or performing cleanup.
Proxy object Proxy objects are used as a single façade interface between
plugin modules and the host system. A proxy object (Fig. 4.3) exposes all the
available APIs that a plugin may use to interface with the core, like hooks, events,
settings and database APIs. The implementation of a proxy object is provided by
the core. Each time the core instantiates a plugin, it passes the plugin constructor
a new instance of a proxy object. Conversely, the core does not directly call
methods on plugins: instead it executes hooks or publishes events to which the
plugin can subscribe. This ensures that the core remains decoupled from the
plugins.
4.2.3 Front-end Components
Web Components is an umbrella term covering four Web Technologies: Custom
elements [57], Shadow DOM [59], the HTML template element and HTML im-
ports [58]. The synthesis of these technologies allows the creation of HTML
elements that have encapsulated CSS styles, their own DOM tree (Shadow Dom)
and are also JavaScript objects which helps mitigate the global variables bleeding
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registerHook(“h_name_1”, cbP2)
registerHook(“h_name_1”, cbP3)
core
hooks = {
 h_name_1”: [
 cbP1,
 cbP2,
 cbP3]
}
time
Plugin 4
doHook(“h_name_1”, arg)
cbP1(arg);
cbP2(result1);
cbP3(result2);Plugin 4
result1
result2
result3
Figure 4.4. Hook lifecycle: registration and chained invocation
problem which affects many Web applications. Custom elements can be accessed
and manipulated with regular DOM methods since they reside and are part of
the DOM [136]. Shadow DOM allows us to separate markup that describes con-
tent from markup that is purely presentational. Implementation details can be
hidden from the user which results to components with succinct markup [180].
We use the Polymer library [Pol18] which builds on top of the Web Compo-
nents technology. Polymer polyfills [Sha10] missing Web Components Technolo-
gies in case they are not available in a browser and adds some functionalities
like data-binding and declarative element registration. A typical Web Compo-
nent defines one or more Custom Elements that encapsulate the User Interface
and front-end business logic of the plugin. The plugin subscribes and publishes
events to communicate with the rest of the application. Thus, the only depen-
dency between front-end components and the front-end core of the application
is the pub/sub implementation which is already present in the form of the Event-
Target interface that most DOM Elements implement.
4.2.4 Communication and Message passing
Server-side We distinguish two modes of server-side task execution and discuss
the corresponding communication patterns between participating plugins to ac-
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complish them:
1. Input transformation tasks with completion acknowledgement These
are tasks where each participating plugin applies a transformation to some input.
The result is passed to the next participating plugin until there is no plugin left in
which case the final output is returned to the initiator of the task. Here we only
consider the case where order is not important. Participating components can
process these tasks in parallel or asynchronously. This is because all participating
components are operating on the same data which can lead to unexpected results.
Nevertheless, a plugin may execute asynchronous code, which is encouraged for
I/O operations, as long as it returns control to the callee when it has finished
execution in order to proceed with the next plugin. This can be implemented
with callbacks and/or Promises [67]. Examples of such tasks are: knowing when
an answer from a student has been processed and persisted to the database in
order to update progress information; composing a piece of information that
needs to be sent as part of a single acrshorthttp response to the client, like the
head of an HTML document.
To target this type of execution, we implemented a hook system. The hook sys-
tem allows plugins to register for a hook providing the name of the hook and
the function (callback) to be invoked when this hook is executed. Hooks iden-
tify specific tasks of the Application that require sequential execution and result
passing between chained invocations of logic that is contributed by one or more
plugins. Hook callbacks have an arity of one, with the only argument being the
result of the previous callback execution for the same hook. The initial value for
the argument is provided from the initiator of the hook execution similar to a
reduce function. Any plugin can initiate a hook execution and any plugin can
register. The doHook function in Listing 4.1 executes all callbacks for a specific
hook. Notice the use of Promise.reduce that waits for each task to return either
a Promise or a value and then continues with the next callback.
1 function doHook(name){
2
3 if(! this.hookCbs[name]) return Promise.resolve(true);
4 var args = Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments, 1);
5
6 //execute callbacks sequentially
7 return Promise.reduce(this.hookCbs[name], function(arg, hookFn){
8 return Promise.resolve(hookFn(arg));
9 }, args);
10 }
Listing 4.1. Executing a hook by triggering contributed callbacks
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2. Decoupled asynchronous tasks These are tasks that are executed as re-
sponse to some significant change in the state of the system (event). The initiator
of the state change has no knowledge of the other components that are interested
in the change. This approach has the benefits of loosely coupled components and
asynchronous executions of tasks (which can boost performance). Examples of
such system changes that components may want to subscribe to are: ’a new user
has come online’ or ‘a checkbox was ticked’.
Such problems can be modeled using an event-based approach: Event notifica-
tions are produced and propagated with message passing according to the pub-
/sub pattern. A plugin subscribes for an event which may be triggered from
the core or other plugins. The dispatcher of the event has no expectations for a
completion acknowledgement or some result to be returned. Event-based com-
munication is encouraged in JavaScript development since there’s native support
in both the server (EventEmitter in Node.js) and the client (native DOM support
with EventTarget).
Client-side Our approach is to use publish/subscribe style communication for
plugins and the core using an EventEmitter-like library, and within the plugins a
combination of DOM events communication and method invocation. The reason
we do not use EventTarget DOM elements as event producers and consumers
for non-DOM-related events is to maintain a uniform (isomorphic) interface for
event creation and handling across both modules and Web Components.
The host application awaits for all plugins to be instantiated by listening
for a WebComponentsReady event. Then it dispatches through the document an
app-ready event for which plugins should have a listener for. As a payload to
the event message is the EventEmitter instance that is going to be used as the
event bus of the whole application. Plugins can subsequently publish/subscribe
to events on the EventEmitter instance. The app-ready event is the only doc-
ument dispatched event between a plugin and the application. The rest of the
communication is carried out through the EventEmitter.
1 var eventBus = new EventEmitter2();
2 document.addEventListener("WebComponentsReady", function(){
3 var event = new CustomEvent(’app-ready’, { ’detail’: {appEventBus :
eventBus} });
4 document.dispatchEvent(event);
5 });
Listing 4.2. Seeding the EventEmitter instance to front-end plugins
1 document.addEventListener(’app-ready’, function(evt){
2 evt.detail.appEventBus.on(’asq:question_type’,
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this.onQuestionType.bind(this));
3 }.bind(this));
Listing 4.3. A front-end plugin receiving the EventEmitter instance and using
it to subscribe for events
Server-client plugin communication Real-time Web applications establish
low-latency, low-overhead bidirectional communication streams between client
and server through WebSockets. Plugins from both sides register for events on
an intermediate layer that receives events from the WebSockets layer. The in-
termediate layer is tasked with filtering events and only re-emitting those that
can be consumed by plugins. An EventEmitter-like instance is used to publish or
subscribe to events. To send custom messages to the server, Web components use
dedicated events, specifying their unique plugin name in the ‘type‘ field of the
event. This ensures that modules will process this event since they can subscribe
to receive it.
Server generated events targeted to client counterparts of a plugin use the
same event structure but an extended identification mechanism. The rationale
behind this is that there can be many connected clients that have an instance of
the target Web Component and that may be in the scope of a specific event. For
example a user may have opened two instances of our application in two separate
browser windows; or we may want to target all users that have a specific role in
our application, e.g. all the administrators. Our system uses the Socket.IO library
to provide WebSocket functionality which allows grouping socket connections in
rooms and namespaces [Rau14]. This allows a server plugin to easily target log-
ically grouped clients. Listing 4.9 demonstrates a simple use case of this pattern
where a server-side plugin emits an event which targets its client-side counter-
part running on clients that belong to the ctrl event namespace.
4.2.5 Persistence
The persistence APIs and behaviour is designed under the assumption that the
persistence layer comprises schema-less document or key-value stores like Mon-
goDB and Redis. Enforcing the schema of the data is possible, and recommended,
at the business logic layer of the system.
API interface Proxy objects provide plugins with an interface to the data
stores used by the core. The interface is intended to help to accelerate com-
mon development tasks for plugins and reduce common pitfalls, as opposed to
providing real security.
In our experience, a plugin usually needs two types of persistence data. The
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first is general settings for the plugins’ behaviour, for example: activated vs de-
activated states, options of the control panel of the plugin, general configuration
options and more. RDBMS based applications offer one or more tables dedicated
to this cause. RDBMS require data stored in tables to conform to strict schemas.
A common strategy to enable storage of arbitrary data in a single table, is to
serialize all data types, including hashmaps and arrays, into strings. Such a con-
cession is not required in document based databases, therefore all types of setting
data from all plugins and the core can be stored in one collection (the equivalent
of a table).1
The second type is data for the plugin implemented business logic. In this case
plugin data may either share the same structure as the core generated data or in-
troduce new structure. Again, small mismatches in similar data can be mitigated,
as we will demonstrate in the evaluation section, by the schema-less nature of
document based stores; allowing the plugins to share the same collections as the
core. There are cases however, where plugins need to store data that are little
to not at all related with the existing data. In such cases plugins can create their
own collections.
Schema and Data migration Plugins for traditional RDBMS usually have
some logic that migrates the schema and stored data of related database tables
from one version of the plugin to another. A lot of modern document based or
key-value stores are schema-less and as such there is no need for schema migra-
tion. However data should be kept consistent in structure, so a data migration
plan is necessary. These operations can be performed during the install lifecy-
cle method of a plugin.
4.2.6 Security and Plugin Isolation
Role-based Access Control (RBAC) is a popular alternative for authorized access
to system resources. Roles are exposed to plugins either via the Settings API or
with direct access to the persistence stores.
At runtime, a plugin’s code should run in isolation and in case of failure,
if possible, it should not cause the rest of the application to fail as well. To
minimize dependencies and thus the possibility for failures the only way a plugin
can interface with the core is through the proxy object instance. The event and
hooks systems are agnostic of the presence of plugins. All lifecycle methods of
plugin modules that are called from the core are contained in try-catch blocks.
1In some cases performance may be affected if some conditions are not met. For example
collections with documents that vary greatly in size may induce write penalties.
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This holds true for hooks as well: when a hook is executed the code that initiates
the hook execution should catch and handle any errors that may occur from
invoking a registered callback that is a plugin method.
4.2.7 Deployment and Release Engineering
Npm is the package manager for Node.js modules. It is configured via a package.json
file. Bower is a package manager for front-end assets like JavaScript libraries
and CSS frameworks. It is configured by a bower.json file. Our plugin frame-
work uses both to specify the modules and Web components contributed by the
plugin respectively (see Fig. 4.2). The host system can specify the plugin as a
dependency using the respective package managers. This design has a number
of benefits:
1. reuses established package managers.
2. allows for a single code repository for the entire plugin.
3. enables to ignore files that are not required by a specific counterpart of the
plugin. Npm uses either the files field in the package.json file for an inclusive
list of files or a .npmignore file in the project’s root directory that lists files to
be excluded. Bower supports an ignore field in the bower.json file to specify
which files to exclude.
4. makes it convenient to use the latest version of the plugin code while test-
ing. This can be achieved either by using the tip of a specific code branch or by
symlinking the package (be it an npm or a bower package) using built-in package
manager commands.
The npm module part of the plugin can be deployed by the command npm install
<package-name>which will install it in the node_modules directory of the server-
side code. Given correct implementation of the server-side plugin lifecycle meth-
ods, plugins can be installed, uninstalled, activated and deactivated while the
application is executing, allowing us to hot-swap implementations while test-
ing. The Web Component part of the plugin can be installed by specifying it as
a dependency in the bower.json file or the front-end components of the host
system. Additional building steps can be implemented to allow code transforma-
tion, minification and other release engineering tasks.
4.2.8 Crafting a plugin for ASQ
In the remainder of this section we will demonstrate how we can use the pre-
sented plugin system to craft a question type plugin [244] for a highlight ques-
tion. We will name the plugin ‘asq-highlight’.
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Figure 4.5. Viewer (left) and Presenter (right) views of a highlight question
Creating the User Interface A custom question type has different appear-
ance and functionality based on the role and view of the user. In our case, an
audience viewer faces a text editor with highlight capabilities showing the text
to be highlighted (left of Figure 4.5). On the beamer view (right of Figure 4.5)
the presenter can toggle between two modes: a heatmap over all audience an-
swers or the correct solution. On the control panel, the presenter can display
the highlight solution for any of the audience members or compare two or more
answers with a heatmap.
To implement the User Interface we create a Custom Element, <asq-highlight>,
that will be the façade for two role-based elements <asq-highlight-viewer>
and <asq-highlight-presenter>; Listing 4.4 shows this in effect. The tem-
plate of <asq-highlight> uses a conditional template (a Polymer feature) to
render the appropriate element based on the role attribute of <asq-highlight>.
Then it forwards related attributes and the content (also known as distributed
nodes) to the role-based elements.
Content authors can embed an <asq-highlight> element in their presenta-
tion using code similar to Listing 4.5. Notice the definition of two more elements,
<asq-stem> and <asq-hl-color-task>. We can define more than one elements
that can be distributed with a Web Component to create structural elements that
encapsulate presentation resulting in cleaner and shorter markup.
1 <template if="{{role == roles.VIEWER}}">
2 <asq-highlight-viewer mode="{{mode}}" theme="{{theme}}"
fontSize="{{fontSize}}">
3 <content></content>
4 </asq-highlight-viewer>
5 </template>
6 <template if="{{role == roles.PRESENTER}}">
7 <asq-highlight-presenter mode="{{mode}}" theme="{{theme}}"
fontSize="{{fontSize}}">
8 <content></content>
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9 </asq-highlight-presenter>
10 </template>
Listing 4.4. Rendering elements based on roles (using the Polymer library).
Template of the <asq-highglight> element
Implementing Server-side business logic The server-side module of our
asq-highlight will respond to two hooks: parse_html which is triggered when
a user uploads an HTML presentation file; and answer_submission, triggered
when an audience member submits an answer to a question.
For parse_htmlwe are interested in extracting the representation of all <asq-highlight>
elements present in an HTML string and persisting them in the ‘questions‘ col-
lection of our models persistence store (MongoDB). Listing 4.6 shows the imple-
mentation of the callback for parse_html. this.asq refers to the proxy instance
that in this particular case allows to interact with the persistance store to persist
the extracted questions.
1 <asq-highlight theme="textmate" mode="java" fontSize="1em">
2 <asq-stem><h3>Highlight with the appropriate color the
following:</h3></asq-stem>
3 <asq-hl-color-task color="d9534f">Visibility Modifiers</asq-hl-color-task>
4 <asq-hl-color-task color="428bca">Variable Declarations</asq-hl-color-task>
5 <asq-hl-color-task color="f0ad4e">Other keywords</asq-hl-color-task>
6 <code>public class C {
7 public void m() {
8 int i = i + 5 + ((int)5.0) + ((int)5f);
9 }
10 }</code>
11 </asq-highlight>
Listing 4.5. markup to create the showcased highlight question
1 function parseHtml(html){
2 //cheerio is a Node.js library for \acrshort{html} manipulation
3 var $ = cheerio.load(html, {decodeEntities: false});
4 var hlQuestions = [];
5
6 $(this.tagName).each(function(idx, el){
7 hlQuestions.push(this.processEl($, el));
8 }.bind(this));
9
10 //return Promise that resolves with the (maybe modified) html
11 return this.asq.db.model("Question").create(hlQuestions)
12 .then(function(){
13 return Promise.resolve($.root().html());
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14 });
15 }
Listing 4.6. parse-html hook callback for asq-highlight
When a viewer submits an answer to a set of questions, a core plugin fires the
exercise_submission hook and for each individual question an answer_submission
hook (Listing 4.7). Asq-highlight provides a callback for answer_submission in
order to persist the Answer to the database as in Listing 4.8.
Notice the invocation of this.calculateProgresswhich calculates how many
of the audience members have answered the question identified by questionUid
and brodcasts the result to all connected clients. This method executes asyn-
chronously and is a good example of event notification. The abbreviated version
in Listing 4.9 shows how the event published from the server can target multiple
clients.
1 try {
2 sanitizeSubmission();
3
4 //execute ‘exercise_submission‘ hook
5 yield hooks.doHook("exercise_submission", submission)
6
7 yield Promise.map(submission.answers, function(answer){
8 //execute ‘answer_submission‘ hook
9 hooks.doHook("answer_submission", answer);
10 });
11
12 } catch(err) {
13 //if a plugin fails to execute the hook we will catch the error here
14 logger.error(err.message, { err: err.stack });
15 }
Listing 4.7. triggering submission hooks in plugins
1 answerSubmission: coroutine(function *answerSubmissionGen (answer){
2 var questionUid = answer.questionUid
3 this.validateAnswer(answer);
4 yield this.asq.db.model("Answer").create({
5 question : questionUid,
6 answeree : answer.answeree,
7 session : answer.session,
8 submitDate : Date.now(),
9 submission : answer.submission,
10 });
11 this.calculateProgress(answer.session, ObjectId(questionUid));
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12 //this will be the argument to the next hook
13 return answer;
14 }
Listing 4.8. submission hook execution
1 var event = {
2 questionType: ’asq-highlight’,
3 type: ’progress’,
4 questionUid: question_id.toString(),
5 heatmapData: JSON.stringify(heatmapData),
6 }
7 this.asq.sendSocketEventToNamespaces(’asq:question_type’, event,
session_id.toString(), ’ctrl’)
Listing 4.9. sending an event to all presenter clients
4.3 Summary
In this chapter we presented the overall architecture of ASQ. We listed the re-
quirements behind its design, its data model and presented core functionality.
We then moved to the topic of plugin design for widgets that span both the front-
end and the back-end of Web architectures and which address the extensibility
requirement for implementing powerful question types. We shared extended im-
plementation insights and presented an example question type implementation.
With this chapter the presentation of the Web engineering work of this disser-
tation comes to an end. In the next one we will move to educational landscape
and present findings arising from introducing ASQ in real-world classrooms which
demonstrate ASQ’s potential as an instructional tool in the modern classroom.
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Chapter 5
ASQ as an Educational Study Platform
From the outset ASQ was designed with features that make it suitable to conduct
research on technology-enhanced learning in real classrooms. ASQ’s fine-grained
logging abilities allow us to track second by second to what extent students are
engaging with ASQ which in turn enables insights into student behaviour dynam-
ics. This setup enables us to conduct “in situ” experiments.
To validate our design, in this chapter we present results from three experi-
ments that occured during two deployments of ASQ in real-world courses. The ap-
plication was used for delivering the lectures of two consecutive versions (2015-
2016, 2016-2017) of the Web and Database Technology course in the Delft Univer-
sity of Technology. In the first experiment we examine if and how suitable is ASQ
to assess the attention and learning outcomes of students by analyzing recorded
student-generated events during the students’ interaction with the application.
Next, we look into the usability aspects of the tool as subjectively perceived by
the students that used it. We calculated System Usability Scale (SUS) scores from
the majority of the sessions and we present an analysis of the results. Finally, we
are interested in the cognitive load that the platform inflicts upon the instruc-
tors. To gather a subjective estimation we asked our subjects to fill in a NASA
Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) questionnaire after each lecture and we analyzed
the results for which give a brief report.
5.1 Case Study: Measuring Student Behaviour Dynam-
ics in a Large Interactive Classroom Setting
Encouraging positive use of digital technologies in the classroom is not new. Pre-
vious work addressed the effect of personal response systems (colloquially known
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as “clickers”) on student attention and engagement [119; 81]. Other studies
have explored the impact of laptops in the classroom for note-taking [188; 155]
or undirected use [93]. While providing insights on the relationship between
digital technologies and students behaviour, many prior works suffer from one
main technical limitation: they assume the students’ devices to be complemen-
tary to, and not integrated with, the lecture experience. In our work, we take the
next step and turn the students’ devices from potential distractors into a teaching
and communication tool by seamlessly interleaving lecture material and complex
questions such as programming questions in each student’s browser.
Previous work is also largely affected by a methodological limitation: ex-
periments took place in a controlled setting, where the students’ identities were
known, and they were explicitly assigned to experimental conditions that could
have harmed or influenced their learning experience.
These issues of privacy and fairness are not compatible with the requirements
of a real-world course, where students must be guaranteed equal treatment, and
privacy must be preserved. These requirements are at the center of our use
cases, and defined our experimental methodology: participation was optional,
students’ identity concealed, and the learning set-up equal for all participants.
Intuitively, changing the experimental conditions might make our experiments
not comparable with previous work. To this end, we first focused on the follow-
ing research question:
5.1.1 Threats to Experimental Validity
In our experiments presented in this dissertation, due to the requirements of pri-
vacy and fairness, we opted for a design where one student population received
a treatment (the use ASQ) in multiple sessions. After each session we measured
the effects. This design, while fair to our students, has no pretest and no con-
trol group which makes it open to the following threats of internal and external
validity [37]. History, or what happens between the events, is a consideration,
especially since the experiments lasted for weeks. Maturation, the biological and
psychological processes which systematically vary with the passage of time, is
also relevant due the long duration of the experiments. Moreover, since partici-
pation was optional, mortality (differential drop-out of persons from the group)
may explain some of the results. The three sources of invalidity we mentioned so
far concern the internal validity of the experiment. Interaction of Selection and
ASQ is an external source of invalidity in which the student populations of the
experiments may not be representative of all the learning settings in which we
wish to deploy ASQ.
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RQ1.1 To what extent can a Web-based, privacy-preserving teaching tool be reliably
used to assess student behavior dynamics and learning outcomes of students from
their interactions with the tool?
To answer this question, we analyse the ASQ user logs collected throughout
our target courses, and compare the obtained results with the findings collected
from a systematic analysis of the literature. For instance, it is well-known that the
activity of answering practice questions is benefiting students by increasing their
engagement in the classroom [149]. Confirming these results, provides evidence
of the suitability of ASQ as a platform for longitudinal “in-situ” experiments, thus
enabling the investigation of additional research questions.
5.1.2 Methodology & Use Case
To answer our research question, we will first discuss the privacy policy of ASQ
when collecting student generated data. Then we need to define engagement
metrics based on the events emitted by each student’s browser (section 5.1.2).
Finally, in section 5.1.2 we introduce our target undergraduate course in more
detail.
User state and privacy
ASQ does not require students to log in, and events are captured as soon as the
browser connects to a running ASQ presentation session. Closing the browser
tab that renders the ASQ presentation will disconnect the student. Each student
is given a unique identification token for each presentation session and active
connection. The token expires when the browser session expires, i.e. when the
Web browser that established the initial connection to ASQ closes. This allows us
to associate students with the events they generate, while preserving students’
privacy across multiple lectures. ASQ tracks different types of events (Table B.1
and Table B.2) that are generated by the browser during a presentation session;
occurrences of such events are immediately sent to the ASQ server for logging.
Examples of events include: (i) connecting to the ASQ presentation; (ii) submit-
ting an answer to a question; (iii) switching to another browser tab, or to another
application, which may make the ASQ window invisible.
Figure 5.1 provides an example of the sequence of events emitted by three
students during the first 15 minutes of a lecture. The first student has a low level
of engagement as he immediately hides the ASQ window and then disconnects
after 3 minutes without answering any questions. The second student shows
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Figure 5.1. Sequence of events for three example viewers during the first 15
minutes of Lecture 2, HTML. Each vertical line represents a slide change —
there are 29 slides shown in total, one of which is a question slide.
a high level of engagement with the slides (which are never hidden after the
initial connection) and also submits one answer to a question. The third student
presents several context switches where ASQ is repeatedly hidden and shortly
thereafter becomes visible again. This behavior continues also after the student
submits an answer.
Modeling slide and question engagement
For each student, events are aggregated in order to compute slide and ques-
tion engagement metrics. The former refers to engagement during the non-
interactive parts of the presentation session, i.e. the content slides presented
by the lecturer. The latter refers to engagement during the interactive (question-
containing) slides of the session. We consider a student engaged with the slides
if they are visible to the student in his or her browser. Conversely, we consider
students not to be engaged if the lecture slides are not visible on their own de-
vices (e.g. due to the devices being switched off, or used for other activities such
as browsing the Web, chatting and so on).
We use the tabvisible and tabhidden events to detect whether the ASQ Web
browser tab of the student is visible or not as well as the answersubmit event
to detect if a student has submitted an answer to a question. We assume that
a session s (full lecture from the time a presentation starts and ends in ASQ) of
length T (s) starts at second 1 and ends at second T (s). For every student v, for
every second t of session s we create an indicator variable visible(v, s, t) which is
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1 if the ASQ tab is visible and 0 otherwise. The mean slide engagement MSE(v, s)
of a student across s is the number of seconds the ASQ tab is visible, normalised
by the session length:
MSE(v, s) =
1
T (s)
T (s)∑
t=1
visible(v, s, t) (5.1)
A student v’s question engagement is exclusively defined over the interactive
(question) slides in s; it is the fraction of questions q ∈Q(s) (with Q(s) being the
set of all questions in session s) that v submitted an answer for:
MQE(v, s) =
1
|Q(s)|
∑
q∈Q(s)
submit ted(v, q) (5.2)
Here, submit ted(v, q) is 1 if v submitted at least one answer to q and 0
otherwise.
Table 5.1. Lecture overview, reported in temporal order of delivery. Leg-
end. #Q: number of questions in the slides. #STU: number of students in
the classroom. %ASQ: the percentage of students in the classroom connected
to ASQ. ρ(S,Q): Spearman rank order correlation between slide and question
engagement scores.
Lecture #Q #STU %ASQ ρ(S,Q)
HTTP 10 319 99.7% 0.72†
HTML 8 238 94.5% 0.58†
JavaScript 10 192 91.1% 0.69†
Database introduction 7 204 83.8% 0.60†
node.js 8 208 64.9% 0.66†
CSS 7 163 82.8% 0.72†
SQL introduction 9 196 75.0% 0.57†
SQL continued 8 157 87.9% 0.44†
Cookies & session 9 133 97.0% 0.51†
Advanced SQL 10 89 87.6% 0.64†
Web security 8 151 70.9% 0.50†
Conceptual design 13 83 65.1% 0.42†
ER logical design 8 125 68.0% 0.40†
NoSQL 8 89 76.4% 0.39†
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Course overview
The data for this study was collected during the 2016/17 edition of a first year
Bachelor course teaching Web technology and database concepts to Computer
Science students at the Delft University of Technology. The course took place
between November 14, 2016 and January 20, 2017. Table 5.1 presents the topic
overview of the 14 lectures1; each lecture lasted 90 minutes, after 45 minutes a
fifteen minute break occurred. The course topics were split across two instructors
(I1 and I2). Every lecture contained between seven and 13 question of various
types: multiple-choice, multiple-answer, highlighting, SQL-query creation and
fill-in-the-blank questions;
5.1.3 Results
In this section we report on the analysis of the usage logs created by ASQ during
the 10 weeks and 14 logged lectures of the course. First, in section 5.1.3 we
analyze the slide and question engagement of students across lectures, and com-
pare the findings with previous work to assess the suitability of ASQ as a privacy-
preserving platform for “in-situ” experiments. Then section 5.1.3 we reflect on
the lessons learned from using ASQ in the classroom.
RQ1.1: ASQ as an experimental platform
Table 5.1 reports the course attendance statistics, and data about the percent-
age of students using ASQ to visualise slides and to interact with questions. In
each lecture, the students were counted ten minutes after the official start of the
lecture.
Engagement across lectures. Over the course of the class, student attendance
dropped from initially 319 to approximately 100 students — an attendance drop
also seen in comparable courses at the same institution.
The usage of ASQ also fluctuated: while in the first three lectures more than
90% of the students used ASQ at least for some time during the lecture, novelty
wore off and in later lectures the usage varied with between 65% and 80% of
students connected to ASQ. Of those students that used ASQ, between 63% and
85% answered at least one question, while at most 27% of students submitted
1In total, the course contained 15 lectures; one had to be excluded from our analysis due to
a faulty logging mechanism.
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answers to all of a lecture’s questions; in three lectures (all on database top-
ics) fewer than 3% of students were such all-answer-submitting students. Across
the 14 lectures we only observe 4 lectures (Conceptual design, CSS, HTML and
HTTP) where at least half of the ASQ connected students submitted answers to
more than half of the posed questions. These results are lower than expected,
but not completely surprising. Not all students are equally compelled to expe-
rience lectures through their own devices (some students prefer pen and paper
when being given the choice [5]), and their preference could vary according
to topic. Also, questions varied in complexity; for topics like SQL (where SQL
queries needed to be produced by students during the lecture), answering all
questions was objectively harder than for lectures with mostly multiple-choice or
multiple-answer questions. These results show that ASQ has been well-received
by the course’s students, and that a significant number of such students has been
actively engaged with the lecture material and with questions.
Engagement within lectures. The fine-grained logging abilities of ASQ allow
us to also investigate the students’ engagement with ASQ beyond submitting re-
sponses to questions. Let us consider the students’ slide and question engagement,
as defined in section 5.1.2.
The distribution of students engaged with slides for each lecture is plotted
in Figure 5.2. Focusing on the first lecture (HTTP), we observe that half of the
students are engaged with the slides between 25% and 76% of the lecture time.
In subsequent lectures, the slide engagement drops, reaching its lowest median
w.r.t. the median slide engagement in the final lecture (NoSQL) where half the
students using ASQ have the non-question slides visible or in focus less than 30%
of the time. Again, we confirm prior works, e.g. [93], that have shown learners
to be distracted by the availability of digital devices (laptops in particular). Even
though ASQ offers a directed, continuous and structured laptop use during the
course of a lecture, students are still distracted (which we infer from the fact that
the ASQ window is hidden most of the time).
While the passive engagement allows us to determine how many students
keep ASQ slides visible and/or in focus, we do not learn anything about those
students (a significant percentage) that chose to not do so. One of our expecta-
tions is that students who engage passively (which means they are likely to not
be distracted through Web surfing or similar activities) are also more likely to
answer questions, as they followed the lecture. In order to evaluate this hypoth-
esis, we compute for each student his or her active engagement which we define
as the percentage of questions answered during a lecture.
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Figure 5.2. Distribution of slide engagement (computed per student) across all
lectures. A value of 1 (0) indicates that ASQ was always (never) visible during
class time.
For each lecture, we compute the Spearman rank correlation coefficient be-
tween students’ question and slide engagement percentages. A correlation close
to 1.0 would indicate that students with high slide engagement are also inter-
acting with almost all questions. Table 5.1 shows the results of this analysis in
the ρ(S, Q) column. In the first lecture we observe a correlation of ρHTTP = 0.72
which indicates a strong relationship between slide and question engagement.
In later lectures this relationship decreases in strength, reaching its lowest point
in the final lecture with ρNoSQL = 0.39. This trend could be explained by the
increasing complexity of the addressed topics, that might have discouraged stu-
dents from participating in some or all of the question activities.
In contrast to previous studies, e.g. [77; 93; 188], we cannot compare our
ASQ-using student population to the non-using population, as we only measure
learning performance through questions posed within ASQ. Due to our privacy-
aware setup, students attending lectures did not login to ASQ, nor did they pro-
vide their university IDs. As all question activities are formative assessments and
students do not identify themselves when connecting to ASQ it is unclear why so
many chose to not attempt to answer some of these questions. The lack of iden-
tification prohibits us to use the final exam score (as done in previous works) as
learning performance measurement.
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Although we cannot gather insights about students that chose to not con-
sume lecture material through ASQ, we observed clear trends for students that
did use the platform: slide and question engagement are strongly and positively
correlated. We find this alignment of results an indication of the suitability of a
platform like ASQ for teaching and experimental purposes.
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Figure 5.3. Temporal evolution of connected and slide engaged students during
the HTTP lecture. Evidence of distracted behaviour in the second half of the
lecture.
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Figure 5.4. Temporal evolution of connected and slide engaged students during
the CSS lecture. No clear slide engagement trend can be observed.
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Figure 5.5. Temporal evolution of connected and slide engaged students during
the Javascript lecture. Evidence of increasing slide engagement trend. Three
interactive non-question slides are marked in green.
Lessons Learned
This section summarises what the authors of this case study that was published
as [177] learned from the usage of ASQ in the classroom. The fourth and fifth
authors are the instructors and designers of the Web and Database Technology
course.
On the effectiveness of online questions to reduce distractions The results pre-
sented in the previous sections are mixed: while initially many students adopt
ASQ, over the course of the class the adoption rate decreases. Although ASQ offers
a directed use of a digital device to follow and engage with a large classroom lec-
ture, a significant fraction of students are engaged elsewhere through browser
activities (as also indicated in prior works). A qualitative inspection of the col-
lected statistics show that the engagement of students with ASQ varies across
lectures, and also within the same lecture. Take for instance the graphs in Figure
5.3–5.5; they show for each lecture second the number of students connected
to ASQ (those are all students with ASQ either visible or hidden) and the number
of students having ASQ visible on their screen. Javascript (Figure 5.5) is an
example of lecture where it is possible to observe a growing engagement trend,
both before and after the lecture’s break, that is correlated with the progression
of questions. During the CSS lecture (Figure 5.4), questions provided only local
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increases in the number of engaged students, with no observable trend. Finally,
lecture HTTP shows how the effect of questions changes during the lecture. Be-
fore the break, the burst of questions helped in increasing students’ engagement.
After the break, each peak due to a new question is immediately followed by a
sudden drop, which indicates that students were prone to distract themselves
after answering the question.
Interactive slides beyond questions In the JavaScript lecture (Figure 5.5), apart
from the question slides a small number of additional slides contained interactive
features to showcase JavaScript’s abilities in the browser (such as a typing game
and a text selection tool). However, when we explore whether those slides led to
additional engagement (i.e. bringing students back from the other activities) we
do not find this to be the case — for very few connected students the ASQ status
changes from invisible to visible. This result is not supporting one of the authors’
assumptions that more attractive/engaging ASQ slides lead to more direct student
engagement.
5.2 Usability and Perceived Workload
A widely used subjective way to evaluate the usability of the system is a SUS
questionnaire. The benefits of the scale include its short format (10 Likert scale
items) that makes it quick to answer, and that it can be used to compare a variety
of heterogeneous systems. The latter can also be deemed as a drawback since
it makes the questionnaire very general. For each participant a score between 0
and 100 is calculated, which should not be interpreted as a percentage according
to [156]. Sauro conducted of 500 different evalutions with more than 500 users
and and the average score was 68. Anything above 68 can be considered to be
above average while anything below 68 is considered below average.
5.2.1 Course Overview
We deployed ASQ in the 2015/16 edition of Web and Database Technology, a com-
pulsory course for 1st year BSc Computer Science and an elective for 3rd year BSc
minor students, at the Delft University of Technology. The course was followed
by 310 students in total: 260 1st year and 50 minor students. Across the eight
course weeks, fifteen 90-minute lectures were given.
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Figure 5.6. Boxplot of SUS scores for student responses
5.2.2 Usability
To evaluate the usability of ASQ from the perspective of both instructors and
students we administered SUS [33] questionnaires to the participants (instruc-
tors and students of the course described in the previous subsection. The self-
administered questionnaires were given to the participants immediately after the
end of a lecturing session were ASQ was used. Three more questionnaires were
administered in retrospective sessions on the 18th of December 2015 and 16,17
February of 2016. Participation in any of the questionnaire sessions was optional.
Students consistently rated the platform above 68 with the average score across
evaluations being 75.92. Although ASQ fared well in the evaluations, the num-
ber of students that participated in the study ranged from to 5% to 47% of all
students that used ASQ during the lecture. Figure 5.6 displays a boxplot chart for
the scores of each session. The mean scores for each session are summarized in
Table 5.2.
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Date # of ASQ viewers # of SUS responses Mean SUS score
24 Nov 2015 89 42 78.21
1 Dec 2015 65 21 75.48
18 Dec 2015 – 19 69.47
14 Dec 2015 143 59 74.58
15 Dec 2015 19 6 86.25
4 Jan 2016 111 28 78.75
5 Jan 2016 29 2 80.00
11 Jan 2016 187 9 71.39
16 Feb 2016 – 36 82.15
17 Feb 2016 – 35 75.93
8 Jan 2016 83 16 75.78
Table 5.2. Mean SUS score of student responses per lecture session. “–” in the
number of SUS responses denotes retrospective sessions where there was no
lecture.
5.2.3 Perceived Workload
While ASQ strives to scale active learning to large audiences, nevertheless the
tool will impose extra workload to instructors that use it. To gauge whether
this load is within acceptable levels, we asked the two instructors of the course
described in subsection 5.2.1 to complete a NASA-TLX[90], a subjective, multidi-
mensional assessment tool that rates perceived workload. In the first part of the
NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) questionnaire subjects are asked to rate their
experience in six subjective subscales: Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Tem-
poral Demand, Performance, Effort and Frustration. In the second part, subjects
compare pairwise the subscales of the first part in order to create an individual
weighting. The number each subscale is chosen over another is the weighted
score of this subscale and it is multiplied by the scale score for each dimension
and then divided by 15. The result, a workload score that ranges from 0 to 100,
is the overall task load index.
Table 5.3 shows the overall task load index scores for 13 of the course lec-
tures where the questionnaire was administered. Both the instructors had higher
workload when they first used ASQ (may be due to in-familiarity with the inter-
face) which decreased with the progression of the course. Specifically in the first
lecture (HTTP) the workload is very high because the cockpit view which shows
the preview of the next slides did not work. Even the average workload for both
the instructors through out the course was lower (around 30 and 40) indicat-
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ing that ASQ can be used by teachers with ease after going through a learning
period.
Lecture Instructor Overall Task Load Index
HTTP† I1 68.66
HTML I1 28.66
JavaScript I1 36.33
Database introduction I2 62.33
CSS I1 36.00
SQL Introduction I2 32.66
SQL Continued I2 28.33
Cookies & Session I1 35.33
Advanced SQL I2 32.33
Web Security I1 56.33
Conceptual Sesign I2 23.66
ER Logical Sesign I2 20.66
NoSQL I2 14.00
Table 5.3. Mean SUS score of student responses per lecture session
† Cockpit view did not work for next slide preview
5.3 Summary
Our main objective in this chapter was to establish the suitability of ASQ as plat-
form for “in-situ” privacy-preserving research in education. To do so, we first
discussed results on student engagement inferred from the event logging capa-
bilities of ASQ from a longitudinal study over 10 weeks of lectures, operating
under strict privacy and fairness requirements, both obvious ethical concerns in
real-world courses.
In a similar setting to the one described above, we looked into the usabil-
ity and workload aspects of the application. We reported positive results on SUS
and NASA-TLX questionnaires that were given to students and instructors respec-
tively. This further illustrates the potential ASQ to be integrated as a teaching tool
in real-world classrooms. However, ASQ participation in lectures was descreas-
ing as the course progressed and the majority of students that participated in a
lecture did not provide us with their feedback. This makes us cautious about our
claims and calls for more exhaustive studies in the usability aspect of the tool.
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In the next chapter, we will look into a case study that takes advantage of the
low-level events of ASQ to create higher level attention states that can provide
instructors with insights about the classroom attention.
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Chapter 6
Case Study: Inferring Student Attention
6.1 Introduction
In subsection 2.3.1 we presented a broad body of research findings that highlight
the increased episodes of inattention occurring during post-secondary classroom-
based learning and suggested that interactive elements can have a positive im-
pact in capturing student attention. We also commented on the difficulty of em-
ploying most of the techniques to gauge attention in large classes due to pro-
hibitive costs, their obtrusive nature and/or their inability to determine students
attention in real-time.
In the case study of this chapter, we investigate to what extent modern Web
technologies can facilitate and enable the continuous, scalable and unobtrusive
inference of student attention in real-time. We target the traditional classroom
setting – so as to enable lecturers to react in a timely manner to the attention
needs of their students – and we focus on Web-mediated teaching and formative
assessment activities. We seek to answer to the following Research Questions :
RQ1.2 To what extent can students’ attention be inferred from their interactions
with a Web-based interactive presentations application that facilitates in-lecture ac-
tive learning questions practice?
RQ1.3 Which type of interactions are most correlated with (in)attention?
As common in previous works, we infer attention from students’ retention
levels. To this end, we will utilize the extensive logging capabilities of ASQ that
enable the tracking and recording of real-time students’ interactions during lec-
tures. We deployed ASQ in the context of three ninety minute university-level
lectures given by two different instructors, with varying interactivity levels and
up to 187 students. Our results show that ASQ can provide fine-grained insights
on students’ attention states that relate to previous findings on the subject, thus
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Table 6.1. Overview of activity indicators based on browser events.
Name Description
exercise True when the current slide has an exercise.
connected True when the student browser is connected.
focus True when the browser has focus on the tab or exercise related to the
lecture.
idle True from the time of an idle event until one of tabhidden, tabvisible,
windowfocus, windowblur, focusin, focusout, exercisefocus,
exerciseblur, input, questioninput, exercisesubmit and
answersubmit occurs.
input True when an input or questioninput event occurs. This state is valid
only on slides that contain exercises.
submitted True when the student has submitted at least once this exercise (as in-
dicated by an exercisesubmit event). This state is valid only on slides
that contain exercises.
demonstrating ASQ’s ability to obtain an accurate view of students’ attention in a
classroom setting.
6.2 From Low-level Events to Attention States
Recall that our overarching goal is to infer student attention. To this end, based
on the introduced low-level events of section B.1.3, we define higher-level ac-
tivity indicators, which denote the activity (or lack thereof) currently performed
by a student in a lecture. Subsequently, we use these indicators to infer a basic
model of student attention states.
Activity indicators
Each low-level browser event occurs at a specific point in time; we map se-
quences of browser events generated by a student to one of six binary activity
indicators, which we consider to be natural components of a student’s attention
state. These indicators are non-exclusive (i.e. several indicators can be true at
the same time) and listed in Table 6.1: exercise, connected, focus, idle,
input and submitted.
Student attention states
We take a data-driven approach to the exploration of the activity indicators and
in Table 6.2 list all the 17 combinations of indicators that we observed in our
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Table 6.2. Modeling student attention based on activity indicators. Activity
indicators are binary, Ø represents True, and - represents False.
exercise connected focus idle input submitted Inferred Attention State
- - - - - - Disconnected
Ø - - - - - Disconnected
Ø - - - - Ø Disconnected
- Ø - - - - Distracted
- Ø - Ø - - Distracted
Ø Ø - - - - Searching for a solution
Ø Ø - Ø - - Searching for a solution
- Ø Ø - - - Interacting with non-question slide
- Ø Ø Ø - - Following
Ø Ø Ø - - - Thinking
Ø Ø Ø Ø - - Thinking
Ø Ø - - - Ø Bored
Ø Ø - Ø - Ø Bored
Ø Ø Ø - - Ø Waiting
Ø Ø Ø Ø - Ø Waiting
Ø Ø Ø - Ø - Working on an answer
Ø Ø Ø - Ø Ø Reworking answer
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Figure 6.1. Two example progressions of inferred attention states during the
course of a single 90-minute lecture (specifically: Web Security). The dark-
grey areas represent slides with interactive exercises (6 in total), while the
light-grey vertical bars indicate slide transitions. While Student 1 starts off
highly attentive, Student 2 is inattentive from the start of the lecture.
data traces (described in detail in Section 6.3). We manually assign ten different
semantic labels to each combination. For instance, a student who has submitted
an answer to an exercise and is now idle with ASQ in focus is considered to be
Waiting (e.g. for the instructor to provide feedback), while a student who also
submitted an answer and is neither idle nor having ASQ in focus is considered
to be Bored (and occupying himself with other activities on the device). Thus, at
each point in time a student is in exactly one of the ten listed attention states.
Figure 6.1 showcases the progression of two students’ attention states across an
entire lecture; while Student 1 starts off the lecture at a high level of attention
(indicating by the continuous Following state) and later on toggles between the
Following and Distracted states, Student 2 starts off the lecture in a Distracted
state and only exhibits short bursts of attention shortly before or after some of
the interactive exercises.
Although we are using psychological terms such as Bored, Distracted, Think-
ing, and the like, these should be not be interpreted beyond the strict definition
of Table 6.2 as our goal is to give a readable representation of the aggregated
activity indicators that can be amenable of further analysis and experimentation.
In the remainder of this case study we analyze to what extent our definition of
inferred attention states is suitable to reproduce findings from the literature.
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Figure 6.2. ASQ in the classroom: most students’ laptops are connected and
focused on the slide material being explained.
6.3 ASQ Deployment & Data Collection
This experiment took part during the same deployment described in subsec-
tion 5.2.1. We report on results in three of the sessions were ASQ was used,
identified as suitable for experimentation: at regular intervals, the lecture ma-
terial was interspersed with interactive elements consisting of live programming
exercises, multiple choice questions, and visual question types. Figure 6.2 shows
an example session of ASQ in the classroom.
At the beginning of each ASQ session, students in the lecture hall were in-
structed (though not compelled) to open the lecture presentation in the browser.
Students connected anonymously; a random identifier was assigned to each con-
nection, enabling us to group all interactions made by the same student within
one lecture together (identifying markers across lectures were not retained for
privacy reasons). The lecture slides were not only visible in the students’ browser
but also on the lecture hall screen and thus students who decided not to use ASQ
treated the sessions as standard lectures.
We posed questions of three question types that depended on the lecture
material and assessment goals of each class: (A) multiple-choice, (B) SQLite
programming (Figure 6.3), and (C) text-input (Figure A.10). Table 6.3 summa-
rizes the main characteristics of the three lectures, including the lectures’ topic,
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Figure 6.3. SQLite question from Lecture 1, Advanced SQL. It comprises a
text editor (left) to write and execute SQL queries on an in-browser database
instance, and a results pane (right) to visualize the query results.
the number of students participating through ASQ and the number of questions
posed per type. Note that Lecture 1. Advanced SQL Topics has generated almost
seven times more browser events than the other two lectures due to its usage of
SQLite programming quizzes: not only the large amount of typing contributed
to the events generation, but also the question setup which required the stu-
dents to consult a database schema diagram resulting in a considerable amount
of blur/focus events between ASQ and the diagram.
6.4 Analysis
In our exploration of the collected logs, we are guided by our research questions
and the five main findings of prior works (identified in subsection 2.3.1 exploring
students’ attentiveness in the classroom).
F1: Students’ attention drops over the class period. For all lecture logs, we
translated low-level browser events into activity indicators (Fig. 6.4) and subse-
quently inferred attention states (Fig. 6.5). We consider the two activity indica-
tors connected and focused and the union of the states Following/Thinking/-
Working as well as Distracted/Bored as most suitable representatives of student
attention and inattention respectively. To explore how attention changes over
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Table 6.3. Overview of the three ASQ lecture sessions each given by one of two
instructors (identified as I1 and I2). For each session, the number of students
participating, the number of exercises (per type) and the number of ASQ low-
level browser events logged are listed.
Instr. Topic #Students #ASQ #Question types
using ASQ events A B C
1 I1 Advanced SQL Topics 143 121,062 0 7 0
2 I1 ER Conceptual Design 111 17,460 8 0 0
3 I2 Web Security 187 17,562 4 0 2
time, we correlate the lecture time (in units of 1 second) with the number of
students in the specific state(s) or activity setting. If, as expected student at-
tention drops over time, we will observe a decrease in focus over time and an
increase in Distracted/Bored students. The results in Table 6.4 show that this
is indeed the case: inattention-oriented activities/states are positively correlated
with time while attention-oriented activities/states are negatively correlated with
time. Moreover, the high-level inferred attention states achieve higher absolute
correlations, indicating that they are more suitable to infer (in)attention than
our low-level activity indicators.
We thus posit that based on the events logged in ASQ, we are able to infer in
real-time (and live in the classroom) when and to what extent attention drops
over time, relying on either the focus activity indicator as a basic measure or a
combination of the more high-level attention states Following/Thinking/Working
(and their counterparts).
F2: Attention breaks occur regularly and increase in frequency as the class
progresses. For each second of the lecture we track the number of attention
breaks, that is, the number of students that switch their device from focused on
ASQ to some other activity. We also track attention recovery which we define as the
number of students whose device switches back to focus on ASQ. The attention
focus variation is the net sum of attention recoveries minus the attention breaks
observed during the same period (a window of 30 seconds). For each of the three
lectures we present their attention focus variations in Figure 6.6. We observe that
attention breaks occur regularly but there is no noticeable increase in frequency
as the class progresses. We note that although this is in contrast to F2, not all
empirical studies in the past observed this increase in attention breaks [173].
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Table 6.4. Linear correlation coefficient (significant correlations at the p < 0.05
level are marked †) between time and number of students exhibiting a particular
activity indicator (top part) or one of a set of inferred attention states (bottom
part).
+++ Activity indicators +++
All slides Slides w/o exercises
Lecture Connected Focus Connected Focus
1 Advanced SQL Topics 0.176† -0.182† 0.281† -0.059
2 ER Conceptual Design -0.224† -0.569† -0.284† -0.637†
3 Web Security 0.263† -0.177† 0.284† -0.228†
+++ Attention states +++
All slides Slides w/o exercises
Lecture Distracted/
Bored
Following/
Thinking/
Working
Distracted
Following/
Thinking
1 Advanced SQL Topics 0.324† -0.274† 0.450† -0.257†
2 ER Conceptual Design 0.039 -0.549† 0.230† -0.657†
3 Web Security 0.391† -0.262† 0.458† -0.390†
F3: Attention rises when interactive elements are introduced. Drawing on
our analysis of attention focus variation, we observe that whenever there are
interactive elements in the slide, in the form of questions, we observe spikes of
attention recovery (Fig. 6.6) and an increase of connected students (Fig. 6.4).
While introducing interactive elements thus captures the attention of the stu-
dents (positive attention focus variation), shortly thereafter we observe the sub-
sequent loss of focus due to students waiting on each other to answer. Likewise,
students might be searching for solutions using their devices, something ASQ can-
not distinguish from students simply leaving the application to do something
else. As we can observe in the charts of Fig. 6.5 for all the lectures, whenever
there is a slide with a question, the number of students that have their ASQ page
out of focus (Searching state) is always lower than in slides without a ques-
tion (Distracted state). Similarly, the magnitude of attention focus variation
is smaller for slides without questions than for slides with questions, which lit-
erally appear to send jolts through the collective attention span of the students
in the classroom (Fig. 6.6). Our results thus confirm previous findings of rising
attention at interactive elements.
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F4: Immediately after interactive teaching elements, the level of distraction
is lower than before the start of the interaction. While there is a peak of in-
terest as soon as questions are asked, after students submit their answers, their
focus switches to other activities. Hence, as shown in Fig. 6.5 towards the end
of the question, the number of students we infer to be in a Distracted state rises
considerably and is almost always higher than right before the interactive teach-
ing element. The effect depends on the length of time students have to wait for
other students to complete the exercise (before the instructor moves on in the
lecture) and on the type of feedback given either individually or globally on the
submitted answer. This result is a clear deviation from prior works and suggests
that our attention model, in particular the Distracted state captures more than
just students’ distraction.
F5: In retention tests, students tend to perform better on material presented
early on in the class. Instead of dedicated retention tests, we rely on the mul-
tiple choice (MC) questions as a retention proxy (we restrict ourselves to MC
questions as the open question types require manual grading to achieve highly
accurate results).
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Figure 6.4. Connected and Focused activity indicators for all the sessions
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Figure 6.5. Inferred student attention state for all the sessions
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Figure 6.6. Attention Focus Variation: how many students have changed the
focus of attention during lecture (moving sum of attention breaks and recoveries
using a window of 30 seconds).
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Table 6.5. Correct vs incorrect answers ordered by time of question for Lecture
2
question start time correct% correct incorrect total
1 10:25:36 92.31 72 6 78
2 10:27:04 77.22 61 18 79
3 10:28:24 82.50 66 14 80
4 10:30:58 1.43 1 69 70
5 10:32:04 90.79 69 7 76
6 11:17:48 70.77 46 19 65
7 11:20:25 75.41 46 15 61
8 11:23:48 65.00 39 21 60
Table 6.5 lists the accuracy of the student answers for the eight MC questions
of Lecture 2. ER Conceptual Design as well as the specific time they were posed
in the lecture. Note that shortly after 10:30am the official 15 minute break com-
menced. We observe that students tend to perform better in the first half of the
class than the second. Although a subset of questions from a single lecture do not
provide enough evidence to support or reject this finding in the context of ASQ it
shows once more ASQ’s capabilities to provide fine-grained real-time logging and
analyses to the instructor.
6.5 Summary
ASQ is able to provide real-time data analytics in the classroom, thus providing
lecturers with the capability to observe their students level of engagement in a
data-driven manner. We do so as students follow the material being presented
(slides) but also as they interact with the exercises and various types of questions
embedded in some of the slides.
In this case study we have shown how ASQ can be employed to infer student
attention, based on either activity indicators and states we aggregate based on
low-level browser events. The visualizations presented here enable instructors to
observe at a very fine-grained level the behavior of an entire class with hundreds
(or potentially thousands) of students. Our analysis confirms existing research
findings, whereby: 1) student attention drops during the class period; 2) atten-
tion breaks occur regularly as the class progresses; and 3) attention rises when
interactive elements are introduced. Additionally, we could observe a drop in
attention as soon as the interactive activity is completed by individual students,
which should be taken into account when planning to introduce questions and
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interactive exercises within a lecture.
For in-class realtime feedback on students’ attention, the graphs with the high
level attention states maybe overwhelming for instructors. It is worth pursuing
compacting the information that that ASQ provides instructors based on the cur-
rent teaching context. For example, during questions the tool may display a
progress bar like the one presented in subsection A.3.1. The progress bar dis-
plays the number of students whose state is "true" for one of the following 4
activity indicators: submitted, working, focus and idle (in order of importance).
If one student has more than one of the activity indicators set to “true”, the tool
just displays the most important one. Consider the case where a student has
both submitted an answer and is idle. The answer submission is the most impor-
tant information for the instructor in this case, so the tool will just updated the
number of students in the “submitted” activity indicator.
The monitoring of student behavior can, of course, be utilized to optimize
questions. In the next chapter, we will see a relevenat example in a case study
where we observe student engagement patterns to draw conclusions on strategies
for temporal practice question placement in lectures.
Chapter 7
Exploratory Study: Comparing
Eye-tracking Gaze Data With the
Visibility ASQ Activity Indicator
The attention states we presented in chapter 6 are computed as a combination of
the various activity indicators (presented in section 6.2) that we compute based
on the events collected by ASQ. Due to the nature of these activity indicators
we just have an approximation of the behavior of each student that correlates
well with findings in student attention. A promising way to explore exactly how
accurate is this approximation is to compare the ASQ activity indicators with eye
tracker data on visual attention [63, p. 11] from students that use ASQ in lectures.
Specifically, we will explore how the visible activity indicator the describes the
visibility of the ASQ browser window relate to fixations of the gaze of the students
on the screen under various conditions.
We aim to answer the following question:
RQ1.4 How does student gaze behavior as recorded through the use of eye-tracking
relates to activity indicators generated with the aforementioned Web application?
To answer this question we conducted an experiment that took place dur-
ing the lectures of a course in functional and logic programming. The subjects’
workstations were equipped with eye-tracking devices that provided us with gaze
data and more specifically fixations of the students’ gaze. We present our anal-
ysis results which show that, in general, students spent a small portion of their
visual attention towards looking at the ASQ window when it was visible. How-
ever, increased visual attention patterns emerged during slides that contained
questions compared to slides that did not and during times when the students
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was performing input on a question compared to times when they had submitted
a response.
7.1 Experimental Setup and Methodology
Table 7.1. Overview of the lectures in the case study. Lectures are reported in
temporal order of delivery. The lectures were divided into two separate sessions
(e.g., Prolog 1a and Prolog 1b), i.e., the same content was lectured to two
different groups of students. Legend. #ASQ: number of students connected
to ASQ. #Q: number of questions in the lecture slides. #A: number of total
answers in the lecture. %SQ: the percentage of students connected to ASQ and
answering at least one question (≥1 question submitted). %75Q: percentage
of students connected to ASQ and submitting an answer to at least 75% of the
questions in the lecture. %AQ: percentage of students connected to ASQ and
submitting an answer to all questions. %SN: percentage of students’ initiated
inputs to the questions that resulted in no submit.
Lecture #ASQ #Q #A %SQ %75Q %AQ %SN
Prolog 1a 27 20 446 88.89 74.07 3.70 10.99
Prolog 1b 22 23 475 95.45 77.27 9.09 10.55
Prolog 2a 23 26 469 82.61 52.17 8.70 25.20
Prolog 2b 22 26 483 81.82 59.09 22.73 20.43
Prolog 3a 19 11 209 94.74 73.68 31.58 15.73
Prolog 3b 20 10 220 100.00 80.00 50.00 20.86
7.1.1 Course
The experiment took place during the second half of the lecture of the “Functional
and Logic Programming” (FLP) course at the Slovak University of Technology in
Bratislava in the spring semester of 2016. The course is elective and taught at
the bachelor level of study. It is organized bi-annually and is usually taken by
students of the 2nd and 3rd year. The first half introduces functional program-
ming through the LISP and Python languages. Logic programming is introduced
through the Prolog language during the seconds half. Successful completion of
the course rewards students with 6 ECTS credits. The course lasts for 12 weeks.
Its format comprises weekly lectures (100 minutes each), laboratory practices
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(100 minutes each) as well as individual project activities. It was attended by 46
students. Table 7.1 gives an overview of all the lectures.
After performing an exploratory analysis of the obtained data, we found out
there were some technical problems during the recording of the last session.
Moreover, there were missing data from the first session. This force us to exclude
the lectures “Prolog1a” and “Prolog03b” from our analysis. Table 7.2 shows how
many complete records from subjects we obtained in every session: these are the
data on which we will perform our analysis.
Table 7.2. Number of complete session records for each session.
Session # of complete records
Prolog01b 17
Prolog02a 18
Prolog02b 16
Prolog03a 19
7.1.2 Experimental Setup
As part of the second half of the course, a single instructor had to give three
lectures explaining concepts of the Prolog programming language . Each lecture
was less than two hours long. The lectures were given in two groups at the room
of the User Experience and Interactions Research Center of the faculty due to the
limited capacity of 20 working stations. All the working stations are equipped
with an Tobii X2-60 eye-tracker, with 60 Hz sampling frequency to track the gaze
of each student subject. Moreover, screen activity was captured on a video and
the subjects’s face was capturing using a Creative Senz3D depth camera. We
also captured three different sets of events: 1. Operating System (OS) events
2. browser events using a custom browser extension for the Chrome browser
3. Input/Ouput (I/O) events .
Finally, we recorded a video of each lecture with a tripod camera situated in
back (slightly on the right) of the room.
ASQ was used to present examples ASQ and pose questions. The instructor
decided to use six question types, five of which could be automatically assessed
for correctness. The list of question types is as follows:
1. multi-choice. Multi-choice question (auto-assessed)
2. short answer. Single-line text input (auto-assessed)
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3. highlight the text (example in Figure 7.1). Highlight portions of text
using the appropriate color (auto-assessed)
4. classify. Classify the label dropping it into the correct bucket (auto-assessed)
5. order. Place items in the correct order (auto-assessed)
6. code. Code editor with syntax highlighting supporting many programming
languages. In this specific course, we used tasks in LISP and Prolog.
Figure 7.1. Example of a highlight question posed in the lectures Prolog 2a
and Prolog 2b.
7.1.3 Methodology
In this study, we will report on the correlation between the ASQ inferred activity
indicators visible and focus the were presented in section 6.2 and the equiva-
lent indicators that we will map to eye-tracker data. We will use fixations – times
when the gaze is held in a single location – as they are considered to be a good
measure of visual interest [63; 34])
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Eye-tracker Data and Preprocessing
The key objective was to distinguish between records where the subject gaze
was fixated out of the screen and records where the gaze was fixated inside it.
The first step towards our objective was to use the validity codes provides by the
Tobii device to keep valid records and discard the invalid ones. The format of the
records was an integer from from 0 to 4 for each eye. Records with a value of
less than 2 for both eyes were rejected as per the Tobii manual of the eye-tracker
device ([163]). The next step was to compute gaze coordinates for each record.
If only one eye was valid we used date from this eye only to determine the gaze.
The final step was to to classify fixations based on whether they were within
the screen bounds or out of them by assigning them the “fixation_onscreen” and
“fixation_outofscreen” classes. We marked a record as in screen when the fixation
position was in the interval<0;1>. The rest valid fixations records were assigned
“fixation_outofscreen” class.
7.2 Results
Lecture
fixation on-screen fixation off-screen
visible hidden visible hidden
Prolog01b 31% 4% 63% 2%
Prolog02a 38% 8% 50% 3%
Prolog02b 26% 6% 62% 6%
Prolog03a 16% 17% 49% 19%
All 28% 8% 57% 7%
Table 7.3. Summary – for all lectures and all slides – of the percentage of time
that the students’ gaze during a lecture is fixated on or off the screen the ASQ
window visible and ASQ window hidden states captured by ASQ.
We begin our exploration by looking at how the visibility of the ASQ window
– visible or hidden – is related to the fixation of eye-tracking-overview-activethe
students on or off screen that displays the ASQ window across all lectures.
Table 7.3 shows the mean percentage of all the combinations for all students
in each lecture and the aggregated mean in the bottom. On average, when the
ASQ window is visible students spent 28% of the time in a lecture looking at it
and another 57% not looking at it.
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Lecture
fixation on-screen fixation off-screen
visible hidden visible hidden
Prolog01b 16% 22% 52% 10%
Prolog02a 22% 22% 49% 7%
Prolog02b 11% 16% 60% 13%
Prolog03a 4% 39% 12% 45%
All 15% 23% 48% 14%
Table 7.4. Summary – for slides without a question in all lectures – of the
percentage of time that the students’ gaze during a lecture is fixated on or off
the screen the ASQ window visible and ASQ window hidden states captured by
ASQ.
Lecture
fixation on-screen fixation off-screen
ASQ visible ASQ hidden ASQ visible ASQ hidden
Prolog01b 32% 3% 64% 1%
Prolog02a 41% 6% 50% 2%
Prolog02b 28% 5% 62% 5%
Prolog03a 16% 15% 51% 17%
All 29% 7% 58% 6%
Table 7.5. Summary – for slides with questions in all lectures – of the percentage
of time that the students’ gaze during a lecture is fixated on or off the screen
during the ASQ window visible and ASQ window hidden states captured by ASQ.
To get a better understanding in how this translates to different types of slides
we broke down the data in two categories: those that occurred during slides that
did not contained questions and those that did. In the first case (see Table 7.5).
We see that the fixation on-screen when the ASQ window is visible decreased by
14% to 15% and the gaze on screen, again when the ASQwindow as visible, by 9%
to 48%. During questions (Table 7.5) when the ASQ window is visible, both the
on-screen and off-screen fixations increase by 1% to 29% and 58% respectively.
Figure 7.6 shows a more intuitive distribution of how students spend their time
in the aforementioned cases.
When other activity indicators are taking into consideration for the two types
of slides we notice some interesting behavior as shown in Table 7.6. During
question slides when students are working, as indicated by the input activity
indicator, the students are looking at the ASQ window 68% of the time. During
the rest 32% the gaze fixations are out of the screen but the ASQ window is still
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visible. Probably this translates to activities related to the exercise like looking at
notes, discussing with the teacher or their classmates or looking at a whiteboard.
However once they submit their answer (submit activity indicator) they look at
the ASQ window 20% of the time, spending most of the rest at gazing off-screen
with the ASQ window visible. The 5% difference of fixation on-screen/visible
between this condition and slides without question in general maybe due to the
fact that students are still thinking about their submission. Finally, when the
students are idle (no browser activity for more than 10 seconds) during non
question slides the on-screen/visible combination reaches, as expected, its lowest
value of 14%. A considerable amount of time (22%) is spend looking at off-task
material in the screen.
Slides Condition
fixation on-screen fixation off-screen
visible hidden visible hidden
WQ input 68% 0% 32% 0%
WQ submitted 20% 11% 59% 10%
NQ idle 14% 22% 49% 15%
Table 7.6. Summary – for different conditions across all lectures – of the
percentage of time that the students’ gaze during a lecture is fixated is on
or off the screen the ASQ window visible and ASQ window hidden states captured
by ASQ. Legend. WQ: Slides that contained questions. NQ: Slides without a
question. We report the following conditions: input: learners were giving an
input to a question in the current slide. submitted: learners had submitted
an answer to the questions of the current slide. idle: users had more than 10
seconds of inactivity during the current slide.
The results from the input and submit conditions probed us to investigate
the temporal dimension of question slides. Figure 7.2 shows a temporal view
of all the combinations of gaze and visiblity for the lectures Prolog01b. We also
included NULL events, which were not included in our table analysis, for com-
pleteness. Vertical blue lines denote a transition to a slide that contains questions
and gray transitions to slides that do not. The light blue overlay indicates time
passing during slides that contains questions. It is noteworthy that when a new
slide with questions comes up we have picks of the fixation on-screen/visible
combination which after a while is substitued for the fixation off-screen/visible
combination. We notice similar patterns in the rest of the lectures in Figure 7.3,
Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.2. State combination of fixation on/off screen and visible/hidden ASQ
window for all students of the lecture Prolog01b. NULL values are displayed for
completeness.
7.3 Discussion
Going back to RQ1.4 our exploratory results show in general the teacher cannot
be sure were the visual attention of a student is directed at simply by looking at
the visible activity indicator. This changes only when the student performs input
activity in a question, in which case it very like that the student is gazing at its
screen. However, the eye-tracking data indicate – similar to all our case studies –
that during slides that contain questions, the attention to on-task activities (i.e.,
looking at the ASQ window) increases. This experiment had two shortcomings
that can be easily tackled: a low number of sessions and a low ratio of slides
without questions versus slides with questions. An experiment with more lec-
tures sessions and a higher ratio of slides without questions versus slides with
questions can give us more confidence in our results and better profiling of vi-
sual attention bewteen the two formats. Finally, It would also be of great interest
to us to look into how the answer depth format affects student attention.
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Figure 7.3. State combination of fixation on/off screen and visible/hidden ASQ
window for all students of the lecture Prolog02a. NULL values are displayed
for completeness.
7.4 Summary
While this has been exploratory work in an experiment with much more data to
examine and directions to research, some clear patterns during practice question
slides emerged. It seems that the visual attention of students is associated with
the task at hand and during non exercise slides their gaze wonders of screen.
It remains an open challenge to identify what exactly their visual attention is
focused at and look forward to working on it.
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Figure 7.4. State combination of fixation on/off screen and visible/hidden ASQ
window for all students of the lecture Prolog02b. NULL values are displayed for
completeness.
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Figure 7.6. Pie charts with all the combinations of fixation on/off screen and
visible/hidden ASQ window. Each pie chart contains the mean for all lectures.
Figure 7.7. Pie charts with all the combinations of fixation on/off screen and
visible/hidden ASQ window for various conditions. Each pie chart contains the
mean for all lectures. Legend. WQ: Slides that contained questions. NQ: Slides
without a question.
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Chapter 8
Case Study: Practice Question Strategy
One dimension of practice questions that so far has not received a lot of atten-
tion is their spacing in time as they are interleaved with slides during the entire
class duration. As we discussed in subsection 2.2.2 to what extent the place-
ment strategy (e.g. whether interspersed or at the very end of a lecture) of
practice questions within a lecture influences retention is still a relatively open
question [182]. Next to exploring the impact of ASQ on several student behaviour
metrics in section 5.1 and chapter 6, in this chapter we present a case study where
we investigate whether different in-class question spacing strategies impact stu-
dent learning and engagement. This case study is based on the logs collected in
the same longitudinal study presented in section 5.1.2 and aims to answer the
following research question:
RQ1.5 Does the practice question strategy — questions deployed uniformly across
the entire lecture or with bursts of several questions at the same time – has any
impact on student engagement and student learning?
8.1 Methodology & Use Case
As noted in subsection 2.2.2 there is little research (apart from [182]) exploring
the advantages or disadvantages of certain question spacing strategies in the
classroom. To fill this gap and inspired by [182] the course instructors initially
designed the set of questions in each lecture according to one of the following
three question strategies (with the strategies being randomly assigned to each
lecture):
Burst (b): questions appear in bursts, each burst contains at least two questions;
bursts can be randomly spread across a 90 minute lecture.
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Uniform (u) questions are distributed uniformly in time across a 90 minute lec-
ture;
Increasing (i) questions are placed with increasing frequency towards the end
of each 45 minute period (two such periods exist per lecture with a 15 minute
break in-between).
Figure 8.1 shows three example lectures (i.e. Cookies & session, SQL contin-
ued, Database introduction) and their question distribution across time.
Table 8.1. Lecture overview, reported in temporal order of delivery. These are
the same lectures summarized in Table 8.1 with a focus on metrics pertinent
to this study. Legend. INS: instructor (I1 or I2). QS: the question strategy
(b=burst, i=increasing and u=uniform). #EQ and #HQ: number of easy and
hard questions in the slides. %SQ: the percentage of students connected to ASQ
and answering at least one question (≥1 question submitted). %AQ: percent-
age of students connected to ASQ and submitting an answer to all questions.
ρ(S,Q): Spearman rank order correlation between slide and question engage-
ment scores. %CA: percentage of correct answers. Correlations significant at
the p < 0.01 level are marked with a †.
Lecture INS QS #EQ #HQ %SQ %AQ ρ(S,Q) %CA
HTTP I1 b 6 4 74.5% 26.1% 0.72† 62.16
HTML I1 u 4 4 79.1% 27.6% 0.58† 47.75
JavaScript I1 i 5 5 81.1% 8.0% 0.69† 48.14
Database
introduction
I2 i 6 1 78.9% 10.5% 0.60† 49.66
node.js I1 b 5 3 74.1% 15.6% 0.66† 65.53
CSS I1 u 2 5 79.3% 21.5% 0.72† 64.88
SQL
introduction
I2 b 4 5 79.6% 8.2% 0.57† 52.05
SQL continued I2 u 6 2 76.8% 2.9% 0.44† 54.41
Cookies &
session
I1 b 5 4 78.3% 11.6% 0.51† 49.76
Advanced SQL I2 u 7 3 62.8% 0.0% 0.64† 65.52
Web security I1 u 4 4 74.8% 14.0% 0.50† 8.46
Conceptual
design
I2 b 11 2 83.3% 13.0% 0.42† 60.26
ER logical design I2 u 4 4 84.7% 2.4% 0.40† 54.49
NoSQL I2 b 8 0 69.1% 11.8% 0.39† 61.61
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As a reminder, the setting of this case study was the 10 week real-world teach-
ing Web technology and database concepts that was presented in section 5.1.2.
Table 8.1 displays a summary of the lectures. Overall, six lectures implemented
the bursts question strategy and six lectures implemented the uniform question
strategy, equally distributed across both instructors. Every lecture contained be-
tween seven and 13 question of various types: multiple-choice, multiple-answer,
highlighting, SQL-query creation and fill-in-the-blank questions; in all but one
lecture (CSS) the easy exercises outnumbered the difficult ones.
After both class instructors had trialed all three question strategies in the first
six lectures, it was decided to drop the increasing questions strategy from further
consideration as it turned out to be very challenging to align the lecture material
with this strategy. Subsequently, in the remaining 8 lectures only the burst and
uniform question strategies were implemented.
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Figure 8.1. A temporal view of question strategies - each dot represents when
a question was asked.
8.1.1 Question Difficulty
In our analysis, we also consider the difficulty of the questions posed to the stu-
dents. All questions were created by the instructors of the course and manually
annotated in accordance with the revised Bloom’s taxonomy [10]— questions on
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Table 8.2. Overview of correlations between slide and question engagement,
computed separately for each instructor, each question strategy and the four
combinations of instructor and strategy. N is the number of items to correlate.
%CA is the percentage of correct answers. Correlations significant at the p <
0.01 level are marked with a †
Condition N ρ(S, Q) %CA
Question strat. uniform 768 0.50† 51.92
Question strat. bursts 851 0.61† 59.65
Instructor I1 1224 0.63† 55.47
Instructor I2 741 0.45† 55.02
I1 +uniform 467 0.58† 50.25
I1 + bursts 582 0.67† 60.85
I2 + uniform 301 0.39† 55.58
I2 + bursts 269 0.47† 56.75
the remembering and understanding level were considered to be easy and ques-
tions on the applying level were considered to be difficult. None of the questions
belonged to higher Bloom levels.
8.2 Results
Are questions strategies influencing the engagement levels of the students? To
address RQ1.5, we analyse slide and question engagement for lectures adopting
uniform and burst question strategies. The results are reported in Table 8.2 (rows
2-3).
The correlation between slide and question engagement scores is higher for
the burst than the uniform condition. This means that in the uniform condition
with one question on the topic of the previous 5-10 slides, students are more
likely to engage with the question than in the burst condition where at least
some of the questions are likely to be about material more than 10 slides in
the past. Drilling down further, we also consider in the analysis the role that
the instructors, with their individual lecture style (and question styles) as well
as addressed topics, might have played on the engagement level of students.
Table 8.2 (rows 3-8) show that instructors clearly played a role. Despite the
absolute differences in correlations, we observe that for both instructors the burst
strategy leads to a higher correlation between slide and question engagement
than the uniform strategy.
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8.3 Summary
In this case study, which was part of a largest experiment to gain a better under-
standing on the positive role that technology can play in large higher-education
classrooms, we show show that question strategies can be of influence, but also
observe the important role played by lecturers and lecture topics.
It is worth mentioning that the design of lecture material for a system like
ASQ can be challenging for the instructor. In addition to obvious technical com-
plexities (such as the creation of slides in HTML5), the design of a lecture expe-
rience enhanced with several, pertinent, and rich questions is not trivial. While
this is an intrinsic difficulty in the design of lectures, we felt the problem to be
exacerbated by the need for pre-defined question strategies, which sometimes
“forced” the redistribution of content to account for the temporal allocation of
questions.
This chapter concludes the main body of work of this dissertation. In the final
chapter we will present conclusions from this work and its main contributions
and limitations. We will finish by reflecting on the implications of our work and
discuss the next steps.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
In this dissertation we examined how technology can help scale active learn-
ing to- and capture the attention of large student cohorts which are becoming
more common in post-secondary education. Bachelor-level courses are lectured
in large classrooms that can easily include hundreds of students. Under such
conditions, students are easily distracted — especially through the ubiquitous
availability of digital devices. Our modus operandi is “technology as an aid to
pedagogy”. To gain a better understanding on the positive role that technology
can play in large higher-education classrooms we developed a privacy-preserving
teaching tool that turns students devices to affordances of learning. We con-
ducted usability studies with students to verify the usability of the system and
make sure that students would be willing to spend their time following the course
instead of engaging in off-task behavior. One big design factor in our implemen-
tation that we think can help scale active learning, was tackling teacher bias by
attempting to aggregate all answers and, whenever possible, group submissions
to provide a compact form of the level of understanding in the classroom. This
also helps in maintaining instructor workload within acceptable levels which is
evidenced from positive workload-level ratings from teachers. We reported on
case studies where our tool has been put into use to support lectures with in-
teractive teaching elements and explored how to scale active learning in large
classrooms. Overall, our findings demonstrated the suitability of ASQ as platform
for “in-situ” privacy-preserving research in education. Notably, we confirmed
once more the positive impact of practise questions in sparking the interest of
students on taught material. We also unveiled the potential of such a tool to
increase teacher awareness of the student behavior via analytics mined from stu-
dent devices. We compared activity in passive and active segments of a lecture
to find that increased passive engagement has a positive correlation with active
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engagement. While this can be a good predictor for increased performance in a
course, it does not answer how to make passive segments more engaging. To this
end, we looked into the variation of attention between segments and confirmed
findings that demonstrate a visible impact of introducing interactive elements
on the collective attention of the entire class. We also investigated how different
practice question strategies affected students’ engagement with lecture material.
We showed that question strategies can be of influence, but also observe the im-
portant role played by lecturers and lecture topics. Instructors can utilize these
analytics during a lecture to adapt their learning on the fly or consult them in
designing future editions of a lecture to better address the needs of students. In
the reminder of this chapter, will first summarize the answers to our RQs stated
in chapter 1 and then provide a brief summary of the contributions and limi-
tations of our work. Finally, we will look into the implications of our work for
technology-enhanced education and our vision of the modern classroom and dis-
cuss future steps towards accomplishing it.
9.1 Summary of Contributions
We investigated to what extent can teaching computer science in modern brick-
and-mortar classrooms benefit from introducing technology that 1) facilitates
active learning by interleaving slides with active learning question types and 2)
provides data analytics capabilities to give insights on the level of understanding
of the audience and its behavior dynamics. To explore our research questions
(RQs) we introduced ASQ, a Web platform for interactive presentations that sup-
ports complex question types and real-time analytics. We reflected on the design
and implementation of such a platform and our experiences from using active
learning question types with students. In a series of a case studies in real-world
BSc and MSc Informatics courses we managed to observe a positive shift to us-
ing student devices as affordances of learning as opposed to distractions. Our
results demonstrate how engagement increases when active learning questions,
an established method associated with better learning outcomes, are embedded
into lecture slides. In our studies we also utilized the data analytics capabilities
of ASQ to infer student attention and results suggested that we are in line with
the findings of the literature on the subject. Finally we set to discover whether
the insights on behavior dynamics obtained from ASQ match the actual behavior
of students.
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9.1.1 Answers to Research Questions
In section 1.2 of chapter 1 we set as the main goal of this thesis to look for an
answer the following research question:
RQ1 To what extent can a Web-based, privacy-preserving teaching tool be reliably
used to enable active learning, infer student behavior dynamics, assess the attention
and learning outcomes of students and provide insights to improve teaching?
As this is a RQ that covers a broad range of topics in education technology, we fo-
cused our work in providing answers to smaller problems that were formulated
by refining the RQ into the following:
RQ1.1 To what extent can a Web-based, privacy-preserving teaching tool be reli-
ably used to assess student behavior dynamics and learning outcomes of students
from their interactions with the tool?
In chapter 5 we unveiled the potential of browser event-driven analytics in pro-
viding engagement metrics for the students’ behavior during two types of slides:
those that contained lecture material and those that contained questions. We
confirmed prior findings that report student distraction from their devices and
saw how ASQ mitigates this by engaging students through questions. Further-
more, we observed a clear correlation between slide engagement and question
engagement: students that engage more in following lecture slides tend to an-
swer more questions. Finally, feedback from students on the usability and im-
posed workload respectively was overly positive showing that introducing ASQ
in the classroom adds an easy to tolerate overhead. In our opinion, these re-
sults render ASQ as a suitable tool for teaching and experimenting in real-world
courses.
RQ1.2 To what extent can students’ attention be inferred from their interactions
with a Web-based application? Drawing on the browser event concepts of the
previous RQ1.1, in chapter 6 we showed how to infer high level attention states
for the audience of the classroom. Based on the events logged in ASQ, we are
able to infer in real-time (and live in the classroom) when and to what ex-
tent the attention fluctuates over time. Our findings were, in general, aligned
with the literature and make an interesting case for using ASQ in a lecture: Stu-
dents’ attention drops over the class period but rises when when interactive el-
ements (questions) are introduced. Also immediately after interactive teaching
elements, the level of distraction is lower than before the start of the interaction.
RQ1.3 Which type of interactions are most correlated with (in)attention? In
chapter 5 we observed that not engaging with slides that contain lecture mate-
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rial can lead to less engagement when answering questions. In chapter chap-
ter 6 we quantified this more defining inattention-oriented activities/states and
attention-oriented activities/states and then examining the correlation each group
had with time. The first were shown, as postulated, to be negatively correlated
with time while the latter positive. These insights can help instructors adapt
their lectures on the fly by monitoring the states of the audience or design their
future lectures better based on past data.
RQ1.4 How does student gaze behavior as recorded through the use of eye-tracking
relates to activity indicators generated from browser events? We seeked answers
to this question in the exploratory study of chapter 7 where found that the visual
activity indicator of the ASQ window is not in general a good predictor of the
visual attention of a student. An exception occurs during times that students
perform input activity in a question; in those cases the visual attention on the
screen is significantly higher. Moreover, we observed patterns in the percentages
of visual attention towards the screen and the task at hand: just following the
lecture slides (no questions) gathered the least amount of visual attention.
RQ1.5 Does the practice question strategy — questions deployed uniformly across
the entire lecture or with bursts of several questions at the same time – have any
impact on student engagement and student learning? ASQ’s data analytics capa-
bilities that helped in answering the previous RQs also played a great role in
answering this RQ in chapter 8. We investigated the effect of different strate-
gies of spacing practice questions during a lecture. Our analysis identified the
burst (questions appear in bursts, randomly spread across a lecture) condition
as superior to the uniform (questions are distributed uniformly in time across a
lecture) in terms of increased correlation between slide engagement and ques-
tion engagement. Taking also into consideration that specific topics and instruc-
tors’ teaching style differences affect student engagement, our results can help
content creators to design effective question placement strategies in lectures.
9.1.2 A Novel Paradigm to Interleave Study Material Slides with
Questions
In chapter 3, we introduced a paradigm for delivering lectures with slides that
contain active learning questions. We showed how the Web can facilitate the
utilization of student’s devices as an affordance to learning by allowing students
to follow slides and answer questions embedded within them. This paradigm en-
ables real-time collection of student’s submissions, zero context switch between
lecture and question answering software and fast feedback-cycles.
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9.1.3 A Web Component library of Interactive Question Widgets
We presented our attempt at simplifying the authoring of questions by using Cus-
tom Elements to encapsulate the logic and design of full-fledged interactive wid-
gets (exercises, questions, aggregated statistics visualizations, and more) under
a single HTML tag.
9.1.4 Using a Custom URL Schema to Reuse Questions into Pre-
sentations
In Appendix B, we present a way to inject questions in presentations using a
simple URL schema. Questions published on the Web can be shared and reused
between instructors just by copying a simple URL into a presentation slide. Our
hope is for this mechanism to extend to more educational content (lectures,
rubrics, reference answers) and drive educational content sharing and reuse be-
tween instructors.
9.1.5 Design and Implementation of a Plugin System to Facilitate
creation of Active Learning Question Types
Creative active learning question types for computer science question that can
be used within lectures can be a daunting task due to the complex requirements
of such an environment. In chapter 4 we outlined the requirements for creat-
ing a plugin system to tackle the challenging task of creating plugins for state of
the art Web applications that span across both client and server. We presented
our reference implementation of asqium, a plugin system that follows best prac-
tices in software architecture and design to enable the creation plugins that have
the following desired properties: multiple decoupled ways to communicate with
the core business logic of the application; single repository packaging; easy de-
pendency management; single programming language (i.e., JavaScript) for both
server- and client-side; persistence flexibility; asynchronous non-blocking code
execution; code and style encapsulation; and theming. We also provided an ex-
ample on how to create a real complex question type.
9.1.6 Design and Implementation of 14 Question Types to practice
Computer Science
Guided by our goal to support support active learning in traditional brick-and-
mortar classrooms and based on the aforementioned asqium plugin, we imple-
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mented 14 question types that were presented in section A.4. 11 of them support
cued/free recall: CSS Select, Live JS, JS function, SQLlite HTML Fiddle, Text, Code,
Highlight, Rate, Java, Diagram. The first five support live programming, a fea-
ture that gives students immediate feedback on their efforts inside the browser.
The other 2 are recognition question types: Multiple choice, Classify and Order.
A lot of them feature analytics capabilities that aim to speed up assessment and
accelerate the feedback cycle. Next, to help future question type designers cre-
ate their own question types, we presented the motivation behind their creation;
implementation guidelines; feedback and evaluation from subjects that used it
in real-world settings.
9.1.7 Mining Browser Events to infer Higher level Engagement
States and Offer Insights on Student Behavior Dynamics
In chapter 5, we studied whether it was possible to utilize browser events such
as input, focus or visible to infer student engagement with slides. We presented
models for student engagement on study material slides and slides that contained
question and we reported a positive correlation between the types of engage-
ment.
Drawing on these findings, in chapter 5 we explored ways to infer student
attention from browser events. We resorted to construct high level states that
reflect the students attention based on this events and compared our findings to
the literature in student attention. Our results aligned with those of the litera-
ture, suggesting that ASQ can provide an inexpensive and unobtrusive alterna-
tive to complex, elaborate or intrusive equipment (like note taking or Electroen-
cephalography (EEG)) that is necessary to gauge attention. We also confirmed
that interactive elements like questions drive up engagement and contribute to
high levels of engagement even after the end of the interaction.
9.1.8 Insights Towards Making Lectures More Engaging
The insights gathered from the data analytics of ASQ can help education content
creators and instructors to design more engaging lectures. First by consulting the
attention state of the audience, interested parties can identify lecture segments
that suffer from low engagement. One of the ways to mitigate low engagement,
as discussed in chapter 6, is to introduce a question. Another way is to choose
a temporal placement strategy for questions that is optimal for the topic and
instructor learning style of the lecture. We observed that instructors are the most
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influence factor that could explain differences across lecturers, although bursts
strategies generally obtain higher slide engagement.
9.2 Limitations
A significant part of our work is dedicated in inferring student attention dynam-
ics. In chapter 5 we presented a case study focused in measuring engagement
based on Web-telemetry data. Despite the correlation between active and pas-
sive engagement which matched our expectations, it is practically impossible to
know exactly what are the actual thoughts of the students and if they are in real-
ity engaged or not. This holds true for the case study in student attention as well
(chapter 6). The high level attention states are just intended to inform teachers
on how students interact with the platform and in no way represent the actual
neuropsychological states of the students.
Another consideration is related to student engagement during question types.
The novelty effect may explain part of the effect size when introducing interactive
elements in presentations. Due to increased interesting in the new technology
(ASQ) students may have exhibited higher engagement rates.
9.3 Future Work
We believe that we have just scratched the surface regarding what becomes pos-
sible when introducing interactive presentations supported with analytics capa-
bilities within traditional classrooms. Our results and the initial experience of
our users provide plenty of inspiration for future work. ASQ will allow us to eas-
ily perform new case studies in other education settings. The first steps towards
a better system would take the feedback we received during the evaluation of
the system and its question types into consideration. The current version of ASQ
is only a first step towards a highly sensor- and data-driven classroom. We en-
vision a classroom where technology monitors not only learners but instructors
as well to alert them for alarming levels of cognitive load or erroneous actions.
Moreover, instructor decisions during the lecture can be recorded and mined so
that they can automatically be predicted, recommended and applied in future
lectures. We also see the potential for utilizing the technology we developed in
settings out of its original context, for example to post in-lecture answers for
post-lecture discussion, share educational resources and past data or for use in
MOOCs. In the following sections, we briefly discuss the aforementioned parts
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of our vision.
9.3.1 Incremental Improvements
Here we list a number of general, easy-to-implement, small incremental improve-
ments as the first steps to go beyond our existing solution.
During our evaluation phase we gathered a lot of constructive feedback from
both instructors and learners on how to improve the live lecture experience: in-
troduce hints for questions; enable student navigable slides so that students can
go back and forth to revisit material at will; lock submissions for a question time
during the feedback phase and help instructors filter and block spamming in sub-
missions.
Another area we want to focus is content authoring. We wish to accelerate
content creation cycles through the implementation of a GUI editor [240; 242]
on top of our widget elements that integrates the slide and question creation
process. The editor will be integrated with the system to ease uploading and
reediting of presentations. Moreover, we want to lift the current predefined static
content limitation of ASQ by implementing functionality to quickly create and
pose questions in the classroom on the fly during a lecture [241].
We also wish to introduce more interactive question types that focus on vi-
sualizing algorithms and plots. A powerful design principle is live tuning which
refers to modifying constant values of interactive applications that modify their
behavior [108]. For example modifying the GUI sliders of a software sound mixer
affects the resulting sound, or modifying the parameters of a plot affects the
graph result. We consider this to be a very intuitive way that can potentially lead
to deep learning of complex topics.
9.3.2 Monitoring Instructors
There is the need for more research in measuring and monitoring the cognitive
load of the teacher so that it can be relieved. For completeness, in the chapter 2
in subsection 2.2.4 we mentioned three effects of cognitive load: automatic-
ity which can introduce errors under certain circumstances, cognitive defaults
and ironic processes. It is thus important to monitor the cognitive load of in-
structors and alert them when it reaches alarming levels leading to erroneous
actions. Most methods to measure cognitive load directly or indirectly (brain
activity, heart rate, performing a secondary task, filling in self-report question-
naires, etc.) can hinder the performance of a complex task such as teaching.
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Prieto et al. [140] suggested using the eye-tracking in multi-tabletop space set-
ting as an unintrusive and increasingly affordable way to measure cognitive load
based on pupil diameter and eye movement data. We believe that this approach
could work with a system like ours during the answer and feedback cycle where
teachers usually inspect and assess solutions in front of a monitor. The system
could then warn teacher of high cognitive level load and suggest countermea-
sures such as extending the answering time or moving on with the lecture.
9.3.3 Outside The Classroom
In terms of where learning is happening, the educational landscape can be seg-
mented on three criteria (Figure 9.1):
1. Online/Offline. Whether the teaching material is delivered through the
Internet or not.
2. Co-located/Remote. This criterion refers to whether the participants are in
the same physical space or whether some or all are in different physical spaces.
3. Synchronous/Asynchronous. Are all participants learning at the same time
from an instructor, or are the progressing on their own without an instructor?
Our work focused on the online, co-located synchronous scenario, however our
technology can adopted/improved to work in other scenarios as well. For exam-
ple it can help during the “Homework” phase by publishing student submissions
or that were aggregated during classroom lectures or lecture slides in online
learner communities (such as Piazza [pia] or Askalot [161]) or Learning Man-
agement Systems (LSM) (for example Moodle [61]) to foster post-classroom dis-
cussions and knowledge sharing. Members should be able to use the question
types of ASQ instead of simple text and non-interactive graphics.
The sharing of educational content can also expand to any educational con-
sumer via the ASQ URL schema (which should be extended to support individual
slides, rubrics and answers). ASQ was in part inspired by MOOCs and we are
confident it can be used in such scenarios where students will be able to en-
gage in active learning using the same question types developed for the in-class
version (an online, remote and asynchronous scenario). A benefit of using it in
such a setting is the lack of time and cognitive load constraints to instructors im-
posed by the classroom environment. This is however outweighed by the need
to grade potentially thousands of open-ended questions, a challenge we discuss
in subsection 9.3.4.
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Figure 9.1. Where learning is happening
9.3.4 Submission Clustering
Research shows that “typically teachers in traditional classrooms give students
in the top third the greatest attention and students in the bottom third receive
the least attention and support” [28]. Teachers are frequently unaware of the
fact that they are providing more favorable conditions of learning for some stu-
dents than they are for other students. Generally, they are under the impression
that all students in their classes are given equality of opportunity for learning.
This probably gets worse in bigger classrooms. Together with the cognitive load
limitations we thoroughly discussed, we think it is worthwhile to utilize technol-
ogy and analytics to provide teachers with a “big picture” view of the level of
understanding in the whole classroom by clustering responses to quizzes.
In the computer science domain, our empirical data show that usually the
number of individual submissions will be significantly higher than the number
of commonly recurring answer patterns in them. We can cluster results based
on well defined features to provide the teacher with “meaningful” clusters [190]
instead of the time consuming alternative of sifting through each answer. For
programming assignments, the most popular way to represent program structure
is Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs). It is common to build higher level structures
based on ASTs to achieve meaningful comparison like comparing “code phrases”
or subgraphs of ASTs [129].
With regards to short text answers, in [95] we used short text submissions
collected from ASQ as a data source to successfully create clusters of similar so-
lutions in a post-class analysis. We aim to adapt our work for in-class use to
facilitate instructors in assessing submissions. Moreover, Shresta et al. [160]
demonstrated that “corpus based similarity measures do not significantly affect
the clusters and that the performance of spectral clustering is better than hierar-
chical clustering” in a study where they evaluated corpus based similarity meth-
ods (like Cosine similarity, Latent Semantic Analysis, Short text Vector Space
Model, and Kullback-Leibler distance) and clustering methods (like Complete
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Link, Single Link, Average Link hierarchical clustering and Spectral clustering)
with three evaluation methods (clustering F-measure, adjusted Rand Index, and
V perform). We would like to see if we can replicate these finding for short text
student submissions in a classroom setting. Rangrej et al. [143] showed that
graph based methods with affinity propagation performs better compared to K-
means and SVD-based methods when applied on short text data collected from
Twitter.
9.3.5 Adaptive Teaching and Predicting Analytics
We are very confident that systems like ASQ can also be used to support adaptive
teaching. Campbel and Oblinger defined the five steps of academic analytics:
capture, report, predict, act, and refine [38]. Our work focused on all but the
predict step. We think that it is worthwhile to attempt to further exploit ASQ’s
attention level monitoring capabilities to recommend teachers subject-related
questions that could be used to restore focus, if an attention drop is detected
during the presentation of slides. Conversely, during exercises, after the major-
ity of students have answered or are idle the system can notify the teacher to
move on with the lecture, which can lead to gains in both attention levels and
lecture time. For future work we think it is interesting to focus on the following
questions: (i) how different instructors influence student learning and student
engagement and what are the causes for the observed differences, (ii) how more
complex and time-consuming question types (e.g. to implement an entire pro-
gram) can be broken down and incorporated into the lecture, and (iii) how the
real-time insights we have about students’ engagement can be reflected back to
them in the live classroom to raise awareness and self-reflection.
Finally, we believe that our technology can augmented to automatically drive
some of the orchestration activities in the classroom by relying on past data of
instructor decisions to predict future ones. Such decisions include grading ques-
tions, providing hints when students are stuck at a particular step of a solution
or in a particular way, notable submissions that warranted more discussion and
more.
9.4 Final Remarks
Our work focused primarily on post-secondary lectures with a large number of
participants. Our results can find their way into the classrooms of disciplines with
similar requirements for lectures that include active learning segments and pro-
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mote timely interactions and feedback between the instructor and the learners.
The first examples that come to mind STEM fields or the heavily PBL environ-
ment of medical studies. Indeed, our approach to inferring student behavior,
such as attention, needs little to no adjustments to be adopted in these contexts.
Moreover our design for scalable active learning practice question types paves
the way for more tools that are optimized for active learning in other specialized
domains. The implications of our work can also extend to other educational or
professional contexts with a need for active audience engagement such as K-12
education and technical training of employers.
Our data-driven approach and utilization of the Web to scale one pedagogy
in large audiences can be complemented with research in learning retention and
data from additional sensors and technologies (eye-tracking, heart sensors, skin
conductance and activity sensors) as advancements in technology lower the bar-
riers in adopting them. We hope in this fashion to obtain more accurate models
on how student learn and a more accurate picture of the physiological, men-
tal and emotional state of the audience respectively. These insights can allow
instructors to adapt their teaching at very fine-grained level while making the
most of their time in the classroom.
Appendix A
ASQ User Guide
A.1 ASQ Classroom Cycle
Presenters that wish to introduce ASQ in the classroom need to first prepare their
lecture presentation using ASQ’s HTML5 presentation format as discussed in de-
tail in section A.2. Authoring such a presentation takes longer than with Graph-
ical User Interface (GUI) presentation editors, due to the markup involved and
the overhead of embedding questions in the presentation. The markup format
however has the advantage of enabling finer-grained control over the content
and styling which allows presentations to act as full fledged applications. After
testing the presentation locally, the presenters need to upload the presentation
to the ASQ platform and start a “live” session.
At the start of a live lecture session the students may connect to the presen-
tation. They can either follow a direct link, which will usually be projected on
the beamer using a specialized ASQ component called <asq-welcome>, or visit
the “live presentations” page of a presenter. Each presenter account has an asso-
ciated “live” webpage that lists all the ongoing live presentations. If there is just
one live presentation, the user is redirected to the live presentation. Students
may bookmark the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of the live presentations
page to easily access subsequent live presentations of a course.
While ASQ can be used in a variety of ways during a lecture, in our courses
at Università della Svizzera italiana we use a specific flow that has been influ-
enced by research findings in the fields of attention and retention as well as our
experience, called the “ASQ cycle”. We use active learning question types to in-
crease the attention of students due to the introduced interactivity [35] and,
most importantly, encourage active – cued or free – recall of the taught mate-
rial [114; 76; 83]. The cycle consists of the following phases:
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Figure A.1. The ASQ classroom cycle.
Present The cycle can start or end with the presenter introducing material
from a study subject as would happen in a regular lecture. The order in time of
this step depends on the teaching style and objectives of the instructor. For ex-
ample, starting a new topic with a question may help to assess the preconceived
notions of the class and motivate the students to listen to the following explana-
tion. Conversely, following a presentation with questions can be used to check
if the students have been actually listening and also evaluate their short-term
retention and understanding. In any case, it is generally considered a good prac-
tice to have short segments of lectures interspersed with other, more interactive
activities (in our case practice questions) [82; 29; 32].
Ask In this phase the presenter poses questions to the students to assess their
level of comprehension. Question types of free/cued recall and recognition an-
swer depth format are supported, but the first two are preffered since they cor-
relate with better learning outcomes [83; 106; 120].
Answer In this phase the students will try to recall the taught concepts and
apply them to answer the posed questions. This process can help them gauge
their level of understanding and detect potential gaps in their knowledge or mis-
conceptions. Optimizing the duration of each phase and determining how to
interleave them are challenging tasks for teachers adopting ASQ. One of the chal-
lenges is an effective strategy the temporal spacing of practice questions during
the lecture, a problem we look in detail in the case study presented in chapter 8.
Assess This phase stars with the first student submission. Submissions of all
question types can be assessed manually by the presenter. Closed question types
can be assessed automatically. Students can also engage in peer/self assessment
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to learn by looking at the solutions of others and remain focused on on-task ac-
tivities [238]. Some open ended question types support clustering as mentioned
in section 3.3. In this phase the presenter accumulates information of how well
the audience has absorbed and understood the concepts that are test with the
current quiz.
Review In the final phase of the ASQ cycle, students receive feedback from the
presenter about their submissions, which further helps to cover gaps and clear
misconceptions. This phase also influences the evolution of the rest of the lecture,
for example teachers might need to repeat concepts or skip topics completely.
A.2 ASQ Authoring Workflow
In this section we will describe the workflow that content authors – usually in-
structors of a course – who want to use ASQ presentations may follow. We will
cover slide creation, adding ASQ widgets like question types, testing and starting
a live presentation.
ASQ presentations comprise two main parts: 1. a main HTML file that con-
tains the slides, ASQ widgets and references to external static dependencies such
as libraries, stylesheets, images, vector graphics and videos; and 2. the rest of the
static assets. Content creators can choose between two JavaScript presentation
frameworks for HTML5 presentations: impress.js [Szo11] and reveal.js [EH11].
Both represent slides using HTML5 markup. In impress.js slides are HTML5 el-
ements that have a step class attribute while in reveal.js <section> elements.
Listing A.1 shows an example slide for the former while Listing A.2 shows a slide
with the same content for the latter. Notice that impress.js supports 3D position
of the slides in an infinite canvas but requires the author to position each slide
manually. reveal.js on the other hand automatically layouts the slides in a 2D
space. The resulting rendered slides are shown in Figure A.2 and Figure A.3
respectively (with different CSS styles).
1 <div class="step" data-x="1000" data-y="500" data-z="100">
2 <!-- Slide contents go here -->
3 <h1>Slide title</h1>
4 <img src="img/slide_image.png" alt="The main slide image">
5 <ul>
6 <li> item 1</li>
7 <li> item 2</li>
8 <li> item 3</li>
9 </ul>
10 </div>
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Listing A.1. Example slide of an impress.js presentation
1 <section>
2 <!-- Slide contents go here -->
3 <h1>Slide title</h1>
4 <img src="img/slide_image.png" alt="The main slide image">
5 <ul>
6 <li> item 1</li>
7 <li> item 2</li>
8 <li> item 3</li>
9 </ul>
10 </section>
Listing A.2. Example slide of a reveal.js presentation
Figure A.2. Rendered impress.js slide for the code of Listing A.1
Authors can include interactive ASQ widgets anywhere in their presentation
– the most common use case is inside slides– using the interactive presentation
markup [242] which is explained in depth in the next section. Of course, they
can also include any static asset that is supported by HTML5. For the ASQ wid-
gets to function properly, it is important to import their definition either by in-
stalling them locally through the bower front-end dependency management tool
or by supplying a URL of the widgets that are hosted in the ASQ server. The
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Figure A.3. Rendered reveal.js slide for the code of Listing A.2
definition of the most important elements is packed in one HTML import called
asq-elements.html for convenience.
To test the presentation without the ASQ widgets, it suffices to open the main
file of the presentation with a modern browser. To test if ASQ widgets render
correctly albeit without being able to interact meaningful with them (for exam-
ple by submitting answers), authors can serve the main file of the presentation
through a simple static Web server.
To test and use the presentation with a live audience, authors need to upload
a ZIP archive to an ASQ server. The archive should contain in its root directory the
main presentation file and any assets that are referenced with relative URLs from
the main file. The upload can be performed by a drag-and-drop GUI visiting the
“upload” Web page (top of Figure A.4) the corresponding ASQ website or by using
the curl command-line tool to zip and stream the presentation simultaneously.
The latter can be faster especially during the testing cycle. The command to use
for uploading with curl is unique for each user; for new presentations it can be
obtain in the “upload” Web page (bottom of Figure A.4), while for re-uploading
an existing presentation the author has to click the dedicated icon of the target
presentation in the “presentations” Web page to pop up a window that displays
the command (Figure A.5).
Once the presentation has been uploaded, users need to start the presentation
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Figure A.4. The “upload” page of ASQ. On the top there is the drag-and-drop
area that accepts ZIP archives. On the bottom, the command to upload a new
presentation via curl is displayed.
Figure A.5. A pop-up window displaying the reupload command for an existing
presentation.
by clicking the “play” (left of Figure A.6) button in the "presentations" page. The
presentation will go “live” and audience members will be able to connect using
a URL that can be obtained either by an tf <asq-welcome> widget embedded
in the presentation (presented in detail in subsection A.3.2) or by visiting the
“live” page of the presenter. Live presentations can be stopped by clicking the
“stop” (left of Figure A.6) button in the "presentations" page. When presenters
re-upload a live presentation, the new version is automatically started into “live”
mode.
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Figure A.6. Left: a presentation in the “presentations” page with the “play”
button that starts the presentation highlighted (green color).
Right: a presentation that is “live” in the “presentations” page with the “stop”
button that stops the presentation highlighted (red color)
A.3 Interactive Presentation Markup
Authors have a set of ASQ related widgets that they can include in their presen-
tations to make them interactive. ASQ widgets are built on top of asqium, the
plugin system of ASQ that is presented in section 4.2. While each plugin has
both frontend and backend parts, in this section we will demonstrate usage from
a presentation author’s point of view. Thus, we will just display code pertinent
to the frontend logic.
The frontend of each widget is implemented using the Web Components [99]
technologies [244]. Each widget is a registered Custom Element [60] that can
be used the same way a regular HTML Element [1] is. Common functionality
that is required within different widgets (usually question types) is abstracted
into separate reusable common elements.
In ASQ each user of a live presentation has a role. The two most important
roles are:
• presenter. This role is associated with the presenter of a live presentation.
Allowed actions are advancing the slides, viewing responses and drawing
on a presentation.
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• viewer. Users with the “viewer” role are usually audience members. Their
device synchronizes slides with the presenters. They can view and answer
questions.
Most of the widgets render different content for different views. For example
an exercise rendered for the viewer view will render a “submit” button, whereas
the same exercise for a presenter view will display an activity progress bar for
the submission process as demonstrated in the top and bottom of Figure A.7
respectively.
The most important widgets are questions of different types that will be dis-
cussed in detail in section 3.3. The rest of the widgets are presented in the
remainder of this section.
A.3.1 <asq-exercise>
Within an ASQ presentation, a question should always belong to an exercise. An
exercise is synonymous to a quiz; which can contain one or more questions.
They are implemented using the <asq-exercise> element. All children (first
level descendants) HTML elements of an <asq-exercise> element that are ASQ
question types are considered to be parts of the quiz. Standalone questions that
do not belong to an exercise will be displayed but students will not be able to
submit their answers. This setup can be used for practice.
The <asq-exercise> will render one “submit” button as shown on the top in
Figure A.7 for the viewer view. Clicking the submit button will result in an exer-
cise submission that contains the values of all the question elements of the group
at the time of submission. Optionally, authors can set the binary confidence at-
tribute to display a 5-star rating widget. Viewers can report how confident they
are about the answer they provide by using the 5-star rating widget. The presen-
ter view of the <asq-exercise> element displays a progress bar that shows the
cumulative viewers’ activity states for the corresponding exercise. Each user can
be in one of the following activity states:
idle The rightmost partial progress bar displays users that are idle, that is, they
have not performed any activity for more than 10 seconds in the ASQ win-
dow and have not submitted an answer. Defaults to gray.
focused Second from the right is the partial progress bar that displays whose
ASQ browser tab is in focus, have not submitted an answer and are not
idle. Defaults to light blue.
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working This partial progress bar displays users that are working on the ASQ
window and have not submitted an answer. As “work” we consider in-
put [mdn18c] or click [mdn18b] browser events. Defaults to orange.
submitted The leftmost partial progress bar displays users who have submitted
at least one answer for this particular exercise. Once a user activity state
is marked as submitted it will never revert to one of the previous activity
states. This decision is based on the assumption that is more important for
presenters to know that a user has submitted at least once than knowing
their are currently in one of the other three states. Defaults to green.
To display the gradient of change for a certain activity state (e.g submitted),
we use a slightly bigger progress bar of the same style in the background of the
main progress bar. The faster the animation from left to right, the more activity
occurred for a given state in the last 5 seconds. The presenter can choose if they
want instant updates for the progress bar or if the progress bar should update
simultaneously with the momentum effect by using the directUpdate property.
At the end of the progress bar there are two numbers separated by a forward
slash. The number in the left of the slash denotes the number of submissions,
whereas the number on the right of the slash corresponds to the number of users
that are connected to the live presentation. The number of connected users may
be less than the number of submissions if users disconnect after submitting the
associated exercise.
In the bottom of the example shown in Figure A.7, we can see that there are
5 people connected, 2 of which have submitted an answer to the exercise. There
is also 1 viewer in the working, 1 viewer in the focused and 1 viewer in the idle
state as indicated by the orange, light blue and gray colors respectively.
Listing A.3 shows the code that results in Figure A.7. Notice the confidence
attribute.
1 <asq-exercise confidence>
2 <!-- One or more question types here -->
3 </asq-exercise>
Listing A.3. Sample code for an <asq-exercise> element.
A.3.2 Welcome element
<asq-welcome> is an element to facilitate the connection of viewers in a pre-
sentation. It is usually placed on the first slide of a presentation and may be
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Confidence rating and submit button in Audience View.
Exercise activity overview progress bar in presenter view.
Figure A.7. Example of an <asq-exercise>.
repeated on the corner of the presentation for the following slides. The presen-
ter view renders the URL of the live presentation, a Quick Response (QR) code
for easy access on camera equipped device and the number of connected users
as shown in the bottom of Figure A.8. The viewer view displays the status of the
connection to the ASQ server (top of Figure A.8).
Audience View
Presenter View
Figure A.8. Example of an <asq-welcome> element.
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A.3.3 Teacher Utilities
To annotate slides, presenters have the <asq-canvas> [237] widget at their dis-
posal. Authors need to include this element at the top of their presentation
markup as shown in the example of Listing A.4.
1 <body>
2 <asq-canvas></asq-canvas>
3 <!- rest of presentation markup goes here ->
4 </body>
Listing A.4. Example of how to include <asq-canvas> in a presentation
The presenter view features a toolbar to select the color and thickness of the
canvas brush as shown at the bottom of Figure A.9. Presenters can erase parts
of a drawing or delete it all together. They can also download a drawing in the
Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format. Drawings are broadcast to the viewers
in real time. Canvas content is scaled to fit their screen resolution and slideshow
width/height ratio, as demonstrated at the top of Figure A.9.
Presenters can also create new empty slides which they can use as drawing
space or a printout of the presentation slides using the same toolbar.
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Audience View
Presenter View
Figure A.9. Example of an <asq-canvas> element.
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A.3.4 Common elements
It is often the case that different question types need to implement similar func-
tionality. For example, a lot of question types have a stem to provide the begin-
ning ot the question. We have abstracted such functionality into elements to be
used within the ASQ question types.
<asq-stem>
The stem of a question is a term mostly used for multiple choice questions. How-
ever, it applies to many other question types where some sort of introductory
statement is made. It refers to the introductory part of an item’s text that presents
a problem to be solved, a question asked of the respondent, or an incomplete
statement to be completed. Authors can choose to use the <asq-stem> element
to specify the stem of a question in ASQ. This element is merely used for semantic
purposes; by default it does not have any styling associated with it.
<asq-solution>
The <asq-solution> element is used to define the solution of question type. Any
content enclosed by the <asq-solution> tags is considered to be the solution of
the parent question element. <asq-solution> is agnostic about the content type
of the solution as different question types have different solution content types
such as plain text, numeric, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) or JavaScript.
This element is used when a presentation is uploaded to persist the solution in the
database. Thereafter, it is removed from the markup of the presentation to avoid
leaking the solution during the present or answer phase. When appropriate, it
can be retrieved and stream to the presenters or viewers, for example during the
feedback time.
A.4 Question Types
Each question in ASQ is of a certain question type. We have implemented 14
question types that are summarized in Table 3.1. We will present each one of
them in dedicated subsections.
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A.4.1 Text (<asq-text-input-q>)
The text question is a generic cued/free recall format question type where stu-
dents are asked to come up with textual answer a question. It is implemented
with the <asq-text-input-q> element that displays a simple single line text in-
put question type. Authors can provide a solution string using the <asq-solution>
element. Regular expressions as a solution are supported. Submissions are
grouped lexicographically.
<asq-text-input-q-stats>
This auxiliary element can be used alongside an <asq-text-input-q> question
to display the grouped submissions on the beamer. Authors need to set the
for-id attribute to the id of the <asq-text-input-q> element they wish to
display grouped results for.
Example and Usage
Listing A.5 shows the code which authors have to include in their slide to create
the viewer and presenter versions of <asq-text-input-q> shown in Figure A.10.
Respectively, Listing A.6 and Figure A.11 show the markup and rendered versions
for a <asq-text-input-q-stats> element that will display grouped results for
the aforementioned question.
1 <asq-text-input-q label="value" id="text-q">
2 <asq-stem><h3>What’s the value of a[3]?</h3></asq-stem>
3 <pre><code>
4 char a[27];
5 char *b = "abc";
6 strcpy(a, b);</code></pre>
7 <asq-solution hidden>\0</asq-solution>
8 </asq-text-input-q>
Listing A.5. Example of an <asq-text-input-q> question type element
1 <asq-text-input-q-stats for="text-q"></asq-text-input-q-stats>
Listing A.6. Example of an <asq-text-input-q> auxiliary element that will
display grouped results for the element in Listing A.5
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Audience view
Presenter view.
Figure A.10. Example of an <asq-text-input-q> question type element.
Audience view
Presenter view
Figure A.11. Example of an auxiliary <asq-text-input-q-stats> element
that displays statistics for the submissions of a <asq-text-input-q> element.
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A.4.2 Multiple Choice (<asq-multi-choice-q>)
Recognition format questions are associated mostly with multiple choice ques-
tions. Although they do not achieve the deep learning associated with more
effortful retrieval [114; 159] they are, in general, faster to answer and can still
extract a shallow image of the level of comprehension of a subject. We created
<asq-multi-choice-q> to support multiple choice questions. Options can be
defined by using the <asq-option> element. Authors can choose to allow only
one option to be selected (options render with a radio button next to them) or
many (options render with checkboxes next them) by using the multi attribute.
In cases when the available list of options do not suffice, it is possible to make
the question open-ended with an option to display a text field when checked, so
that the viewers can provide their own custom answer. To configure an option for
this functionality, the authors have to set the optional binary attribute is-other
(Listing A.8).
Student submissions can be visualized in the presenter view as horizontal
or vertical histograms as shown in Figure A.12. If an option has the is-other
attribute set, the pertinent text submissions are lexicographically grouped and
a histogram for each group is drawn on the screen. By default, the histograms
are hidden to prevent students from getting influenced by their classmates sub-
missions. Toggling the “Show Solution” button on, will display or hide the his-
tograms.
Listing A.7 shows the markup necessary to create two <asq-multi-choice-q>
questions. The first allows only on option to be selected while the second allows
any number of options. The rendered questions for viewers and presenters is
presented in Figure A.12. Notice the the toggle button in the presenter view that
displays/hides the submission histograms.
1 <asq-multi-choice-q selected="op3">
2 <asq-stem><h3>Here you can pick just one answer:</h3></asq-stem>
3 <asq-option name="op0">Option 0</asq-option>
4 <asq-option name="op1">Option 1</asq-option>
5 <asq-option name="op2">Option 2</asq-option>
6 <asq-option name="op3">Option 3</asq-option>
7 </asq-multi-choice-q>
8 <asq-multi-choice-q selected-values=’["op1", "op2"]’ multi
stats-layout="vertical">
9 <asq-stem><h3>Here you can pick as many as you want</h3></asq-stem>
10 <asq-option name="op0">Option 0</asq-option>
11 <asq-option name="op1">Option 1</asq-option>
12 <asq-option name="op2">Option 2</asq-option>
13 <asq-option name="op3">Option 3</asq-option>
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14 </asq-multi-choice-q>
Listing A.7. Example of two <asq-multi-choice-q> question types. The top
one allows for just one option to be selected, while the bottom one allows for
any number of options.
Audience view
Left: presenter view without displaying histograms. Right: presenter view with
statistics being displayed.
Figure A.12. Example of two <asq-multi-choice-q> question types.
Listing A.8 displays an <asq-multi-choice-q> where the last option has the
attribute is-other set. Figure A.13 shows the rendered result. Notice the text
box in the viewer view when the “Other” option is checked and the grouped
“Other” submissions in the presenter view.
1 <asq-multi-choice-q>
2 <asq-stem>What is your favorite Ramones song?</asq-stem>
3 <asq-option name="a">Blitzkrieg Bop</asq-option>
4 <asq-option name="b">Pet Sematary</asq-option>
5 <asq-option name="cs">Sheena is a Punk Rocker</asq-option>
6 <asq-option name="d">I don’t know I just wear the t-shirt because it looks
cool</asq-option>
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7 <asq-option is-other name="other">Other</asq-option>
8 </asq-multi-choice-q>
Listing A.8. Example of two <asq-multi-choice-q> question types. The top
one allows for just one option to be selected, while the bottom one allows for
any number of options.
Audience view
Presenter view
Figure A.13. Example of a <asq-multi-choice-q> that contains an
<asq-option> with the is-other attribute set.
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A.4.3 Code (<asq-code-q>)
A lot of our teaching is focused in Programming Languages. When teaching con-
cepts (for example for-loops or closures in JavaScript) we want our students to
go through the process of creating code snippets to help them absorb the material
better. To this end we create the code question type which essentially is an open
text question (cued/free recall) with language-specific syntax highlighting. The
<asq-code-q> question type displays a code editor with syntax highlighting as
shown on the top of Figure A.14. It’s based on the [ace18] library that supports
highlighting according to the syntax of over 100 programming languages.
The presenter view displays a list with all viewer submissions on the right.
Clicking on these submissions will load the text of that submission on the code
editor of the presenter view. In our example, the first submission is selected and
displayed on the code editor. Authors can customize the theme, mode and font
size of the editor using the theme, mode and font-size properties accordingly. To
provide some initial text to be displayed as the editor content, authors should add
a <code> element with the desired textual content inside the <asq-code-q> ele-
ment as demonstrated in Listing A.9. In this specific example, the <asq-code-q>
element will display the text “for()”.
1 <asq-code-q theme="monokai" mode="javascript" font-size="0.8em">
2 <asq-stem><h3>Write a simple for loop in JavaScript </h3></asq-stem>
3 <code>for()</code>
4 </asq-code-q>
Listing A.9. Example of an <asq-code-q> question type
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Audience view
Presenter view
Figure A.14. Example of an <asq-code-q> question type. The presenter view
is showing 3 submitted answers.
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A.4.4 Highlight (<asq-highlight-q>)
The highlight question type is used to group under the same highlight color por-
tions of text that belong to the same category. Examples include identifying cat-
egories of syntax constructs in a programming language (e.g., variable scoping
or function declarations vs. calls) and spotting text with correct/wrong syntax.
Our implementation is the <asq-highlight-q> element where learners use it to
highlight portions of text with a specific color according to some given tasks. For
example, the question in Figure A.15, specifies three tasks: the first one asks to
highlight “Visibility Modifiers” with a red color; the second one “Variable Decla-
rations” with a red color; and the third one to “Other keywords” with a yellow
color. Viewers select the appropriate colors and highlight the text accordingly.
<asq-highlight-q> is based on Ace editor.
Audience view
Presenter view
Figure A.15. Example of an <asq-highlight-q> question type.
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Authors can configure the font size, syntax mode and theme using the font-size,
mode and theme properties respectively. They can also provide a solution using
the <asq-solution> element. A solution consists of an array of highlight ranges
for each colored task encoded in JSON format. Listing A.10 shows the code that
was used to create the question of Figure A.15.
1 <asq-highlight-q theme="textmate" mode="java" font-size="0.65em">
2 <asq-solution>{"d9534f":[{"start":{"row":1,"column":2},"end":{"row":1,
"column":8},"id":216},{"start":{"row":0,"column":0},"end":{"row":0,
"column":6},"id":222}],"428bca":[{"start":{"row":2,"column":4},
"end":{"row":2,"column":7},"id":229}],"f0ad4e":[{"start":{"row":0,
"column":7},"end":{"row":0,"column":12},"id":236},{"start":{"row":1,
"column":9},"end":{"row":1,"column":13},"id":243},{"start":{"row":2,
"column":22},"end":{"row":2,"column":25},"id":250},{"start":{"row":2,
"column":35},"end":{"row":2,"column":38},"id":256}]}</asq-solution>
3 <asq-stem><h3>Highlight with the appropriate color the
following:</h3></asq-stem>
4 <asq-hl-color-task color="d9534f">Visibility Modifiers</asq-hl-color-task>
5 <asq-hl-color-task color="428bca">Variable Declarations</asq-hl-color-task>
6 <asq-hl-color-task color="f0ad4e">Other keywords</asq-hl-color-task>
7 <code>public class C {
8 public void m() {
9 int i = i + 5 + ((int)5.0) + ((int)5f);
10 }
11 }</code>
12 </asq-highlight-q>
Listing A.10. Example of an <asq-highlight-q> question type
Presenters have three ways at their disposal to provide feedback to students.
The first one, similar to the one in <asq-code-q>, displays a submission list. Pre-
senters can select and display the submission of a student by clicking an entry
in the list as shown on the bottom of Figure A.15. The second way is to dis-
play a heatmap designed to give presenters the “big picture” of submission per
highlighting task. The more a character of text has been highlighted from the au-
dience in a specific color (for the pertinent task), the darker the shade of the color
this character is highlighted with in the heatmap view. Figure A.16 shows the
heatmaps after three viewer submissions for the red task on the top and yellow
task on the bottom. The last way is to display the reference solution.
Highlight Editor
To avoid writing repetitive markup and JSON, authors can use an GUI editor
to create <asq-highlight-q> questions. Using the <asq-highlight-q> editor
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Heatmap for the task in red color
Heatmap for the task in yellow color
Figure A.16. Heatmaps in <asq-highlight-q> presenter view.
(Figure A.17), authors can provide a stem, type the text to highlight, and create
the highlighting tasks. They can configure the font size, code editor theme and
the syntax highlighting theme. To create a solution, authors have to highlight
the text ranges of their choice. Once the question is ready, the editor provides
the HTML markup necessary to create an <asq-exercise> containing the newly
created question, as shown in Figure A.18. Authors may copy this markup inside
a slide of their presentation. The editor can also output just the solution.
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Figure A.17. The <asq-highlight-q> editor GUI. Here shown in progress of
creating the question of Listing A.10
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Figure A.18. HTML markup output for an <asq-highlight-q> question that
includes the solution
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A.4.5 CSS Select (<asq-css-select-q>)
In our courses where we teach Web Technology concepts, a big sticking point
for learners is how CSS Selectors work [mdn18a], to paraphrase the popular
proverb, “an interactive example is worth a 1000 pictures” and we find that a
live programming [25] demonstration that highlights the fragments of an HTML
document that match a specific selector can help a great deal in understanding
this concept. Moreover, due to the nature of CSS selectors, there is more than
one correct solution. Comparing different solutions helps the students realize
the alternatives and lead to discussions on best practices. CSS select is one of our
first live programming question types (cued/free recall) ( <asq-css-select-q>
element) to teach students and works as follows: authors provide some HTML
markup using the htmlcode attribute as shown in the example of Listing A.11,
that will be used to practice selectors on. From this markup an HTML node
tree will be created automatically that displays only one tag per level as in Fig-
ure A.19. Viewers can type CSS selectors in the provided text input. Each time
they type, the selector expression gets evaluated and the matching nodes of the
HTML tree are highlighted in real time in fuchsia color as shown in Figure A.19.
This way students get immediate feedback of what part of the HTML tree their
selectors match. Similar to the asq-code-q, the presenter view displays a list
of all submissions. When the presenter clicks on a submission, the correspond-
ing submission will be applied on the question type and will be displayed in the
beamer.
1 <asq-css-select-q htmlcode="<ul><li class=’aclass’><ul
id=’aid’><li></li><li></li></ul></li><div><p></p><p
class=’bclass’></p></div></li></ul>">
2 <asq-stem><h3>Select all <code>li</code> elements:</h3></asq-stem>
3 </asq-css-select-q>
Listing A.11. Example of an <asq-css-select-q> question type
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Presenter view
Figure A.19. Example of an <asq-css-select-q> question type.
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A.4.6 Live JS(<asq-js-eval-q>)
While the code question type facilitates typing code highligting text according to
the syntax of a programming language, it does not execute the submitted code.
The browser allows to evaluate JavaScript so we took advantage of this features
to give instantaneous feedback to our students on their program execution and
offload part of the assessment task that normally burdens the teacher to them.
Live JS (cued/free recall), is implemented with the <asq-js-eval-q> element.
It is the second question type after <asq-css-select-q> that supports immedi-
ate evaluation of the code (live programming). Viewers get a simple text editor
without syntax highlighting to practice their JavaScript skills, like shown in the
top of Figure A.20. What they type gets evaluated (with a delay of 500 mil-
liseconds after the last character was typed) continuously and the return values,
errors and console logs of the execution are reported to the viewer. The evalua-
tion occurs in a separate browser thread using a Web Worker [WW18] to prevent
performance degradation and crashes of the main JavaScript thread that runs in
the browser window. The worker will stop the code execution if the code runs for
too long. Presenters have access to the submission list. They can select, display
on the code editor and edit submissions to provide feedback to their viewers.
1 <asq-js-eval-q>
2 <asq-stem><h3>Implement a for-loop that prints numbers 1 to 5 in the
console.</h3></asq-stem>
3 </asq-js-eval-q>
Listing A.12. Example of an <asq-js-eval-q> question type
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Presenter view
Figure A.20. Example of an <asq-js-eval-q> question type.
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A.4.7 JS Function<asq-js-function-body-q>
JS function(<asq-js-function-body-q> element) implements a specialization
of Live JS that focuses in learning and verifying the output of JavaScript func-
tions. Authors can specify the name and arguments of a function and a test
expression by using the function-name and test-exp attributes respectively, as
shown in the example of Listing A.13. Students have to implement the body of
the function. As they type their code, the test expression is invoked and the re-
turn value of the function, the console statements and errors are displayed on
the screen similar to <asq-js-eval-q>. Figure A.21 shows the rendered ques-
tion that results from the source code of Listing A.13. The presenter view features
the same functionality as <asq-js-eval-q>.
1 <asq-js-function-body-q function-name="wrap(str, tagName)"
test-exp="wrap(’hello World’, ’div’);">
2 <asq-stem><h3>Implement a function that wraps a given string with an HTML
tag:</h3></asq-stem>
3 </asq-js-function-body-q>
Listing A.13. Example of an <asq-js-function-body-q> question type
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Presenter view
Figure A.21. Example of an <asq-js-function-body-q> question type.
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A.4.8 SQLite (<asq-sqlite-q>)
For the deployment of ASQ in a course teaching Web technology and database
concepts (see section 5.1.2) we needed a way for students to run SQL [51] dur-
ing lectures in large classroom with more that 200 participants. Instead of re-
lying on setting up external servers to support this functionality which would
require to spend time and economical resources for a system with not optimal
response times for query execution we opted to execute the queries inside the
browser based on recent developments in compiling C/C++ projects to efficient
JavaScript (using the Emscripten compliler [191]). SQLite (<asq-sqlite-q>
element) is the fourth question type (cued/free recall) that supports instant
code evaluation within the browser. It is designed to allow the execution of
SQLite [132] queries in the browser without the need for an external server.
It takes advantage of the sql.js [Zak16] library, a project that compiles SQLite
to JavaScript through Emscripten. Conceptually similar to <asq-js-eval-q>,
SQLite runs in a Web Worker thread to prevent the browser interface from being
unresponsive or freezing completely. Since there is an SQLite instance running
in the browser of the viewer, there is no need for server-side sandboxed SQLlite
infrastructure which increases complexity and adds security and availability con-
cerns. To supply a seed SQLite database, authors can set the db-url attribute
to an appropriate URL. A reference solution may be provided in the form of a
SQLite query expression enclosed inside an <asq-solution> element. This is
demonstrated in the example question of Listing A.14.
Both viewers and presenters can type queries in the supplied Ace editor and
evaluate them by clicking the top left button with the “play” triangle symbol.
Query results are displayed below the editor. Presenters may choose and display
a viewer submission from the list of submissions on the right and edit it to provide
feedback. The can also display the reference solution by clicking on the dedicated
button. Figure A.22 shows the presenter and viewer views for the source code
of Listing A.14.
1 <asq-sqlite-q db-url="assets/Chinook_Sqlite.sqlite" font-size="0.6em">
2 <asq-stem><h3><code>SELECT</code> all records from the <code>TABLE</code>
<code>‘Artist‘</code></h3></asq-stem>
3 <code></code>
4 <asq-solution>SELECT * FROM ‘Artist‘</asq-solution>
5 </asq-sqlite-q>
Listing A.14. Example of an <asq-sqlite-q> question type
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Audience view
Presenter view
Figure A.22. Example of an <asq-sqlite-q> question type.
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A.4.9 Rate (<asq-rating-q>)
Rate, implemented with the <asq-rating-q> element, is a simple rating question
type that displays items to be rated. It is meant as fast and easy way to provide
rating on a subject. It can be used for both expressing opinion or as a recognition
question. Currently only a star rating scale of 0 to 5 stars (with half points) is
supported. This needs to specified in the type attribute as in the example of
Listing A.15. Each item’s markup must be enclosed in an <asq-rating-item>.
Viewers can rate each item by clicking on the star that corresponds to their
rating (see top of Figure A.23). Clicking a star will select all stars on the left of
the selected star and will sum 1 point for each star. Then, depending on where
the click on the star happened one of the following will happen: clicking on the
left half of a star will select half of the star and add 0.5 to the rating; clicking on
the right half of the star will select the full start and add 1 point.
The presenter view can display the average ratings per item for all submis-
sions by toggling the button as in the bottom right of Figure A.23. By default
they are hidden to avoid biasing the audience as shown in the bottom left of
Figure A.23.
1 <asq-rating-q type="stars">
2 <asq-stem><h3>Rate the following items:</h3></asq-stem>
3 <asq-rating-item name="item-1">Item to rate #1</asq-rating-item>
4 <asq-rating-item name="item-2">Item to rate #2</asq-rating-item>
5 <asq-rating-item name="item-3">Item to rate #3</asq-rating-item>
6 <asq-rating-item name="item-4">Item to rate #4</asq-rating-item>
7 </asq-rating-q>
Listing A.15. Example of an <asq-rating-q> question type
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Audience view
Left: presenter view without displaying the average rating. Right: presenter
view with statistics being displayed.
Figure A.23. Example of two <asq-rating-q> question types.
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A.4.10 Classify (<asq-buckets-q>)
Often in our courses we teach concepts which can be classified into one or more
classes. For example, during an HTTP 1.1 request there are headers [mdn18d]
that are sent by the client (Request), headers that are sent by the server (Re-
sponse) and headers that are sent by both parties (General or Entity). To provide
such functionality we implemented Classify (<asq-buckets-q> element). It is a
recognition format question type, created to help students express their under-
standing about concepts being related as part of the same category by grouping
them together within the same bucket. It allows viewers place labels (items)
into buckets (classes) allowing them to classify them. Currently each label can
go into one bucket only.
In the simplest case – demonstrated in the source code of Listing A.16 – the
authors should provide: 1. The attributes x-matchable and y-matchable. They
accept a CSS selector that selects the parent HTML element of the buckets and
labels respectively; and 2. a set of labels, a set of buckets that have the name
attribute set to a distinct value and conform to the CSS selectors described before.
1 <asq-buckets-q x-matchable="div[buckets]" y-matchable="div[labels]">
2
3 <asq-stem><h3>Drag the labels (cities names) to matching
buckets.</h3></asq-stem>
4
5 <div buckets>
6 <div name="Europe" class="bucket">Europe</div>
7 <div name="North America" class="bucket">North America</div>
8 <div name="Middle East" class="bucket">Middle East</div>
9 </div>
10
11 <div labels>
12 <div name="New York" class="label">New York</div>
13 <div name="London" class="label">London</div>
14 <div name="Zurich" class="label">Zurich</div>
15 <div name="Jerusalem" class="label">Jerusalem</div>
16 <div name="Chicago" class="label">Chicago</div>
17 <div name="Lugano" class="label">Lugano</div>
18 </div>
19 </asq-buckets-q>
Listing A.16. Example of an <asq-buckets-q> question type
In this example, the buckets’ parent is a <div> element with a buckets attribute.
Likewise, the labels’ parent is a <div> element with a labels attribute. This
setup will allow up to one label to go into a bucket as shown in the rendered
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question of Figure A.24. If the user drags a label in a bucket that already has
one, the existing label will be replaced with the new label.
Figure A.24. Example of the audience view for the <asq-buckets-q> question
type.
The question type allows authors to customize a number of labels that can go
into a bucket using the mode attribute: its value can be 1-1, 1-m or 1-1 where
m denotes unlimited number of elements and 1 can be any positive integer. The
attribute attr-for-matched denotes the name of the attribute of the labels and
buckets that the matching will take place with. matched-attribute is the bi-
nary attribute that will be set on labels when they have been matched with a
bucket. The matched-class attribute is a string that will be added to the class
attribute of a matched element, to help style matched elements. Listing A.17
shows the source code for a more advanced example of a <asq-buckets-q> ques-
tion, where we have configured all the available options. The resulting rendered
question is displayed in Figure A.25. Notice that the buckets can accept up to
three labels.
1 <asq-buckets-q
2 mode="1-3"
3 x-matchable="div[buckets]"
4 y-matchable="div[labels]"
5 attr-for-matched="s-name"
6 matched-attribute="matched"
7 matched-class="label-success">
8
9 <asq-stem><h3>Drag the labels (cities names) to matching
buckets.</h3></asq-stem>
10 <div buckets>
11 <div s-name="Europe" class="bucket"><b>Europe</b></div>
12 <div s-name="North America" class="bucket"><b>North America</b></div>
13 <div s-name="Middle East" class="bucket"><b>Middle East</b></div>
14 </div>
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15
16 <div labels>
17 <div s-name="New York" class="label label-primary">New York</div>
18 <div s-name="London" class="label label-primary">London</div>
19 <div s-name="Zurich" class="label label-primary">Zurich</div>
20 <div s-name="Jerusalem" class="label label-primary">Jerusalem</div>
21 <div s-name="Chicago" class="label label-primary">Chicago</div>
22 <div s-name="Lugano" class="label label-primary">Lugano</div>
23 </div>
24 </asq-buckets-q>
Listing A.17. Example of an <asq-buckets-q> question type
Audience view
Presenter view (displaying one submitted solution)
Figure A.25. More advanced example of an <asq-buckets-q> question type
element.
Presenters can see a list of submissions and select it for display in a way
similar to previous question types. They can also display how many times a label
was matched to a bucket as shown in Figure A.26. As was the case with similar
functionality in other question types, there is a toggle button to show the statistics
to avoid biasing the audience towards specific answers.
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Figure A.26. Aggregated statistics displayed in the Presenter View for the
<asq-buckets-q> question of Figure A.24
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A.4.11 Order (<asq-order-q>)
Order is a simple recognition format question type (implemented via the <asq-order-q>
element to use when there is a need to order some items. Items may be reordered
by dragging them and dropping them in the intended place.
The items that need to be ordered can be identified using the sortable at-
tribute and supplying a CSS selector as its value. This is shown in the source
code of Listing A.18. All elements that have the label attribute will be available
for reordering.
1 <asq-order-q sortable="[label]">
2 <asq-stem><h3>Specify the order of Polymer lifecycle methods.</h3></asq-stem>
3 <div label class="static" name="ready">ready</div>
4 <div label class="static" name="attached">attached</div>
5 <div label class="static" name="created">created</div>
6 <div label class="static" name="detached">detached</div>
7 </asq-order-q>
Listing A.18. Example of an <asq-order-q> question type element
Figure A.27 shows how the source code of Listing A.18 renders for the viewer
an presenter views. As is the case with the majority of the question types, the
presenter view displays a list of all submissions. Presenters can select and display
an item from this list for classroom discussion.
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Audience view
Presenter view
Figure A.27. Example of an <asq-order-q> question type element.
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A.4.12 HTML Fiddle<asq-fiddle-q>
As instructors of Web Technologies we believe that “putting it all together” is a
great way for students to demonstrate their deep understanding of the concepts
we teach them. In terms of front-end Web page design, this translated to creating
fully functional Web pages. A stepping stone is the creation of functionality that
runs in a single page as it offers a first glance to how the pertinent technologies
(HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript) work in tandem. The HTML fiddle question type
(cued/free recall) allows viewers to create a Web page and view the result im-
mediately in the same browser window, similar to JSFiddle [ZK18]. It is the fith
question that supports live programming. It features 4 resizable and collapsible
panes for editing HTML, CSS and JavaScript and viewing the result, as shown
in Figure A.28. The editing panes are based on the ACE editor library, while the
result pane is a sandboxed <iframe> element. The HTML, JavaScript and CSS
code are injected in the <iframe> page every time the viewer types in one of the
editing panes.
Listing A.19 shows the source code for an example <asq-fiddle-q> question.
To expand specific panes, authors can supply a JSON stringified array of the
names of the panes as the value of the attribute selected-panes. In our example
the HTML, JavaScript and Results panes will be open while the CSS panel will be
collapsed. They may also configure the font size of the editors using the attribute
editor-font-size.
1 <asq-fiddle-q selected-panes=’["html", "js", "result"]’
editor-font-size="1.2em;">
2 <asq-stem>
3 <h4>Create a header and print a message in the console when clicked</h4>
4 <asq-stem>
5 </asq-fiddle-q>
Listing A.19. Example of an <asq-fiddle-q> question type element
The list of submissions on the presenter view is supported in this elements as
well.
For every supported editor authors can provide a seed value (code) to used
as a starting point. These values can be provided inside a parameterized <pre>
element that is a descendant of a <template> element. Te exhibit this with a
code sample, Listing A.20 supplies initial values in all the editors. Notice that
each <pre> element has an attribute which is the name of the target element:
html for the HTML editor, css for the CSS edirot and js for the JavaScript editor.
Figure A.29 shows the rendered result for viewers without any user input.
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Presenter view
Figure A.28. Example of an <asq-fiddle-q> question type element.
1 <asq-fiddle-q selected-panes=’["html", "js", "result"]’
editor-font-size="1.2em;">
2 <asq-stem><h4>Paint a circle in the canvas</h4></asq-stem>
3 <template seed>
4 <pre html><canvas id="c"></canvas></pre>
5 <pre css>#c {width: 200px; height: 200px}</pre>
6 <pre js>//Paint a circle in the canvas
7 var c = document.getElementById("c");</pre>
8 </template>
9 </asq-fiddle-q>
Listing A.20. Example of an <asq-fiddle-q> question type element
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Figure A.29. Audience view example of seeding the editors of an
<asq-fiddle-q> question type element.
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A.4.13 Java (<asq-java-q>)
ASQ can support non Web-native programming languages as well. Java, whose
frontend is implemented via the <asq-java-q> elements is such a question type,
that enables learners to create and execute Java [12] programs in a remote sand-
box and receive the results in their browser [236]. This question type demon-
strates the strengths of the plugin system of ASQ (see section 4.2 for more details)
that allows asynchronous code execution on the backend. Authors can supply a
suite of JUnit [BGSC18] tests to test submissions against. The errors or the out-
put from successful execution are reported back to the client as shown in the
audience view and the presenter view of Figure A.30.
In this question type we support multiple files organized into java exercises
(not to be confused with the <asq-exercise> element). Authors need to pro-
vide a JSON file (named files.json) that lists all the files of the exercise. The
example in Listing A.21 displays the contents of the files.json) file for an ex-
ercise that contains three files: files.json, Main.java and Test.java. List-
ing A.22 shows the markup necessary to create a question with a Java exercise
called “exercise1” (specified through the exercise-name attribute). The files of
the exercise should be located inside a directory that has the same name as the
exercise. This directory in turn should under a files directory inside the main
directory of the presentation (Figure A.31).
1 {
2 "main": "Main.java",
3 "files": [
4 "Main.java",
5 "Test.java"
6 ]
7 }
Listing A.21. Example of a files.json file that is used to specify the files of
a Java exercise for the <asq-java-q> question type.
1 <asq-java-q exercise-name="exercise1">
2 <asq-stem>Exercise 1</asq-stem>
3 </asq-java-q>
Listing A.22. Example of an <asq-java-q> question type element
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Audience view (displaying an compilation error)
Presenter view (displaying program backend)
Figure A.30. Example of an <asq-fiddle-q> question type element.
<asq-java-q> backend
To provide scalabity and security guarantees, tests for java submissions for <asq-java-q>
are executed in a remote backend which is separate from the ASQ server. Each
submission submitted from to ASQ is aggregated in the backend components of
<asq-java-q> and pushed into a queue at the remote backend. Every time an
item is popped from the queue, a new Docker [123] container is instantiated.
The source code of the submission together with the author-specified JUnit tests
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Figure A.31. Directory structure two support two Java exercises for the
<asq-java-q> question type named ‘exercise1’ and ‘exercise2’.
are passed in to the container. The tests are executed and the results are sent
back to ASQ via the question type plugin backend.
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A.4.14 Diagram (<asq-diagram-q>)
Diagrams play a prominent role in Computer Science and there are various types
that are used in various subfields. In our courses we teach topics that cover
Web technology; databases; software architecture and design; and business pro-
cess modeling. We frequently found ourselves in the need for a question type
where students could draw diagrams in pertinent formats. For example in a
database course students need to learn how to abstract the data model using
Entity–relationship (ER) [44] diagrams while in a business process modeling
course, students should be able to model a business process using the Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [8]. Diagram, which is implemented via the
<asq-diagram-q> element [239], is a question type that currently allows the cre-
ation of Unified Modeling Language (UML) Class [153], BPMN and ER diagrams.
It is written in a extensible way that allows the addition more diagram types in
the future.
To configure the type of the diagram, authors need to set the value of the
type attribute as shown in the example of Listing A.23. Acceptable values are
currently “uml”, “bpmn” and “er”.
1 <asq-diagram-q id="asq-diagram-q" name="diagram0" type="uml" width="600"
height="400">
2 <asq-stem><h3>Create a UML diagram for a "Hello World" Class</h3></asq-stem>
3 </asq-diagram-q>
Listing A.23. Example of an <asq-diagram-q> question type element for UML
Figure A.32 shows the interface of the <asq-diagram-q> question of List-
ing A.23. For both views, on the left there is a collapsible toolbar with all the
tools necessary to create and edit a diagram. In our example the viewer (top of
the figure) is editing the a Class diagram for a “HelloWorld” class with one at-
tribute with the name “msg” and one method with the name “printMsg()”. The
presenter view (bottom) shows another submission from the list of submissions
and has its toolbar collapsed.
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Audience view
Presenter view
Figure A.32. Example of an <asq-diagram-q> question type element.
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Appendix B
ASQ Software Architecture
B.1 Design and Implementation
ASQ follows a client server architecture and uses both acrshorthttp and the Web-
socket protocols for communication. An overview of the architecture is depicted
in figure 4.1. In the back-end, an acrshorthttp server coupled with the business
logic of the application serves static assets, bootstrap data (such as WebSocket
connection configuration) and initial Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) which
is first rendered server-side using a dynamic template framework. The logic is
implement in JavaScript on top of the node.js runtime a choice mandated by the
need for efficient I/O operations [176]. The Web Server is implemented using
the express.js [116] framework. The routing scheme of the Web server design
follows a RESTful [134] approach treating educational material (lectures, ques-
tions, answers) as Web resources.
B.1.1 ASQ Architectural Overview
User management in ASQ, involves user roles like presenters, teaching assistants
and viewers and user permissions defined for each course. The core of the busi-
ness logic is role-based, so presenters get a different main script than the viewers;
and also view-based. For example presenters currently have two discrete views:
the ‘beamer‘ view which displays the presenter’s version of the presentation and
the ‘cockpit’ panel which displays feedback information like number of connected
users, incoming answers, statistics, next and previous slides and more.
Subsequent client-server communication is implemented using the WebSocket
[Fet11] protocol for reduced latency and higher throughput. This allows for real-
time event collection that is crucial for monitoring progress, supporting compli-
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cated assessment modes (for example peer assessment) or fine-grained logging
of student actions. Interactions with the website that involve regular HTTP re-
quests use cookie-based authentication. The same authentication is used for
the WebSocket communication with an additional layer of role-based ‘names-
paces’ [Rau14]. Different roles connect to different namespaces, which are pools
of connection identifiers implemented by a software layer on top of WebSockets,
albeit in the same host and port.
The persistence layer uses two different types of stores based on the volatility
and access frequency of the stored data. A MongoDB database with collections
for model data like question instances, presentations, sessions, users, and an-
swers stores long term data. More volatile data that need frequent access like
session events and socket events are stored in a Redis [39] key-value store for
scalability and increased performance. Redis also provides a publish/subscribe
implementation that helps scale the WebSocket component of the application.
ASQ supports both client- and server-side dynamic HTML content rendering
with Dust.js [Wil18] templates.
B.1.2 Data Model
From a Domain Driven Design (DDD) [69] point of view, the domain of ASQ
are Web-based interactive live presentations. The sub-domains are Authoring
Presentations, Live Presentation Delivery, and Offline Analytics. The model of
ASQ comprises:
User Represents a user of ASQ. Users can be registered or guests. If a user
is a guest, they will automatically get a screename.
Presentation Represents an ASQ presentation. It stores fields like questions
and exercises Unique Identifier (UID)s, type of presentation, number of slides,
presentation settings, main file, owner, title and more.
Live session Represents a live presentation session. It holds references to the
presenter, the slideshow and information about the active exercises and ques-
tions.
Exercise Represents an exercise and stores references to the exercise’s ques-
tions.
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Question Represents a question, storing information like its type, stem, html(markup)
and solution.
Exercise Submission Keeps a record of each exercise submission. It does not
contain the actual submission data of each question of the exercise.
Answer Represents a an answer to question. It stores the audience submission
and references the associated question, session, exercise and user.
Assessment Assessment stores assessment scores for a specific answer as well
as the user who performed the assessment(assessor) the user who is getting as-
sessed(assessee) and a reference to the answer. It supports four modes auto,
manual, self and peer. The auto mode denotes automatic assessment from ASQ.
If the mode is manual then assessor is a presenter or a teaching assistant. In the
other two modes the assessment is performed by students.
Session Event Represents a viewer or presenter event that happened during a
live presentation. The full list of events is presented in section B.1.3.
Whitelist entry This model describes the privileges of a user for a specific live
session. It holds a reference to the user and session.
Plugin Holds information about the status of a plugin in the system (installed/unin-
stalled, active/inactive).
Figure B.1 gives an overview of the relationship between the model entities.
B.1.3 Core Functionality
The backend logic follows a per-feature convention, where every feature is im-
plemented in a dedicated directory inside lib/.
User Authentication and Authorization
Each client that requests an ASQ webpage through HTTP is assigned a user object,
that corresponds to a user document in the database. Users can be “Registered”
or “Guest”. ASQ uses cookie based authentication following the persistent ses-
sion paradigm using the [pas18] library. Session identifiers are stored in the
Redis database for increased performance and scalability. Using [exp18] we can
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Figure B.1. Overview of the relationship between the entities of ASQ’s data
model. For higher level overview see Figure 3.2.
set privilege requirements of each route. For example, the page that lists the
presentation of a user should only be accessible by the this specific user. The
majority of middleware functions are implemented under lib/middleware.
The ACL management for live presentations is implemented using the whitelist
entry model. The user of every client in a live presentation session is associated
with a role that grants specific privileges through a whitelist entry document.
Currently ASQ supports four roles: viewer, presenter, ghost and ta. The viewer
role represents audience members, i.e. students. Viewers can follow live presen-
tations and answer quizzes. Presenters have a ctrl role and are the presentation
owners the can advance slides and have access to submissions and analytics. The
ghost role is used for the preview panes of the cockpit. They have similar priv-
ileges to viewers but their actions, for example submitting an answer, are not
persisted in the system. ta, short for teaching assistants, have access to the cock-
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pit where they can help manually assessing viewer submissions. Currently the ta
role has the same privileges as the presenter. Websocket authentication is per-
formed by sharing the HTTP authentication object of passport.js to identify a
user and the whitelist entry model to determine user roles for a session. Once the
authentication is complete, the requests are delegated to implementation logic
of the corresponding feature.
Socket communication
Although the HTML and static assets of a live presentation are delivered through
the HTTP, the rest of the communication between clients and server is performed
through WebSockets. Examples of information that is exchanged through Web-
Sockets are exercise submissions, slide advancing commands, statistics and state
synchronization. The core of this logic is under lib/sockets.
Uploading a presentation
Files under lib/upload implement the business logic for uploading a presenta-
tion. Currently ASQ supports two file formats:a ZIP archive or a Portable Docu-
ment Format (PDF) file. When one of the two types is uploaded ASQ creates a
new entry in the presentations database.
ZIP archives need to contain at least one HTML file as a root file with an
.html extension in its filename. ASQ will extract the ZIP archive in uniquely
identified directory. It will then search the contents of the directoy for an HTML
file. The first that matches (in alphabetical order) will be set as the main file of
the presentation and will be parsed as explained in the next subsection.
PDF files will usually be presentations exported from a common presentation
software such as PowerPoint or Keynote. ASQ will convert the PDF file to a re-
veal.js or impress.js HTML presentation using slide2html, a tool we developed
that converts PDF documents to HTML presentations . Each page of the PDF will
become a slide in the generated presentation. ASQ supports injecting questions
in presentation generated from PDF files using an it ASQ URL. Authors need to
include a question’s UID following the schema of listing B.1 using the original
presentation Software. <hostname> is the hostname of the ASQ server that the
presentation is uploaded to. Currently, only questions residing in the same server
as the presentation will be successufly resolved. The 24-character hexadecimal
is the UID of the question in the ASQ database of the <hostname>. An example
string that matches this pattern is asq://asq.inf.usi.ch/questions/1234567890abcdef12345678.
After authors export the presentation to PDF and upload to ASQ, ASQ will parse
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the presentation for a matching pattern as explained in the next subsection.
1 asq://<hostname>\\/questions\\/([0-9a-fA-F]{24}
Listing B.1. ASQ URL Schema definition (using a JavaScript regular expression)
to identify questions for injection by their UID
Parsing a presentation
Once a presentation has been created, its main HTML file is parsed to extract
settings, exercises and questions persist them in the database. The business logic
for parsing is located in lib/parsing.
The parsing starts with searching for questions UIDs that match the Regular
Expression of listing B.1. If there is match, ASQ queries the database to retrieve
a question that matches the found UID. If an entry is found, the HTML markup
of the question is injected in place of the matched string. The parsing starts with
a sanity check to make sure that the data in the presentation are valid, such as
that all exercises and questions include a UID, in the absence of which one will
be created an injected.
Then a hook to parse the presentation settings is fired. One plugin that is
subscribed to this hook is asq-setting. It will parse and persist the presentation-
wide settings. Example settings include the slide flow type and the number of
allowed submissions. When the hook execution is complete, the hook for plugins
to parse the HTML of the presentation is fired. Plugins that respond to this hook
will scan the presentation for their corresponding HTML elements, will parse
them, and serialize them in the database. As a reminder, each hook callback can
return a modified HTML string compared to the one it received as an argument.
The main reasons for modifying the original markup are to remove confidential
markup like ‘<asq-solution> elements, detect and correct mistakes – such as
wrong syntax or missing required markup content– or inject additional content
referenced via ASQ URLs.
Following the hook execution, the final step is to extract the UID of all the
exercises and questions of a presentation as well as of the exercises per slide
and questions per slide. This information will be added to the corresponding
presentation entry in the database. Once the parsing is complete the presentation
can be used for a live session.
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Live presentation
The business logic for live presentations is located in lib/live, lib/flow and
lib/sockets and lib/submission.
The process for starting a live session for a presentation starts with creating
a new live session object (document in MongoDB lingo) that will be associated
with the presentation.
Once the session is created, ASQ generates a whitelist entry for the presenter
of the session that associates the user document of the owner of the presentation
with the role ”presenter“ for this session. Whenever an audience member con-
nects to the presentation a similiar whitelist entry is created that associated their
user document with the role of “viewer” for the associated session.
The final step when starting a live presentation is to create an implicit au-
dience question. Viewer can type messages intended for the presenter, such as
comments or questions for the lectures as answers to this question. Submissions
will be displayed in a dedicated view of the cockpit as “Viewers’ questions”.
Exercise Submission
When a viewer submits an exercise, the resulting exercise submission is for-
warded from the WebSocket message handling logic to /lib/submissions.
The first step is to perform sanity checks: for example whether the question
UIDs match the containing exercise UID or whether the user has exceeded the
maximum allowed number of submissions for this specific exercise.
The next step is to save the exercise submission to the database and each indi-
vidual question submission. We delegate this work the asq-exercise plugin and
the pertinent question plugins. First ASQ will execute the exercise_submission
hook to save the exercise submission to the database. Then for each question sub-
mission included in the exercise submission it will fire the answer_submission
hook. Each question plugin performs further sanity checks to match the con-
straints of the specific question type and saves the answer to the database. Many
plugins will then perform automatic assessment calculations and send the results
back to the presenter and/or the viewers.
Exercise Assessment
ASQ support four types of assessment [238] as mentioned briefly in the Assessment
model in subsection B.1.2:
1. auto. Some question types like multiple choice, highlight, text, order and
buckets can be automatically assessed. This mode is automatically triggered
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for compatible question types by ASQ which creates assessment entries in the
database of the “auto” type and stores the automatically given grade.
2. manual. This is method allows instructors and teaching assistants to man-
ually grade submissions. The submissions of students appear in the cockpit where
teachers can quickly grade them as correct which corresponds to a score of 100
or incorrect which corresponds to a score of 0. The ability to specify a more fine
grained score in the range of 0-100 will be added in the future.
3. self. In the self assessment mode students are provided with a rubric [11]
that guides them through the steps to manually grade their assignment. They
receive a score in the range 0-100.
4. peer. In this mode, once a student submits his answer to a question, ASQ
will prompt them to assess the submission of a fellow classmate. The student
follows the same rubric-based procedure describe in the self mode. Each stu-
dent can assess more than one submission and their submission can be assessed
multiple times as well.
The peer and self assessment modes need to be configured in the settings of the
presentation via appropriate markup.
Real-time Analytics
In order to capture the interactions with the taught material, and to understand
how they contribute to the learning process and student attention, for every live
presentation ASQ tracks various events (e.g. a viewer connects to the ASQ presen-
tation, a presenter advances a slide, a viewer submits an answer or is idle for a
number of seconds). Depending on the nature of each event, it can be generated
either in the user’s browser of from the ASQ application server. Note, that we do
not require users to login to ASQ, as long as a user’s browser is connected to the
ASQ presentation relevant events will be captured; closing the browser tab that
contains the ASQ presentation will disconnect the user.
Generic Browser Events ASQ tracks some generic browser events like mouse
movement, window focus and user input. These events are listed in Table B.1.
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Table B.1. Overview of generic Web browser events monitored by ASQ.
Event Name Description
tabhidden The browser tab that displays the ASQ web app becomes hidden.
tabvisible The browser tab that displays the ASQ web app becomes visible.
windowfocus The browser window that displays the ASQ web app receives focus.
windowblur The browser window that displays the ASQ web app loses focus
(blurs in HTML terminology).
focusin, focus An HTML element of the page received focus.
focusout, blur An HTML element of the page receives focus.
click A viewer clicks a pointing device inside the ASQ web page.
mousemove A viewer moves a pointing device inside the ASQ web page.
dblclick A viewer double-clicks a pointing device inside the ASQ web page.
contextmenu A viewer right-clicks a pointing device inside the ASQ web page.
wheel A viewer rotates the wheel button of a pointing device inside the
ASQ web page.
touchstart A viewer places a touch point touch point on the touch surface of
the ASQ web page.
touchmove A viewer moves s touch point along the touch surface of the ASQ
web page.
touchend A viewer removes a touch point touch point on the touch surface
of the ASQ web page.
input There is student input in the browser window that displays ASQ.
cut A viewer performs a ‘cut’ operation in the browser window that
displays ASQ.
copy A viewer performs a ‘copy’ operation in the browser window that
displays ASQ.
paste A viewer performs a ‘paste’ operation in the browser window that
displays ASQ.
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ASQ-specific browser Events Events that are specific to the ASQ application are
listed in Table B.2. These events include slide change events, input in ASQ ques-
tion types and exercise operations (focus/edit/submit). These events may origi-
nate from a lower level browser event, for exampe questioninput may originate
from an input event.
Table B.2. Overview of ASQ-specific Web browser events.
Event Name Description
slideenter The presentation in a viewer’s ASQ web page advanced into a new
slide.
slideleave The presentation in a viewer’s ASQ web page left the current slide.
exercisefocus An ASQ exercise HTML element receives focus.
exerciseblur An ASQ exercise HTML element blurs.
input There is student input in the browser window that displays ASQ.
questioninput Some ASQ question types emit this event when there is student
input.
exercisesubmit A viewer submits the solution to an ASQ exercise.
answersubmit A viewer submits an answer for an ASQ question (an exercise can
have multiple questions).
exercise-edit A viewer clicked the edit button of an ASQ exercise.
idle Emitted by the browser window that displays the ASQ web app
when none of the above events has occurred for 10 seconds.
Server Generated Events The complete set of server generate events is listed
in Table B.3.
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Table B.3. Overview of server generated events of ASQ.
Event Name Description
ctrl-connected A user with the role of “presenter” connected to an ASQ
presentation.
ctrl-disconnected A user with the role of “presenter” disconnected from a live
presentation.
ctrl-goto A user with the role of “presenter” advanced a live presen-
tation to a specific slide.
folo-connected A user with the role of “viewer” connected to a live presen-
tation.
folo-disconnected A user with the role of “viewer” disconnected from a live
presentation.
exercise-deactivated An exercise inside a presentation has been deactivated.
exercise-activated An exercise inside a presentation has been activated.
question-deactivated A question inside a presentation has been deactivated.
question-activated A question inside a presentation has been activated.
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